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ABSTRACT

Background: Data about data, metadata, for describing Health and Demographic Surveillance System (HDSS) data have often received insufficient attention. This thesis studied how to develop provenance metadata within the context of HDSS data harmonisation - the network for Analysing Longitudinal Population-based HIV/ AIDS data on Africa (ALPHA). Technologies from the data documentation community were customised, among them: A process model - Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model (GLBPM), two metadata standards - Data Documentation Initiative (DDI) and Standard for Data and Metadata eXchange (SDMX) and a data transformations description language - Structured Data Transform Language (SDTL).

Methods: A framework with three complementary facets was used:

- Creating a recipe for annotating primary HDSS data using the GLBPM and DDI,
- Approaches for documenting data transformations. At a business level, prospective and retrospective documentation using GLBPM and DDI and retrospectively recovering the more granular details using SDMX and SDTL.
- Requirements analysis for a user-friendly provenance metadata browser.

Results: A recipe for the annotation of HDSS data was created outlining considerations to guide HDSS on metadata entry, staff training and software costs. Regarding data transformations, at a business level, a specialised process model for the HDSS domain was created. It has algorithm steps for each data transformation sub-process and data inputs and outputs. At a lower level, the SDMX and SDTL captured about 80% (17/21) of the variable level transformations. The requirements elicitation study yielded requirements for a provenance metadata browser to guide developers.

Conclusions: This is a first attempt ever at creating detailed metadata for this resource or any other similar resources in this field. HDSS can implement these recipes to document their data. This will increase transparency and facilitate reuse thus potentially bringing down costs of data management. It will arguably promote the longevity and wide and accurate use of these data.
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DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS


ALPHA - Analysing Longitudinal Population-based HIV/ AIDS data on Africa
A network of autonomous, longitudinal demographic and HIV/ AIDS surveillance research studies in Africa. The network runs data analysis training workshops on demographic correlates and consequences of HIV (ALPHA 2013).

Business Process – A set of coordinated activities or steps to perform one or more functions with the goal of delivering a service or product to a client (Weske 2007)

Class – a blueprint for the information objects found in a system being designed (Weisfeld 2008)

Data life cycle – the entire course of existence of a dataset, from study conceptualisation to analysis and archiving and feeding back to earlier stages (DDI Alliance 2018a).

Data Model
A mapping of the contents of an information model (defined later in this list) into a from that is specific to a particular type of data store or repository (Schoenwaelder and Pras 2003)

DC – Dublin Core
A general purpose metadata standard comprising of a set of fifteen elements used for resource descriptions (DCMI 2013).

DDI – Data Documentation Initiative
DDI is an effort to create an XML-based standard for documenting individual level social and behavioural science data (DDIAlliance.org 2013). This effort is overseen the DDI Alliance. The DDI Alliance is a self-funding organization whose members vote on the development of the specification (DDIAlliance.org 2013)
DDI 4
A version of DDI currently under development that is model based. It comprises of two main parts. An information model comprising of a library of objects and functional views of the model constructed from subsets of the library. Each views supports a specific application of the specification. The information model can be implemented in various technologies including XML and RDF (both XML and RDF are defined later in this list) (DDI Alliance 2014b)

GLBPM – Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model
A reference model that defines and describes processes involved in the production of longitudinal individual level research data (I. Barkow, Block, Greenfield, Gregory, Hebing, Hoyle, and Zenk-Möltgen 2013). Derived from the GSBPM with the purpose of describing processes related to the production of human science research data. Figure 7 in Chapter 2 shows the GLBPM.

GSBPM – Generic Statistical Business Process Model
A reference model that defines and describes processes involved in the production of statistics. It comprises of four levels (UNECE Secretariat 2009). The Statistical Business Process Model itself, the nine phases of the business process, the sub-processes in each of the phases and the description of these sub-processes. The GSBPM is shown in Figure 6, Chapter 2.

HDSS – Health and Demographic Surveillance System
A community-based information system for monitoring vital events (births, deaths and migrations) and key health indicators over time (INDEPTH Network 2002)

HTML – Hyper Text Markup Language
HTML is a markup language for describing web pages (W3schools.com 2013). HTML documents are text documents with tags which are texts in brackets as follows <html> embedded in the document. HTML has a pre-defined set of tags and syntax rules that are used to define how web page content displays in a web browser.

IHSN - International Household Survey Network
An informal collaboration of international agencies aiming to improve availability, accessibility and quality of developing countries’ survey data (Ihsn.org. 2013)
**Information Model**
A representation of concepts, relationships, constraints, rules and operations which together form a model which provides an explicit interpretation criteria for a chosen domain of discourse (Eurostat, Directorate B: Statistical Methodologies and Tools and Unit B-5: Statistical Information Technologies 2010). An information model provides formalism to the description of a domain of discourse without constraining the mapping of the model to an implementation system.

**Interoperability** – The capability to communicate, execute programs, or transfer data across contexts in a manner that is highly automated and resulting in minimal information loss (Duval 2001).

**Machine actionability** – The ability for a digital object to provide information that is relayed in a consistently structured manner to a computer agent thus facilitating autonomous exploration by the computer agent (Wilkinson et al. 2016).

**Object** - A person, place, concept, thing represented by a system under consideration. A class is a blueprint for these objects (Weisfeld 2008).

**Ontology** – A formal representation of a set of concepts (classes of objects) within a domain and their relationships (Ontotext 2019)

**OWL** – Web Ontology Language
A language aimed to be the standardised ontology language for the semantic web (Antoniou and Van Harmelen 2004)

**RDF** - Resource Description Framework
A framework developed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for encoding, reusing and exchanging structured metadata. RDF makes possible the automated semantic processing of information by imposing the needed structural constraints on the metadata (Eric Miller 1998)
**SDMX – Statistical Data and Metadata eXchange**
SDMX is an International Standard Organisation (ISO) metadata standard to describe statistical data and metadata to facilitate exchange, processing and sharing among statistical and other organisations (SDMX Technical Working Group 2018a). It is an initiative birthed in the Official Statistics community with particular strengths in describing aggregated statistical data.

**SDTL - Structured Data Transform Language**
A model for describing data transformations developed as part of the Continuous Capture of Metadata (C2Metadata) project (C2Metadata 2017)

**Semantic Web**
A broad range of ideas and technologies concerned with bringing meaning to the vast amount of information on the web (Ontotext 2019). It is a vision to express web content in a form that is more easily processible by computer agents and to use software agents in a way that takes advantage of this representation (Antoniou and Van Harmelen 2004)

**Software Requirements Specification** – A document that lays out the requirements for a software system to be built. It provides a basis for agreement between the client and developer on what the software will need to accomplish (Pressman 2010)

**UML – Unified Modeling Language**
A general purpose modeling language for specifying, visualising, constructing and documenting the artefacts of a software system. It is also used for business modeling and other non-software systems (Visual Paradigm n.d.)

**VTL - Validation and Transformation Language**
A standard language for defining a set of operators, their syntax and semantics pertaining to the validation and transformation of any kind of statistical data (SDMX 2019).

**XML – eXtensible Markup Language**
XML is a markup language designed to transport and store data (W3schools.com 2013). Unlike HTML, XML tags are not pre-defined, the XML document author defines the tags.
While HTML tags give information on how to display the content of the HTML document, XML tags gives an idea on the meaning of the contents of the XML document.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
A Health and Demographic Surveillance System (HDSS) is a community-based information system for monitoring vital events (births, deaths and migrations) and key health indicators over time (Sankoh and Byass 2012; INDEPTH Network 2002). Data from HDSS serve key roles in the monitoring of the vital and health status of largely undocumented populations (Sankoh and Byass 2012). HDSS are a medium-term solution to deficiencies in civil registration and population-based health data across many Low and Middle Income Countries (LMIC) (Sankoh and Byass 2012; Setel et al. 2007; Mikkelsen et al. 2015). They also work as platforms for clinical trials or more general population-based research (Di Pasquale 2018). In addition, they contribute to multi-study data harmonisation collaborations. Examples of such collaborations include the network for Analysing Longitudinal Population based HIV/AIDS data on Africa (ALPHA) on HIV epidemiology (Reniers et al. 2016; Slaymaker et al. 2017) and the African NCD Longitudinal Data Alliance (ANDLA) (ANDLA 2019). Unlike the cross-sectional population surveys (The DHS Program 2019; UNICEF MICS 2019) or decennial population censuses performed in the LMIC, HDSS are in a unique position to capture cause and effect relationships among health determinants and outcomes. They are therefore a resource of significant population health importance.

The development and maintenance of all the required details of the HDSS populations is a complex affair (Di Pasquale 2018; INDEPTH Network 2002; Benzler, Herbst, and MacLeod 1998). This is because HDSS are open cohorts permitting the members to leave or to be added to the study over time. Thus, they present special database management challenges in monitoring the population dynamics. Long term management and sharing of these data hinges on the availability of sufficient data documentation capturing their nuances.

Metadata, often defined as data about data, refer to the information that describes data or other resources, usually on the internet, helping to locate, retrieve and manage them (NISO 2004). They act as the bridge between data and their use, without them, data are just a meaningless collection of numbers (Ryssevik 1999). Metadata are most useful when they are packaged in standards (Duval 2001; Blank and Rasmussen 2004). A metadata standard represents a common view of how metadata within a domain of interest can be described (I. Barkow 2016; Gregory, Pascal, and Ryssevik 2009). Data described in a standardised manner
are discoverable (Wellcome Trust 2014), that is, they can be found on the web. They also can be better accessed, exchanged and manipulated in highly automated ways across contexts, otherwise known as interoperability (I. Barkow 2016; Duval 2001). Over the years, the international community has developed a number of metadata standards. The Digital Curation Centre (DCC) (DCC 2019) has a comprehensive cross discipline list of the standards. In public health research and epidemiology, the standard gaining popularity is the Data Documentation Initiative (DDI) (Wellcome Trust 2014). It is a standard for documentation of individual-level data in the social and behavioural sciences (Miller and Vardigan 2005; DDI Alliance 2018d). Currently, DDI has two strands which are DDI 2 also called DDI Codebook and DDI 3 or DDI Lifecycle. A new version, DDI 4, is also under development (DDI Alliance 2019), DDI 4 seeks compatibility with earlier versions while offering enhanced flexibility via an information model (William Block et al. 2012). Another metadata standard, the Statistical Data and Metadata eXchange (SDMX) standard, originally designed for statistical data exchange (SDMX Technical Working Group 2018a), has also been proposed for the description of public health data, for instance, by the French Sentinelles network (Turbelin and Boëlle 2013).

1.2 Research Problem
There is evidence on the use of metadata standards among African HDSS for the documentation of their primary data. A number of studies have metadata standards-based data catalogues (Africa Health Research Institute 2018; African Population and Health Research Center 2015; Ifakara Health Institute 2019). However, the literature is silent on what steps, considerations and choices these HDSS have taken in implementing the standards. This silence is a cause for concern because metadata standards are, of necessity, designed for an audience much wider than the HDSS community. Their target audience makes them too generic for an HDSS to directly apply off the shelf. They need contextualisation to suit the specific HDSS. Not knowing how to implement these standards, implies not fully understanding the requirements for creating sufficient metadata for use within the HDSS and to accompany shared datasets.

The Centre in a Box (CiB) infrastructure has been developed to automate data harmonisation across different HDSS (Herbst et al. 2015). Initially used by INDEPTH for iSHARE (INDEPTH Network 2013) which brings together demographic data, it is now also used by ALPHA for health data, specifically HIV data. Although CiB represents the best data harmonisation and curation solution for HDSS to date, it has limitations from the
perspective of data documentation best practices. The CiB has two limitations relating to metadata.

1. It does not cater for documentation of input data from the HDSS being harmonised
2. It only provides tool-specific documentation of data harmonisation processes. Tool specific-metadata tend to lock data into proprietary systems (Corti and Gregory 2011). This hampers data exchange across platforms (I. Barkow 2016; Duval 2001).

Therefore, as it stands, the existing literature has not clearly established what is required to sufficiently document HDSS data and the secondary datasets derived from them. This means that we do not fully understand what it takes to provide metadata support for long term management and sharing of these data. In addition, it is also widely recognised among the producers and users of these data that there is a considerable gap between the information required to effectively use the data and what is available from the pre-existing documentation. This position puts HDSS studies at risk of creating sub-optimal metadata and thus erroneous data interpretation and use by both the producers and external investigators. Ultimately, this hampers the potential improvements of the health and survival of the populations of interest.

1.3 Study Contributions
To contribute towards addressing the foregoing problems, this thesis investigates the implementation of metadata standards within the context of HDSS data harmonisation and pooling, the ALPHA network. It proposes an end to end provision of accessible and structured metadata for “after the fact” harmonised ALPHA datasets.

The three main contributions of this work are the following:

- It proposes steps, considerations and choices to make when implementing existing versions of the DDI standard within a typical HDSS setting using the Kisesa HDSS also known as the Magu HDSS (Kishamawe et al. 2015) in north-western Tanzania as a prototype (Chapter 4).
- It explores software-agnostic and structured documentation of the ALPHA data harmonisation processes performed using the Pentaho Data Integration tools (Pentaho Corporation 2018) within the CiB environment (Chapters 5 and 6).
- It gathers requirements for a user-friendly platform for presenting provenance metadata for ALPHA datasets to guide software developers (chapter 7).
1.4 Related work

1.4.1 Use of metadata standards in public health research and epidemiology

The public health research community has been slower in implementing the metadata standards when compared to other disciplines such as economics, genetics or geography (Wellcome Trust 2014). Consequently, the lack of accessible and structured metadata has often been cited as one of the major barriers to the full utilisation of existing public health research data (Bergeron et al. 2018; Wellcome Trust 2014; Van Panhuis et al. 2014; Pisani and AbouZahr 2010). The slow pace of adopting metadata standards is also reflected in HDSS studies (Chandramohan et al. 2008).

1.4.2 Data pooling, harmonisation and sharing: benefits versus documentation demands

Pooled data give the opportunity to analyse temporal and spatial variations in epidemic patterns (Bosch-Capblanch 2011) and provides the statistical power otherwise not available using a single study (Fortier et al. 2010). On the other hand, data sharing facilitates maximisation of knowledge and potential health benefit (Walport and Brest 2011), reduces duplication of data collection efforts, enables producers to get credit for the shared data, affords wider quality assessments from the user community and increases prospects for access to data from different sources for comparative analyses (Pisani et al. 2016). Without metadata, these opportunities cannot be fully realised (Bergeron et al. 2018).

When studies are planned with harmonisation in mind, such as in the case of the Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS) (The DHS Program 2019), harmonisation and pooling is relatively straightforward. However, in cases where data are pooled after having been collected independently using different instruments, and with no pre-planned harmonisation - otherwise known as retrospective or “ex – post” harmonisation (Granda and Blasczyk 2016), the harmonisation needed prior to pooling the data will usually involve complex transformations of the primary datasets. Care has to be taken to handle this complexity in a valid manner addressing cultural, legal and scientific challenges associated with the harmonisation (Fortier et al. 2010). Besides the scientifically sound development of the harmonisation process, the pooled data also require comprehensive documentation to communicate the provenance of the data (Fortier et al. 2017).
1.4.3 ALPHA: Brief overview and Use of CiB technology
ALPHA is a data pooling, sharing and joint analysis effort among HDSS belonging to the network. It brings together ten autonomous research partners running HDSS sites in Eastern and Southern Africa with interest in HIV epidemiology. Since its inception in 2005, the network has regularly derived harmonised datasets from the partners’ operational databases and has performed cross-site data analyses answering a number of important research questions listed on the network’s webpage (http://alpha.lshtm.ac.uk/publications/).
ALPHA is now seeking to standardise the production of its datasets across the partners and to provide accompanying provenance documentation for efficient data management and sharing. Inspired by the success of the CiB technology, ALPHA is adopting and extending the scope of the CiB to cater for the network’s various datasets.
The CiB provides a self-contained, secure and robust environment for creating and curating harmonised datasets. At the centre of the CiB functionality is the Pentaho data integration software (Pentaho Corporation 2018). Pentaho provides a graphical extract-transform-load (ETL) designer to simplify the creation of data transformations. It has a rich library of pre-built components to access, prepare, and blend data from various sources. Its graphical interface serves as a form of documentation of the transformations.

1.4.4 Structured documentation of data transformations
Relating to data transformations metadata, two promising approaches are being developed in the official statistics and the social science domains. These are the Validation and Transformation Language (VTL) (SDMX Technical Working Group 2018a) and the Structured Data Transform Language (SDTL) (C2Metadata 2017) respectively. These two approaches have not yet been widely applied outside the settings within which they are being developed.

1.4.5 Generic process models
Also relevant to HDSS and ALPHA data documentation are two reference, standards-based models for data production processes. The first one is called the Generic Statistical Business Process Model (GSBPM) (UNECE 2018b). The GSBPM was developed in the official statistics domain. The second model is the GLBPM - Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model (B. I. Barkow et al. 2013) developed within the DDI community. The GSBPM describes the set of business processes needed to produce official statistics. It is a standard framework and provides common terminology to help national statistical offices to streamline production processes and to share methods. It also serves as a template for
process documentation (UNECE 2018b). The GLBPM is a specialisation of the GSBPM focussing on modelling of longitudinal survey data production. Mapping the HDSS and ALPHA data production to these process models would foster standard description of the various activities involved and a common understanding of those activities.

1.5 Research questions
In considering the research problem, a number of key research questions emerge, these are:
1. What steps and considerations does a typical HDSS need to make in adopting and adapting the DDI metadata standard for documentation of its primary data?

2. How can standards for describing data and statistics production be customised and extended to create software-agnostic documentation of ALPHA data harmonisation processes?

3. What features are required by users in an ALPHA data provenance documentation browsing and searching platform?

1.6 Aim
The aim of this research is to facilitate standardised documentation of the ALPHA data provenance within the CiB environment through the adaptation and extension of metadata standards and the associated data production generic process models.

1.7 Objectives
(1) To adopt and adapt the DDI metadata standard for the annotation of HDSS primary data using Kisesa HDSS, north western Tanzania as prototype (Chapter 4)

(2) To develop a standards-based framework for the documentation of retrospective data harmonisation routines performed in ALPHA and similar networks (Chapters 5 and 6)

(3) To gather and analyse the requirements for a user-friendly provenance metadata platform for ALPHA datasets (Chapter 7)

1.8 Delimitations of scope and key assumptions
The domain of interest in this thesis is the African longitudinal health and demographic surveillance. Particular focus is placed on the high HIV prevalence regions of Eastern and
Southern African HDSS involved in ALPHA network. It therefore does not consider HDSS in Africa but outside ALPHA or those in Asia or the Oceania.

This thesis does not consider forms of data other than population-based health and demographic surveillance data. Health facility data are only considered in the context of their use for creating ALPHA datasets. National health surveys or national population census data are out of the scope. The data harmonisation technology considered in this study are the Pentaho data transformations performed within the CiB environment. Standardisation is a much broader topic than metadata standardisation, there are many standards applicable to public health research. These include:

1. The Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) which categorises biomedical concepts to facilitate indexing in biomedical journals.
2. The International Classification of Diseases (ICD) which is a system for classifying morbidity entities according to an established criteria (World Health Organization 2016)
3. The Systemized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT) (McMahon 2017)
4. The Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC) (LOINC 2019) is a universal standard for identifying laboratory test results and other clinical observations for use by clinical information systems (Huff et al. 1998).
5. The Health Level 7 (HL7) (HL 7 2019, 7)
6. The Health Level 7 Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (HL7 FHIR) (HL7 2019, 7)

However, this thesis only considers the metadata standards used in the public health arena. Further, there is no software developed or evaluated as part of this thesis. Rather, two major products are aimed at: (1) Provenance metadata entailing documentation of the input data from ALPHA partners and the data harmonisation processes done to create the ALPHA datasets and (2) requirements for a metadata browsing software that provides user-friendly access to the developed provenance metadata. These synthesised requirements will be used by developers to create a requirements specification document which will then guide their work.

1.9 Thesis outline

Here is a quick scheme through of the thesis summarising the contents of each of the chapters.
Chapter 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
Reviews the literature on metadata and metadata standards, generic process models, data documentation practices in harmonisation projects and within the HDSS. It gives an overview on the state of the art on the standards and associated tools for public health research data documentation. It also points out the weaknesses of these standards and the tools related to the documentation of provenance of the ALPHA harmonised datasets.

Chapter 3: STUDY SETTINGS – ALPHA Network
This chapter will look at the rationale for setting up HDSS, their field and office data operations, the formation of the ALPHA network and its data management practices and the network’s studies. In addition, it also describes the CiB data documentation capabilities.

Chapter 4: OPEN-ACCESS FOR EXISTING LMIC DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEILLANCE DATA USING DDI
This chapter investigates a recipe for the implementation of metadata standards within an HDSS. It analyses the choices, steps and considerations to be made by a typical HDSS at the beginning of a DDI data documentation endeavour. This includes what version of DDI to use, what tools to use, personnel training considerations and software costs involved.

Chapter 5: HIGH LEVEL, STRUCTURED METADATA FOR ALPHA DATA TRANSFORMATIONS:
This chapter focuses on the development of high-level metadata for ALPHA data harmonisation. It brings together the GLBPM, its specialisation, and the DDI 4 and Pentaho information models to develop structured high-level metadata to describe ALPHA data provenance. It seeks to develop business level provenance metadata.

Chapter 6: LOWER LEVEL, STRUCTURED METADATA FOR ALPHA DATA TRANSFORMATIONS:
In chapter 6, a more granular description of the harmonisation routines is developed by mapping the Pentaho data transformation details to the SDTL and documenting data aggregates, in form of data quality metrics, using the SDMX standard. These metadata complement the high level metadata developed in Chapter 5.
Chapter 7: PROVIDING END USERS WITH ACCESS TO ALPHA PROVENANCE METADATA

This chapter elicits and analyses the perspectives of data management and research experts working within ALPHA and other data harmonisation projects. It seeks to define a list of requirements for a user-friendly provenance metadata browsing software for ALPHA.

Chapter 8: CONCLUSION

This chapter will summarise the main findings from the thesis, discuss how the various pieces of the project fit together, conclusions to be drawn from this work and recommendations for future research building on to the presented work.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction
The literature on data documentation is very broad. Most substantive disciplines of research have their own metadata standards and best practices (I. Barkow 2016; Murtha Baca 2008). This chapter focuses on data documentation literature applicable to public health research and epidemiology. The existing literature is reviewed through addressing the following questions and topics on the demand and provision of metadata useable by both humans and computer agents in this domain:

- Data documentation and sharing in public health research
  - Standardisation, metadata standards, generic process models and attendant technologies and tools
  - Use of metadata standards and associated tools in HDSS studies
  - Data documentation practices among multi-site data harmonisation collaborations
  - How far do current metadata standards support documentation of data transformations?

- Discussion of the main message from the literature review
This chapter seeks to establish that though there are standards and tools in the data documentation community available for HDSS studies to use, none of the existing work readily fits ALPHA’s documentation needs. Thus, contextualisation and extension are needed. The discussion section at the end reiterates the need for further work to customise and extend existing standards for use in HDSS data harmonisation and similar projects.

2.1.1 Scholarly databases, keywords and literature search strategy
Three scholarly databases were searched for publications to use in this review. These are PubMed, Web of Science and Library, Information Science & Technology Abstracts. The combinations of keywords and concepts shown in Figure 1, complemented by Boolean operators provided the search strategy for relevant papers to include. Each of the strategies under the four headings in Figure 1 was used individually and then in various combinations using the “AND” operator to search for literature on two or more topics.

Figure 2 shows the results of the searches conducted in the scholarly databases PubMed, Library, Information Science and Technology Abstracts and Web of Science. 491 articles initially retrieved were excluded from the literature review due to two main reasons. (1) They
were from domains such as GIS, neuroscience, genetics and astronomy - these have their own standards which are unsuitable for datasets produced in population-based longitudinal studies. (2) They did not refer to data documentation, metadata, data curation or data sharing.

Full text screening resulted in the exclusion of 53 more articles. Though these referred to data sharing or data management, they did not give any details regarding data documentation. Scholarly databases searches resulted in 20 articles being selected for literature review.

**Figure 1: Broad literature review topics and search strategies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data documentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(&quot;Data documentation&quot; OR metadata OR &quot;Documentation standard&quot; OR SDMX OR DDI OR &quot;Statistical Data and Metadata Exchange&quot; OR &quot;Data Documentation Initiative&quot; OR &quot;data annotation&quot; OR &quot;data curation&quot; OR &quot;data archival&quot; OR &quot;data repository&quot; OR &quot;data catalog&quot; OR &quot;data sharing&quot; OR &quot;data discovery&quot; OR &quot;open data&quot; OR &quot;research repository&quot; OR &quot;data resource&quot; OR &quot;data standard&quot; OR &quot;research data management&quot; OR &quot;Findable Accessible Interoperable and Reusable&quot; OR &quot;FAIR data&quot; OR &quot;FAIR principle&quot;) NOT &quot;drug-drug interaction&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health and demographic surveillance and other population-based studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(&quot;Health and demographic surveillance system&quot; OR &quot;Demographic surveillance&quot; OR &quot;Demographic surveillance system&quot; OR &quot;Health and demographic surveillance systems&quot; OR &quot;cohort study&quot; OR &quot;population-based study&quot; OR &quot;longitudinal surveillance&quot; OR &quot;longitudinal observation&quot; OR &quot;longitudinal study&quot; OR &quot;Population-based cohort&quot; OR &quot;public health surveillance&quot; OR &quot;Longitudinal data&quot; OR &quot;public health data&quot; OR &quot;individual participant data&quot;) NOT (genom* OR Clinica* OR Trial)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data harmonisation and or pooling studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multinational OR &quot;multi-national&quot; OR &quot;multi-country&quot; OR &quot;multi-site&quot; OR &quot;data harmonisation&quot; OR &quot;data transformation&quot; OR &quot;Extract Transform and Load&quot; OR ETL OR &quot;data integration&quot; OR &quot;data processing&quot; OR &quot;multicentre&quot; OR &quot;multicenter&quot; OR &quot;multicenter&quot; OR &quot;retrospective data harmonization&quot; OR meta-analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low and Middle Income Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Low and Middle income country&quot; OR LMIC OR &quot;developing country&quot; OR &quot;sub-saharan&quot; OR Africa OR &quot;sub saharan&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Backward and forward citation tracking, using the aforementioned databases and Google scholar, supplemented the articles retrieved using the search strategies. In addition, targeted searches on institutional websites for relevant content, conference presentations and working papers were also conducted.

This review is not systematic and cannot claim to be exhaustive. It however helps to shed light on the state of art in terms of data documentation in public health research and HDSS studies including in studies where data harmonisation is involved.
2.1.2 General picture of data documentation and sharing in public health research

The public health research domain has generally been described as sluggish in terms of adopting metadata standards and data sharing (Bergeron et al. 2018; Chandramohan et al. 2008; Pisani and AbouZahr 2010; Walport and Brest 2011; Wellcome Trust 2014). Concerns to do with confidentiality of the study participants and the need to meet primary research
grant aims before making the data available have often been given as reasons for restricted data sharing (Pisani et al. 2016). Meanwhile, the funders have sent a clear message regarding their demands for deriving maximum health benefits from publically funded research via data sharing (Walport and Brest 2011; Pisani et al. 2016). Journals are singing the same chorus too. A number of publishers including Plos, Springer Nature, Science and Elsevier have policies that promote public access to data used in a publication submitted to them (Federer et al. 2018). Support for publishing data profiles in the International Journal of Epidemiology (Oxford University Press 2019) or in dedicated data journals (Pauline Ward 2016; Candela et al. 2015) is paving ways for this to happen but the landscape is still very much varied (Wellcome Trust 2014).

Calls for data sharing in the literature are tantamount to calls for data documentation usable by both humans and computer agents. This is so because effective data sharing needs to comply to the widely cited FAIR guiding principles for data management and stewardship (Wilkinson et al. 2016). These principles guide those wishing to enhance the discovery and reuse of their data holdings on how to make their data Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable - FAIR (Wilkinson et al. 2016). FAIR principles acknowledge the need to accommodate both human and software agents as key users of the data resources. While humans have better intuitive sense of reading cues to work out the meaning and intent of digital objects than computers, they need the assistance of computers to cope with the scale and complexity of present day data. Computer agents need structured documentation to discover and manipulate digital data in automated ways (Wilkinson et al. 2016; Miller and Vardigan 2005).

2.2 Standardisation, Metadata, and metadata standards

2.2.1 Standardisation in Public Health research and epidemiology

Standardisation is not a foreign concept in public health research. McMahon (2017) classified health information standards in two broad categories in her thesis – encoding standards and data exchange standards. Encoding standards are controlled terminologies/ vocabularies used to systematically organise information to support knowledge management. These include vocabularies such as the MeSH, ICD, SNOMED CT and LOINC (McMahon 2017). On the other hand, exchange standards are frameworks for supporting clinical information exchange. They incorporate terminologies in their broader scope of representing information exchanged in clinical management systems. They serve as domain models for health
information constructs and processes. The HL7 FHIR and CDISC are examples in this category (McMahon 2017). Most public health researchers working with HDSS data would be familiar with the MeSH and ICD 10 encoding standards. The MeSH is used for literature and biomedical concepts searching while the ICD 10 is used in the analysis of morbidity and causes of death. Probably fewer of them have exposure to HL7 and CDISC. These two are more likely to be used by data managers who are responsible for data processing and exchange.

The encoding standards snugly fit as part of the metadata standards described in the next section. The DDI metadata standard uses controlled vocabularies for a number of metadata fields where only specific standardised content is expected. On the other hand, the metadata standards serve different purposes from those served by HL7 and CDISC. However, the need for interoperability between the foregoing exchange standards and DDI, for example, is acknowledged in the data documentation community (William Block et al. 2012). This has in turn led the data documentation community to grow the data and record types that, using FAIR principles, it is capable of describing.

2.2.2 Metadata definition, types and uses

Metadata are usually defined as data about data (NISO 2004). They refer to the information that describes the location, context and significance of a resource, usually on the internet, helping to retrieve and manage it (NISO 2004).

Metadata differ by discipline or professional community (Murtha Baca 2008). In the past it was mainly the concern of information professionals but with the advent of the internet, users who are not necessarily information professionals are creating metadata (Murtha Baca 2008). Relating to digital resources, metadata serve the following purposes:

Resource discovery, access, organisation, interoperability, long term preservation, sharing and digital identification among other uses (Murtha Baca 2008).

If the resource of interest are data – the users of the data need metadata in order to understand and use in an effective and responsible manner, the data they are provided with (Gregory, Pascal, and Ryssevik 2009). For research results to be meaningful, the producer of the estimates needs to understand the input data. While primary users of data have a wealth of informal and “undocumented” knowledge, a secondary user only relies on the documentation accompanying the data (Gregory, Pascal, and Ryssevik 2009).

In cases where data from various sources and time periods are combined, metadata will facilitate accurate processing and aggregation of those data. The longer the distance between the production of the data and the use of those data, the more important the metadata
become for accurate use of the data (Gregory, Pascal, and Ryssevik 2009). This also relates to the use of the data for purposes other than those foreseen by the producers. Metadata are also responsible for providing enough detail for the resource to facilitate access and to “future proof” electronic resources (Corti and Gregory 2011; Van den Eynden et al. 2011). For microdata, this goes beyond a simple data dictionary. It entails information of study design, data collection and processing methods, details of deviations from initial collection and processing plans and so on. The aim is to provide enough details to help potential users to decide on the quality of the data and their suitability for the users’ needs. This level of detail has traditionally been provided by data codebooks (Inter University Consortium of Political and Social Research 2019) – mainly in form of free text paper, word processing or PDF documents. While these traditional codebooks provide the metadata required by human data users, they pose particular challenges for the other equally important users, the computer agents (Wilkinson et al. 2016; IHSN 2012). These latter users need structured information in order to exchange and process the data and metadata in automated ways. The advent of the internet and the subsequent need to exchange data and metadata among computers via this platform has been one of the main drivers increased demand for machine actionable metadata (Gregory, Pascal, and Ryssevik 2009; IHSN 2012). Technologies have been created to store, transport and aid the processing of these metadata.

2.2.3 Metadata and information technologies

XML

There is a shared understanding among modern information technology practitioners that data exchange among computer systems requires standardised information models and a common language (IHSN 2012). This understanding has resulted in the establishment of the eXtensible Markup Language (XML). XML is both a language and a suite of technologies (IHSN 2012). As a language, it has syntactical and grammatical rules to ensure that XML documents are properly written. It comprises of a suite of technologies which include XML Schema for describing the structure of the XML document, XPath and XQuery for searching and querying the XML and many others (IHSN 2012). XML provides the required structure for automated data exchange and processing. In addition, its conversion into forms that are human user-friendly such as web pages and PDFs can be automated. This makes XML a viable metadata storage format catering for both the needs of humans and software agents.
**The semantic web**
The semantic web is a vision to express web content in a form that is more easily processible by computer agents and to use software agents in a way that takes advantage of this representation (Antoniou and Van Harmelen 2004). The current state of the information on the web is organised in such a way that the meaning of the contents – semantics – is accessible to humans – mainly in the form of hyperlinked HTML documents. While documents can be located by computers through provided links, software agents are not able to understand the meaning (Ontotext 2019). The difficult task of finding and mining meaning of these documents is left to human beings. When structure is added to the information, software agents can process it and derive meaning in automated ways (Ontotext 2019).

Despite its critical role in automated data exchange, XML has two limitations relating to the ideas propagated in the semantic web movement. The first limitation is that it does not sufficiently capture the semantics of the data being exchanged (Antoniou and Van Harmelen 2004). The second one is to do with the use of the XML Schemas. XML schemas exist to ensure that a given XML document is valid – compliant with the structure defined in the schema. Ironically, this functionality which is important to ensure validity of XML documents, tends to restrict the XML documents from augmenting themselves with relevant data/ metadata which are not included in what the schema caters for. This makes interoperability across metadata standards expressed in XML only difficult. Semantic web technologies in the form of Resource Description Framework (RDF) and Web Ontology Language address this limitation in XML.

**Resource Description Framework (RDF) and Web Ontology Language (OWL)**
A framework for structured description of the web content called Resource Description Framework (RDF) developed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) makes it possible to process the information in automated ways (Ontotext 2019). It structures the information into statements comprising of a subject, a predicate and an object. The statements are described as triples. Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI’s) are used to identify the objects, their properties and values. An extension of RDF, a vocabulary called RDF Schema (RDFS), adds the properties and classes of RDF resources and the hierarchies of those classes and properties. The properties and classes of the resources are further enriched in their expressiveness and their semantics formalised through the Web Ontology Language (OWL). OWL is an ontology language for the semantic web (Antoniou and Van Harmelen 2004).
**Metadata standards**

Metadata are usually organized in metadata standards. Metadata standards represent a common view of how metadata within a domain of interest can be described and exchanged (Gregory, Pascal, and Ryssevik 2009). Metadata standards range from the multi-purpose to the more specialized standards that are used to describe resources in different fields (Greenberg 2005).

Table 1 provides a summary of the standards and their areas of application. This list is not exhaustive. A more comprehensive list of metadata standards is provided on the DCC website (Digital Curation Centre 2019).

The current study does not go into detail about the various standards. Rather, it analyses the use of the Data Documentation Initiative (DDI) specification which is suitable for the documentation of social science and population health individual level datasets (Rasmussen and Blank 2007a; Wellcome Trust 2014) similar to those collected in the ALPHA network. In addition, it also applies the SDMX standard for documentation of aggregates generated in the course of assessing the quality of the created ALPHA datasets.

**Table 1: Metadata schemes and their fields of application**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metadata standard</th>
<th>Purpose/ Area of use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dublin Core (DC)</td>
<td>Describes resources on the web. It has multidisciplinary application (NISO 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text Encoding Initiative (TEI)</td>
<td>Marking up electronic texts for example: novels and plays. This standard primarily supports research in the humanities (NISO 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DataCite Metadata Schema</td>
<td>Complete and consistent identification of a resource for citation and retrieval (DataCite 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EML - Ecological Metadata Language</td>
<td>A metadata specification for the ecology discipline (DCC 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGDC/CSDGM - Federal Geographic Data Committee Content Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata</td>
<td>Standard defining metadata for describing digital geospatial data required by the USA Federal Government (DCC 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO 19115</td>
<td>A metadata standard for geographic information and services (DCC 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROV</td>
<td>Standard for enabling interoperable interchange of provenance information in heterogeneous environments (DCC 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Documentation Initiative (DDI)</td>
<td>Metadata specification for description of microdata produced by surveys or other observational methods in the social, behavioural, economic, and health sciences (DDI Alliance 2018d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical Data and Metadata eXchange (SDMX)</td>
<td>Metadata standard for the description of statistical datasets, their exchange and sharing (SDMX Technical Working Group 2018a)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3 Metadata standards and process models applicable to demographic and epidemiological surveillance data

2.3.1 Dublin core

Dublin core is a domain agnostic, generic resource description metadata standard for discovery on the web (DCC 2019). It is implemented at two levels which are simplified and qualified (NISO 2004). It was formed at the metadata workshop done in 1995 in Dublin Ohio (NISO 2004). It thus derived its name from the place where the workshop was held. The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative is responsible for maintaining this standard (DCC 2019). It was endorsed as an International Standards Organisation standard (ISO Standard 15836:2009 as of February 2009). The simplified Dublin Core comprises of fifteen elements which are title, creator, subject, description, publisher, contributor, date, type, format, identifier, source, language, relation, coverage and rights (NISO 2004). There are more detailed versions of the Dublin Core, the qualified level, which allow the user to provide more granular descriptions of some elements through the use of qualifiers (DCC 2019). For example, the date element can be qualified by distinguishing between date of creation of a resource and date of modification. Due to its simple nature, Dublin core is used as part of many metadata standards mainly providing bibliographic metadata. In this study, it is implemented as part of the DDI standard. It is easy to learn but, by itself, it is not up to the task of expressing the complex relationships or concepts such as the ones required for ALPHA data.

2.3.2 Data Documentation Initiative (DDI)

Introduction

The Data Documentation Initiative is an XML-based specification for documenting microdata obtained from surveys or other observational methods in the social, behavioural, economic, and health sciences (DDI Alliance 2018d). It was first conceived in 1995 (Vardigan, Heus, and Thomas 2008) mainly by social science archives who sought to standardise the descriptions of the data that they were receiving from depositors (William Block et al. 2012). Its original aim was to cover the archival aspects of social science data (Data Documentation Initiative 2009). DDI is currently being developed and maintained by the DDI Alliance (https://ddialliance.org/). The original model, which has matured into DDI Codebook, was not suitable for documenting longitudinal data. It was also not able to support changes in the study instruments, or study concepts as the study progressed and had limited machine actionability (Data Documentation Initiative 2009), these limitations are still
present with the current Codebook version. However, the particular strengths of Codebook are that it is simple and easy to understand (William Block et al. 2012). These together with the availability of tools have led to the rapid and worldwide implementation of Codebook. The introduction of DDI 3, also known as DDI Lifecycle, has made it possible to document each stage of the data lifecycle from the study design to the data analysis and repurposing (using data for purposes that were not foreseen during the study design phase) stages. DDI Lifecycle does all that DDI Codebook can do. In addition, it supports the documentation of two or more rounds of longitudinal data or related studies through the use of its groups, resource package and comparison components (Hansen et al. 2011).

Currently, there are two DDI strands used in production systems – DDI Codebook and DDI Lifecycle. Further, DDI 4 is also under development.

**DDI Codebook**

Codebook comprises 5 sections which are document description, study description, data file description, variable description, and other materials (Dupriez and Greenwell 2007). The document description section captures bibliographic metadata about the DDI file including who prepared it, the identifier for the DDI file, its version and when it was prepared – most of the elements in this section are from the Dublin Core standard. The study description section captures high-level, metadata about the study as a whole. The data file description section describes the study data file. The variable description section describes each of the variables in the data file. Most of the structured metadata are around variable documentation. Starting with variable label, associated question(s) from which the variable was created, response options, data type, notes and many more. Very much like the content one would find in a data dictionary or codebook. The fifth section is the other study materials section. This section describes the questionnaires, technical reports, and other resources used in the study.

**DDI Lifecycle**

DDI Lifecycle, based on the data lifecycle model (Figure 3), is more comprehensive than Codebook. It is made up of two parts, the conceptual model and the XML Schemas derived from the conceptual model.
In addition, two packaging structures worth mentioning are the modular structure and the metadata Schemes.

Modules bring together sets of information related to specific activities in the data lifecycle. There are about 16 modules in total in DDI Lifecycle. Among them are the study conception module which entails metadata elements to do with study conception and design, the data collection module capturing metadata relating to questionnaires or other instruments used for data collection, the logical data structure module and the physical data structure module contain sets of metadata related to data processing, the archiving module which contains metadata elements related to archival aspects and so on (Data Documentation Initiative 2009; DDI Alliance 2014a). The five sections of documentation in Codebook are still present in Lifecycle and are spread throughout the Lifecycle modular structure as shown below in Table 2.

Lifecycle’s expanded scope includes support for reuse of metadata throughout the data lifecycle by providing identifiers for metadata elements and publishing them. For example, a set of response categories used in a questionnaire during data collection can be entered in Lifecycle and given a unique identifier. These responses can then be referred to on the basis of that identifier in the later stages of the data lifecycle. For instance, a variable corresponding to the question of interest would not need a new entry of response options, the ones entered as part of the data collection metadata will be reused. Similarly, concepts, questions and response options and many other metadata elements can be reused through this referencing system across several waves of a study.
Table 2: Correspondence between Codebook sections and Lifecycle modules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DDI Codebook</th>
<th>DDI Lifecycle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Document Description</td>
<td>Archiving module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study Description</td>
<td>Study conception and Data collection modules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File description</td>
<td>Physical structure data structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable description</td>
<td>Data Collection Process, Physical Data Structure and Logical Data Structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other study materials</td>
<td>Other material class of the relevant module</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Metadata schemes are lists of reusable items of a specific type (DDI Alliance 2014a). For example, response categories, question items, concepts and so on could be placed in schemes. This provides a grouping of enumerated representations of concepts.

Lifecycle also possesses structures for metadata exchange and long term metadata management (DDI Alliance 2014a).

Compared to Codebook, Lifecycle represents a major advance from primarily focusing on data archiving and human readable metadata. It provides support for every stage of the data lifecycle and increased machine actionability.

**DDI 4 – Moving forward**

DDI 4 is a new version of DDI currently under development. It may be published as its own product or incorporated over time into the DDI 3 series (DDI Developer personal communication). This version is an advancement of the capabilities of the standard and will be based on an information model (William Block et al. 2012). The model, a representation of important artefacts involved in the entire data lifecycle and their relationships will give DDI flexibility in terms of technical expressions, unlike the current versions which are primarily expressed in XML. In addition, it will improve communication with other disciplines and standards (William Block et al. 2012). It also seeks to cater for data resulting from a wider variety of collection methods including administrative registers, electronic health records, measurements from medical equipment and instruments (William Block et al. 2012). Thus, it expands from the survey questionnaires method primarily catered for in the current versions used in production systems. It is still focused on supporting the research data lifecycle (Figure 3).

DDI 4 comprises of two parts, a library of classes and a set of functional views (DDI Alliance 2014b). The library of classes includes primitives, extended primitives and classes which makes use of the primitives. The classes and primitives within the library comprise the information model presented in the Unified Modeling Language (UML) (DDI Alliance 2014b). On the other hand, a subset of classes can be combined together within a functional view to support a particular use case (DDI Alliance 2014b). This use case may be related to
data collection, dissemination, and management among other functions. In this study, a data management use case is considered. The classes are organised in packages depending on the part of the data lifecycle that they pertain to (DDI Alliance 2014b).

Being based on an information model makes the new version more flexible than the current ones. Codebook and Lifecycle are presented in XML with no explicit information model. An information model is at a higher level of abstraction than a data model (Schoenwaelder and Pras 2003), it does not impose an implementation format, thus for implementation, DDI 4 has the potential to be expressed in a variety of technical formats that include XML, relational database schema, semantic web technologies (revisited later when the relationship between DDI and the semantic web is discussed) (William Block et al. 2012) and so on.

The proposed expansions to DDI include better communication and interoperability with other standards, documentation of process and workflows, sampling and qualitative data (Dan Gillman and Arofan Gregory 2015). While all these expansions are important and deserve attention, it is the structured annotation of process and workflow that is of particular interest to this thesis. This ability has potential to aid the description of data transformations performed to create ALPHA datasets. Though DDI 4 introduced process and workflow documentation right from the initial iterations of the model, these aspects have mainly focussed on data collection with insufficient coverage of data management activities and information objects (DDI Alliance 2015a). They require augmentation in order to adequately capture the data transformation processes in ALPHA.

**Incompatibility between DDI versions**

One of the challenges currently facing the DDI standard is the incompatibility between versions. DDI has gone through a series of changes since its inception. A number of versions of the DDI Codebook strand have been developed, among them, DDI 1.x, DDI 2.0, DDI 2.1 and DDI 2.5 (DDI Alliance 2018c). Same goes for Lifecycle which has DDI 3.0, DDI 3.1, DDI 3.2 (DDI Alliance 2018c) and DDI 3.3 currently under development. Compatibility is very limited between Codebook and Lifecycle and also between versions of each strand. It requires tools to convert between these versions and across the strands. The Colectica tools (discussed later in section 2.4.2) have conversion capabilities and tools such as Sledgehammer (DDI Alliance 2018c) also offer this capability. With Colectica, this would involve costs of purchasing the services tools. Sledgehammer has a community version and a commercial version. Its free version is limited to a certain number of variables and observations. In light of these incompatibilities and provisions made within DDI 4, also still under development, HDSS studies need to concentrate on the identification and provision of
optimal metadata for the data under their custody using the DDI versions catered for in the tools readily available/affordable to them. In this case, Nesstar Publisher which is provided for free and discussed in section 2.4 of this thesis. In addition, the HDSS community will need to keep up with ongoing work on development of alternative metadata editors and conversion tools to identify and adopt the ones most suitable for their circumstances when change of tools is needed.

**DDI RDF vocabularies**
One of the main interests the DDI community in the semantic web technologies is ability of these technologies to facilitate interoperability between DDI and other standards. Because Codebook and Lifecycle are in XML, some effort have gone into creating RDF/OWL vocabularies for sections of these DDI versions (Bosch et al. 2013; Joachim Wackerow, Larry Hoyle, and Thomas Bosch 2014; Cotton et al. 2013). With the DDI 4 version, RDF and XML are the currently available bindings (formal language representations) of the information model.

**2.3.3 Statistical Data and Metadata eXchange (SDMX)**
SDMX is an International Organisation for Standardization (ISO) standard for describing statistical data, normalising their exchange and sharing standard for statistical information exchange (SDMX Technical Working Group 2018a). It was formed in 2001 by seven institutions concerned with the production and exchange of official statistics, financial and economic data. These are the Bank of Internal Settlements, the European Central Bank, Eurostat, the International Monetary Fund, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation, the United Nations Statistics Division and World Bank (Stahl and Staab 2018). SDMX consists of technical standards, statistical guidelines and IT architecture and tools (SDMX Technical Working Group 2018b). It provides a way of modelling statistical data, metadata and data exchange processes. While it has microdata describing capabilities, its forte are aggregated statistics presented in multidimensional tables (Gregory and Heus 2007).

**Technical standards**
SDMX has an information model that captures the data and metadata structures and data exchange related characteristics of a dataset and metadata of interest. Relating to data structure, a data structure definition (DSD) defines the characteristics of the data by identifying and defining concepts and sub classifying them into dimensions, attributes and observation values (Stahl and Staab 2018). Concepts represent the basic building blocks elementary for the understanding of the data. Dimensions are the uniquely identifying or
classifying properties of data points of a dataset and measures are the actual observation values. Attributes do not have identifier characteristics; they are only descriptive. A combination of dimensions that uniquely identifies a value within a multi-dimensional table for aggregated data is referred to as a key. The description provided by the DSD is called structural metadata. In addition, concepts have a representation. This is either in form of coded values or textual. Dimensions are always coded values while attributes can either be coded values or textual. Figure 4 shows examples of the various elements of a DSD. It draws from published mortality rates for an HDSS in the south western part of Uganda, the Masaka general population cohort (Asiki et al. 2016).

Figure 4: Examples of dimensions, observation values and attributes for data on mortality rates in Masaka HDSS in Rural Uganda before and after Antiretroviral drugs roll out.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Observations value (Measure)</th>
<th>Women</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Art 1991</td>
<td>3.3 (2.3-4.7)</td>
<td>ART 2004-2012 Rate (95%CI)</td>
<td>1.5 (0.9-2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-19 years</td>
<td>5.0 (3.5-7.3)</td>
<td>3.9 (2.5-6.1)</td>
<td>4.9 (3.4-7.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-24 years</td>
<td>18.6 (15.8-21.6)</td>
<td>7.1 (5.4-9.3)</td>
<td>8.3 (6.6-10.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-44 years</td>
<td>21.1 (17.5-25.5)</td>
<td>10.4 (8.1-13.3)</td>
<td>8.4 (6.5-10.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45+ years</td>
<td>36.7 (33.1-40.7)</td>
<td>35.8 (32.3-39.7)</td>
<td>22.8 (20.3-25.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Deaths per 1000 person-years

A combination of sex, age, antiretroviral drugs roll out period uniquely identifies a mortality rate value in the table so that combination is a key. The age is measured in years and the mortality rates are expressed per 1000 person-years. These are attributes, giving additional information about the data.

A metadata structure definition (MSD) provides additional description of the concepts through what are referred to as “reference” metadata in SDMX speak. These are metadata to do description of the content of concepts, methods used to create the dataset of interest and the quality frameworks.
Statistical guidelines

These come in form of content oriented guidelines concerned with the harmonisation and interoperability of terminology, Codelists, classification of statistical subject matter domains among other things and the proper implementation of the SDMX standard (Eurostat, Directorate B: Statistical Methodologies and Tools and Unit B-5: Statistical Information Technologies 2010).

IT Architecture and tools

Besides the information model and the statistical guidelines, SDMX also comprises of formats for the metadata, IT architecture which considers basic process patterns and tools for implementing the standard. These are described in detail in the SDMX literature (Eurostat, Directorate B: Statistical Methodologies and Tools and Unit B-5: Statistical Information Technologies 2010).

SDMX and DDI

SDMX and DDI have been considered to be generally complementary with DDI having strengths in the microdata description area while SDMX catering for aggregates. The diagram in Figure 5 depicts this relationship between the two standards. However, this diagram is old, having been published in 2008. Both standards have since gone through various changes which may have resulted in a relationship that is different from what is shown in the figure.

Figure 5: DDI and SDMX complementary nature
SDMX has been widely applied in official statistics. In the area of health, this model has been specialised to create SDMX – Health Domain (SDMX-HD) (Turbelin and Boëlle 2013). SDMX-HD however did not go beyond prototyping as it was considered too complex to implement (Braa and Sahay 2017).

### 2.3.4 Generic Process models

The aforementioned implementation standards give us the metadata content either produced or consumed at the various stages of the data life cycle depicted in Figure 3. However, they do not guide us regarding the processes/activities involved in producing or consuming the data. Process modelling can fill this gap giving us a holistic view of the processes and facilitating the capture of metadata at their source thus minimising information loss (Ausborn, Rotondo, and Mulcahy 2014; I. Barkow 2016). Two models are considered: the Generic Statistical Business Process Model (UNECE 2018b; UNECE Secretariat 2009) and its specialisation for use in the longitudinal surveys realm, the Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model - GLBPM (B. I. Barkow et al. 2013).

**Figure 6: Generic Statistical Business Process Model**

![Generic Statistical Business Process Model](image)

Source (Thérèse Lalor and Steven Vale 2013)
Generic Statistical Business Process Model (GSBPM).

The GSBPM is a reference model for the process of producing official statistics and was developed by the official statistics community (UNECE Secretariat 2009) drawing inspiration from the statistics New Zealand’s generic business process model (Dunnet 2007). Figure 6 shows the GSBPM.

The GSBPM aims to provide a standard way to describe procedures within and between national and international statistical organisations. It is part of the “Modernisation of Official Statistics” effort by the High Level Group on Modernisation of Official Statistics (UNECE 2019b). Modernisation of statistics production was embarked on to address the challenges facing statistical organisations by streamlining and standardising the data production processes and services. The challenges include increasing demand for data products, the advent of big data, increased competition for skilled labour and budget cuts (Thérèse Lalor and Steven Vale 2013). GSBPM is one model among many covering various aspects of the modernisation of official statistics production. GSBPM facilitates process definition and description in a coherent way, provides common terminology and a framework for quality assessment. It comprises of nine main phases which are “Specify Needs”, “Design”, up to “Evaluate”. Each of the phases has sub-processes under them giving further details on what the phase entails.

Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model GLBPM

The GLBPM describes the process of longitudinal research survey data production. The GLBPM is a specialisation of the GSBPM for purposes of modelling longitudinal survey data production. The GLBPM can be mapped to DDI lifecycle model to identify which metadata content is associated with which phase of the data production process (B. I. Barkow et al. 2013). Figure 7 shows the GLBPM. It has nine high level phases of which each has sub-processes under it providing details of the various activities belonging to each of the phases. The GLBPM is a flexible and non-sequential model; it does not require that each data production process involve all the activities in Figure 7. A given production process does not have to follow a linear path from the first phase to the ninth.

Another view of the GLBPM is the so called “tornado” view which considers multiple rounds of data collection for a longitudinal study (B. I. Barkow et al. 2013; Hoyle et al. 2011). This view is depicted in Figure 8. It shows how metadata and data flow from one wave of data collection to the next. The stages and processes passed through in the first round serve
to inform the second round leading to reconceptualisation of the study and/or other changes as the study progresses over time (Hoyle et al. 2011).

Relating to primary HDSS data, changes in concepts, target populations and data collection instruments across data collection rounds can be captured through the metadata structure provided by the tornado view. For harmonised datasets such as those resulting from networks such as ALPHA, changes in universes, concepts, time periods, granularity of response categories, assumptions on loss to follow-up cut-off points and other missing data can also be documented within this framework.

However, this thesis is mainly concerned with pinning down optimal metadata for a single traversal/or data pipeline involved in harmonising HDSS data to a specification provided by a network such as ALPHA. Metadata showing links between two traversals can only be determined after those for one traversal have been thoroughly investigated and determined.
Figure 7: Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model

(B. I. Barkow et al. 2013)
2.3.5 Generic Statistical Information Model (GSIM)

GSIM is an information model, designed within the official statistics domain for capturing, at a conceptual level, the pieces of information (information objects) flowing between the activities involved in the production of statistics (UNECE 2018a). The information objects involved include data, metadata, rules and parameters among others. It is designed to complement the GSBPM capturing the information objects used in or produced from the sub-processes of the GSBPM. It comprises of five groups of information objects which are base, business, exchange, concepts and structure. Each of these groups comprise of classes of objects relevant to them. Figure 9 shows four of the five groups and the information objects within each of those groups.
Figure 9: Generic Statistical Information Model information objects

Source (UNECE 2018a)

The full detailed model is huge and cannot be presented on page but it is available on the UNECE managed online platform (UNECE 2019a) showing all objects and their interrelationships.

**GSIM and GSBPM**
GSIM supports the GSBPM by describing the information objects flowing between the GSBPM sub-processes as illustrated in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Relationship between GSBPM and GSIM

Source (UNECE 2018a)
**GSIM, DDI and SDMX**

DDI and SDMX, as implementation standards, are aligned as much as possible with GSIM (UNECE 2018a). As a conceptual model, GSIM does not compete with DDI and SDMX, rather it add a conceptual layer between the GSBPM and the implementation standards to help reduce the gap between the process model and its implementation (I. Barkow 2016). Using GSIM can help to distinguish between information differences that are conceptual and those that are purely technical (UNECE 2018a). This distinction is important in transforming and harmonising information objects coming from different implementation formats. For instance, if some information is captured in a DDI standard compliant format and other related information is captured within a database management system, mapping these information objects to GSIM can indicate which objects are actually conceptually different. This could be of use in creating structured metadata from legacy systems in HDSS settings where metadata are currently in diverse formats.

GSIM is primarily focussed on official statistics so it does not necessarily map to all the objects relating to HDSS research.

### 2.3.6 Metadata support for describing data transformations

Existing literature on structured metadata for data transformations can be classified into three approaches. These are (i) the approach taken in the current versions of DDI (DDI Alliance 2015; Marker et al. 2009), (ii) the Validation and Transformation Language (VTL) and (iii) the Structured Data Transform Language (SDTL) (C2Metadata 2017).

**DDI Codebook and Lifecycle**

Lifecycle can be used to support implicit and explicit data comparison through the “Group” and “Comparison” modules respectively (Hansen et al. 2011). These modules enable researchers to document similarities and differences in the data. While this comparison can be applied between the source data used in a data harmonisation exercise and the resulting data, it does not tell what was done to create the harmonised data.

Both Codebook and Lifecycle allow for a mixture of textual process descriptions and the inclusion of the source code in the documentation. Under DDI Codebook this is limited to the “recoding and derivation” element of the standard (Nesstar 2011; Dupriez and Greenwell 2007) which allows for free text description of data transformations relating to a variable. It also allows the addition of the source code.

Lifecycle has much more structure for process descriptions compared to Codebook, it has facilities such as “processing events”, “processing instructions” “lifecycle events”
Alliance 2018b). Processing events is descriptive and distinguishes between cleaning operations, control operations, weighting operation or data appraisal. Processing instructions include general and generation instructions. These contain a description and the command code (DDI Alliance 2018b).

In their essence, the current provisions in both Codebook and Lifecycle give textual descriptions of data processing and the command code used. They leave users with proprietary software code as the description of the lower level data transformation detail. Thus, the disadvantages of using proprietary code for documentation are not dealt with in this solution. In addition to being proprietary, most of that code is heavily context dependent and it is difficult to track all the relevant sections of code that are spread out across files, this can undermine the utility of the information. For example if recoding is done first, and then new variables constructed later, it might all be relevant but the temptation might be only to include the recode step. So it is very dependent on the way the data manager thinks through the data harmonisation and organises their code.

Besides these DDI capabilities, literature has advanced our understanding on this topic in two fronts: the Validation and Transformation Language (VTL) and the Structured Data Transform Language (SDTL).

**VTL and SDTL**

VTL was developed as a data transformations extension to the SDMX standard (SDMX Technical Working Group 2018a). It captures the details of data validation and transformations carried out at variable and dataset levels. It also captures the transformations used for creating statistics from microdata. VTL aims to be executable. It is a standard syntax for expressing validation and editing rules (a set of operators, their syntax and semantics. It aims to first express the validation and transformation rules then convert them into specific programming languages for execution. It provides a technology neutral expression at business level of the processing taking place.

On the other hand, starting in 2014, a project called Continuous Capture of Metadata (C2Metadata) was proposed and funded by the US National Science Foundation. C2Metadata aims to address the metadata loss that happens during processing after electronic data collection as shown in the diagram in Figure 11.
C2Metadata was formed to develop tools for documentation of data transformations carried out in the statistical packages SAS, SPSS, Stata and R (Alter et al. 2017).

The C2Metadata project is developing SDTL which documents transformations performed in statistical packages. The developers of SDTL are participants within the DDI community. The scope of VTL and SDTL is not the same and they have potential to be used in a complementary way.

In the context of ALPHA data integration use case, there is need for an intermediate language because Pentaho is being used to execute both Pentaho transformation steps as well as scripts written in Stata, R, Ruby, JavaScript, among many. We need a way of looking into all Pentaho steps, those done using inbuilt/ native steps and those running scripts from other software. Otherwise the latter are black boxes. SDTL provides that window.

The intention with VTL on the other hand is

“…to provide a language usable by statisticians to express logical validation rules and transformations on data, described as either dimensional tables or unit-record data. The assumption is that this logical formalization of validation and transformation rules could be converted into specific programming languages for execution (SAS, R, Java, SQL, etc.)…” (SDMX Technical Working Group 2018c, 2).

So using VTL we can produce scripts in various languages as output. In our use case we already have these scripts, mainly in Stata format. ALPHA rather needs a translation of Stata
code into a software agnostic form. SDTL offers that facility since the C2Metadata project has developed a Stata parser for converting Stata to SDTL. Moreover, the project is also working on expressing the SDTL in natural language (Ionescu 2018).

What both VTL and SDTL lack is a high level description of the data transformations that can be used for business communication. They provide a means for documenting the details, thus, for a generalist wanting an idea of what is going on in the transformations without being bogged down by the details, neither of these languages are ideal, they make it hard to see the forest for the trees.

**Generic process models**
The GSBPM has been widely adopted by national statistics offices across the high income nations (Brancato and Simeoni 2012; UNECE Secretariat 2009; Ausborn, Rotondo, and Mulcahy 2014). Often, the national statistics offices have mapped their own business processes to the model. In some cases, attempts have been made to specialise the GSBPM to meet local contexts. In the majority of these cases, no attempts has been made to add structure to the specialisation. The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) is one of the few examples where the specialisation has been done in a structured fashion (UNECE 2018c). The ABS example is the most detailed mapping to date in terms of contextualising the GSBPM in a structured format. ABS adapted GSBPM and GSIM to create their own models which they have been using and continuously improving upon. The use of these models have been reported to have improved communication, reduced costs of data production through reuse and increased potential for automation of tasks (Alistair Hamilton, Eden Brinkley, and Therese Lalor 2012). The ABS application covered a scope broader than what is aimed for in this thesis, it considered the entire data life cycle and is done within the official statistics domain. This thesis is particularly looking at the provenance of harmonised datasets.

### 2.4 Software tools for implementing metadata standards

#### 2.4.1 Generic DDI Codebook tools

Data documentation tools are also described in the literature. The two major codebook-based tools are the Nesstar suite (Digital Curation Centre 2013) and Dataverse (King 2007).

**International Household Survey Network tools**
The International Household Survey Network (IHSN) with funding from the World Bank, has integrated the use of a suite of generic, and open source DDI Codebook-based tools (International Household Survey Network 2018). The efforts by the IHSN and the World
Bank have facilitated the rapid uptake of these tools worldwide including in low resource settings. The software suite includes a metadata editor called Nesstar Publisher (Digital Curation Centre 2013) and a data cataloguing software called the National Data Archive (NADA) (International Household Survey Network 2016). Accompanying manuals and guides are also availed, giving information on how to use the tools.

Despite these resources, a lot of decision making and customisation needs to be done at a local level for effective use. The World Bank launched a massive training and mentoring program to initiate the use of the IHSN toolset in developing countries’ national statistical offices (IHSN 2013; Anne Thomson, Graham Eele, and Felix Schmieding 2013). This training program was called the Accelerated Data Program - ADP (IHSN 2013). As a result of the ADP, most national census and national surveys were documented and catalogued, what was not assessed is whether use of the existing data increased due to this program (Anne Thomson, Graham Eele, and Felix Schmieding 2013).

ADP had a specific focus on national official statistics. Consequently, individual HDSS projects wanting to use the tools need to dedicate time, staff and funds to the work of adapting the tools for local settings.

One potential drawback to the use of IHSN tools that HDSS may have to deal with in the future is the fact that the development of Nesstar Publisher has been discontinued (personal communication from DDI developer). This has implications for the maintenance of the metadata already created and the future preparation of metadata. The World Bank and IHSN are working on another metadata editor based on DDI 2.5 (Welch and Asghar 2018) but it is unclear if it is going to be compatible with the Nesstar Publisher produced DDI. If not compatible, to make sure there is continuity, tools will need to be developed for conversions of current Nesstar Publisher metadata to work with the new editor. This challenge is not unique to HDSS though as there are many other users of Nesstar Publisher. HDSS can leverage any solutions advanced by the wider Nesstar Publisher user community. It is also in the interest of the World Bank to develop a metadata editor that is compatible with Nesstar metadata since more than 10 years’ worth of data on their Microdata Library (The World Bank Group 2019) have been documented in Nesstar Publisher.

**Nesstar server**

The use of the paid version of Nesstar suite of programs comprising a metadata editor and an online data cataloguing software called Nesstar server has generally been confined to the high income countries. A list of some of the Nesstar users is available on the Nesstar website.
Among them are the Norwegian Centre for Research Data and the UK data services, formerly the UK data archive.

**Dataverse**

Dataverse network is an open source data repository software (Merce Crosas 2011; King 2007). Unlike the Nesstar Publisher and NADA combination, it has a broader scope aiming to publish, reference, extracting and analyse research data (Merce Crosas 2011). It comprises a central repository infrastructure and offers distributed ownership for data authors through virtual web archives called dataverses. Dataverse is currently widely used for publishing data either through the Harvard Dataverse, a repository accepting data from all researchers worldwide and from all disciplines, or from the individual installations around the globe (Merce Crosas 2011). The low entry barrier (data from all researchers worldwide and from all disciplines) facilitates depositing of data but poses the challenges of interoperability as depositors bring their data in various formats which are not easy to integrate (Wilkinson et al. 2016). The Kenya Medical Research Institution Wellcome Trust Programme is the example of Dataverse African users closest to the ALPHA network (Robert W. Snow 2017; Snow et al. 2017; Ouma, Okiro, and Snow 2018; Irish et al. 2019). However, none of the data directly coming from the HDSS affiliated to ALPHA (Odhiambo et al. 2012) are on this Dataverse.

**Other project specific tools**

Besides IHSN and Dataverse network tools, other implementers have developed their own, this includes the Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR) and Integrated Public Use Microdata Series (IPUMS) among others.

### 2.4.2 DDI Lifecycle Tools

**Colectica toolset**

The Colectica toolset (Colectica 2019a) are the main Lifecycle-based tools for metadata entry and management in the generic category. Colectica has two free versions which are Colectica for Excel (Colectica 2019c) and Colectica Reader (Colectica 2019d). Colectica for Excel is a light weight version which enables dataset and variable-level documentation and the reading of DDI 3 documentation in Excel. Colectica Reader is a tool for viewing and validating DDI 3 metadata. It validates against a DDI 3.2 Schema, highlights missing metadata elements and inconsistent references (Colectica 2019a). On the commercial side, Colectica Designer is used for creating DDI Lifecycle, Colectica Questionnaires for survey specification, Colectica
Repository and Portal for storing, version control and cataloguing of the data and the metadata (Colectica 2019a).

The complexities of DDI Lifecycle and the costs of purchasing and maintaining this software have caused the use of Colectica tools to be generally confined to well-resourced nations in Western Europe, Canada, New Zealand and USA, as shown on the list of past and existing users (Colectica 2019b). No African group has used Colectica, to the best of the author’s knowledge, for documenting or cataloguing data.

**Open source Lifecycle tools**

Metadata technology North America (Metadata Technology North America Inc 2019) has built free and commercial versions of generic software for transitioning between versions of DDI (DDI Alliance 2018c).

While they are generally declared to be open source, Questasy (CentERdata 2019), DDI on Rails (Hebing 2015a), DDIEditor (Jensen 2012) and the Rogatus suite (I. Barkow and Schiller 2013) among other DDI Lifecycle tools, were all designed for use within specific projects with potential for wider use. Questasy was created for use in the Dutch LISS panel and has also been used in other studies (CentERdata 2019), DDI on Rails was originally designed for use in the SOEP panel (Hebing 2015b), the Danish Data archive developed DDIEditor (Jensen 2012) and the Rogatus toolset was conceptualised within the DIPF, the German Institute for International Educational Research (Ingo Barkow 2015). All the institutions involved have indicated that they aim to make their tools sufficiently generic. However, as it stands, any user wanting to adapt them will need to edit the source code to suit their needs.

A listing of other available DDI based tools is available on the DDI Alliance website (DDI Alliance 2018c) distinguished by whether they are commercial or free and other basic metadata, most of them have particular focus on questionnaire development, conversion between DDI formats and so on. The degree to which they are truly generic is a subject for debate, but at least their authors have made them available as DDI based tools.

Due to being based on Codebook or Lifecycle, these tools inherit the limitations of these DDI versions when it comes to capabilities that are required for documenting the provenance of harmonised datasets.
2.5 Data documentation practices among data harmonisation projects

There are many public health research data harmonisation projects reported in literature (O’Neill et al. 2019; Cooper et al. 2011; Cui et al. 2018; Fortier et al. 2010; Reniers et al. 2016; Herbst et al. 2015; Naess et al. 2007). However, as (Fortier et al. 2017) of the Maelstrom research (Maelstrom Research 2019) point out in their paper, until their proposal, there had not been a formalised guide to ensure high quality retrospective harmonisation. They went on to propose a comprehensive guide in the same paper comprising of 6 major steps. These steps are (0) defining the research questions and objectives, (1) gathering pre-existing knowledge, (2) evaluating harmonisation potential (3) data processing, (4) evaluating the quality of the harmonised data, (5) disseminating and preserving the harmonisation products.

In addition, Maelstrom has also built a software suite for harmonisation and dissemination of multi-studies data (Doiron et al. 2017; Bergeron et al. 2018). Regarding structured metadata, they incorporate the DDI Lifecycle metadata standard. The extent to which they use Lifecycle is not clear from their publications.

Another significant effort regarding tools for data harmonisation documentation is the work on the CharmStats software within the GESIS Institute for Social Sciences (Winters and Netscher 2016). CharmStats is primarily based on transformations done using the SPSS software and seeks to support data harmonisation projects by organising, documenting and publishing them. The current version of CharmStats (1.1) does not directly handle the software packages relevant to ALPHA, Stata and Pentaho, data nor is it based on the existing metadata standards. Stata files are handled by first converting them to SPSS. However, there are plans to accommodate both Stata and DDI in version 1.2 of CharmStats (Winters and Netscher 2016).

Among data harmonisation projects, the CLOSER project (O’Neill et al. 2019) is arguably among the most comprehensively documented ones. CLOSER is a data harmonisation project constituting 8 UK birth cohorts (O’Neill et al. 2019). It has developed DDI Lifecycle-based documentation created from Colectica software and other home grown and open source software (CLOSER 2019). The CLOSER project data documentation has particular strengths in the area of questionnaire documentation for the data collection instruments from the 8 UK birth cohorts. This structured documentation has culminated in the CLOSER Discovery platform (CLOSER 2019).

All the work accessed from the existing literature have valuable lessons and tools that are of benefit to the broader work that ALPHA is involved in. They are however weak in the area
of structured metadata for data transformations. None of them is providing for provenance metadata in the manner aimed for in this project. Among them all, even the best documented of these, have their metadata based on the DDI Lifecycle version. The capabilities and drawbacks of the current Lifecycle version have been considered in section 2.3.5.

The other issue with the cited projects is that they are based in the high income nations and better financially resourced for data management as compared to partners within the ALPHA network. The solutions they offer may not smoothly work in the locations where ALPHA is operating.

### 2.6 Metadata standards implementation in HDSS studies

There are a number of publications alluding to the importance and lack of documentation for HDSS data (Chandramohan et al. 2008; Pisani and AbouZahr 2010). These data play an important role of bridging the data gap caused by incomplete vital registration and statistics systems (Setel et al. 2007). They contribute towards breaking the link between material and information poverty (Sankoh and Byass 2012). For the health benefits derived from HDSS data to be maximised, the data do not only need to be collected, processed and archived with care, they need to be also integrated into the wider data network (Wilkinson et al. 2016). The HDSS studies that are implementing structured documentation are mainly using the IHSN tools to create DDI Codebook (Ifakara Health Institute 2019; African Population and Health Research Center 2015; Africa Health Research Institute 2018). Though fully considered in Chapter 3, it is important to briefly mention the documentation practices related to the CiB infrastructure here. The CiB uses Codebook to document the finalised harmonisation products (Herbst et al. 2015). Besides the tool specific metadata relating to the data harmonisation routines performed via CiB, there is no other metadata created to describe the harmonisation processes. Structured documentation of the harmonisation processes is therefore still unexplored in the CiB.

### 2.7 Discussion

This chapter has provided a broad overview of the area of structured data documentation in the public health domain with a focus on publications relevant to the documentation of HDSS data. It has included the current state of the commonly used standards and their capabilities, the available tools and practices in data harmonisation collaborations and HDSS studies. It has given evidence of the importance of structured documentation for meaningful data exchange, sharing and reuse among humans and computer agents. It has also pointed
to our lack of understanding of three aspects of documentation relevant for describing ALPHA harmonised datasets.

Regarding documentation of HDSS primary data which is used to create ALPHA harmonised datasets, the literature shows the end to the documentation in form of data catalogues, without showing the means to that end. We saw examples of HDSS that have documented and catalogued their data, but there is no guidance on how to implement the documentation, what steps, consideration and choices to make in customising the tools and standards in the HDSS context.

Regarding documentation of data transformations, the literature acknowledges the importance of documenting data provenance but does not suggest sufficient provision for documenting provenance in the existing standards.

While the literature tells us about the importance of tools to facilitate the uptake of metadata standards, none of the available tools provides a solution for ALPHA datasets off the shelf. Therefore, though there are many advances in the data documentation technologies and successful application of these standards in various contexts, the three issues listed above remain unaddressed in the HDSS and their collaborative contexts. The ensuing chapters are a contribution towards addressing these outstanding issues. In Chapter 4, the implementation of metadata standards for documenting primary HDSS datasets is tackled, Chapters 5 and 6 address the extension of the DDI standard to better address data management and Chapter 7 analyses the requirements for a user-friendly provenance metadata browser.
3. STUDY SETTINGS – ALPHA NETWORK

3.1 Introduction
This chapter provides the context within which the study was done – the ALPHA network. The independent health research centres in the network operate HDSS. Therefore, HDSS are considered in the next section. The HDSS description include the rationale for their establishment, the core concepts underpinning their operations and the commonly used HDSS reference data model. Second, an overview of the ALPHA network is given which includes its formation and membership composition. Next, its data management and documentation practices are described including its adoption of the Centre in a Box technology. The chapter then ends with a summary.

3.2 Health and Demographic Surveillance System
An HDSS is a combination of field and computing procedures for collecting demographic, health risks, exposure and outcomes data from a defined population, within a defined geographical area on a longitudinal basis (Sankoh and Byass 2012; INDEPTH Network 2002). The data collected within HDSS have been used to show demographic and epidemiological trends, and for capturing the health related indicators missed by national health care services. HDSS however have the limitation that they are not nationally representative as they typically cover small geographical areas (INDEPTH Network 2002; Reniers et al. 2016).

3.2.1 Rationale for establishing HDSS in LMIC - defective civil registration and dearness of reliable vital statistics
Civil registration, the continuous and universal recording of occurrence and characteristics of vital events of births, deaths, marriages and divorces in a country (United Nations. Statistical Division 2001) is a source of vital statistics. Vital statistics provide the requisite information for development and health sector planning and evaluation (Setel et al. 2007). However, civil registration and vital statistics (CRVS) are incomplete and or defective in most LMIC (Mikkelsen et al. 2015). Figure 12 shows the dearness of CRVS in LMIC. Beyond poor CRVS, there is a general lack of population-based data on health across the LMIC (Sankoh and Byass 2012). In the short to medium term, alternatives have to be used. These include national censuses, nationally representative surveys and HDSS (INDEPTH Network 2002). ALPHA network mainly works with data from HDSS, therefore, this project does not consider national census data or the national health surveys in any substantive way.
3.2.2 HDSS core concepts

The main concepts circumscribing the existence and functioning of an HDSS are defined and thoroughly explained in a summary paper produced by the INDEPTH Network which has provided a forum for HDSS to discuss technical and scientific issues (INDEPTH Network 2002). I briefly summarise them in this section as they are foundational to the ALPHA network data management and analysis.

**Initial HDSS setup**

A typical HDSS starts with identifying a geographical area, clearly demarcated on the ground, where the study site will be located, also known as a Demographic Surveillance Area. This is followed by defining the population for surveillance using clearly defined inclusion/exclusion criteria. An initial census is carried out recording details of the primary entities for an HDSS shown in Figure 13 (individual, social unit – usually household and residential unit (physical structure) to which the individual belongs).

Adapted from (INDEPTH Network 2002)

Extensible unique identifiers are allocated to the primary entities. The initial census is also a basis for setting up a database system for managing the HDSS data.
Follow up visits/ Update rounds

After the initial census, follow up visits are required to keep track of the core events occurring to the primary entities - births, deaths and migrations. The main changes to be tracked are represented by the dynamic cohort schematic in Figure 14.

Figure 14: HDSS dynamic cohort representation

Source: (Sankoh and Byass 2012)

The HDSS population changes in a small number of ways: It is increased by new entrants in the form of births to resident mothers and immigrants coming from outside the surveillance area. It is decreased by deaths of resident members and out migrations to a destination outside the study area. Besides the migration that results in an alteration of the population size, individuals or social units also move within the study area, also referred to as internal migration (internal out-migration describes exiting one residence location to another and internal in–migration, the entrance of a residence location from another).

The majority of deaths of HDSS members occur outside health facilities due to the location of the study sites in areas that are typically poorly served. To ascertain cause of death, verbal autopsies are used with either a physician or a computer model (McCormick et al. 2016; Byass et al. 2013) assigning a likely cause of death (Sankoh and Byass 2012).

3.2.3 HDSS reference data model

The HDSS reference data model was first proposed by Benzler, Herbst, and MacLeod (1998). Over the years, several variants of this model have been developed. However, the original model, shown in Figure 15, is sufficient for purposes of this project.
Figure 15: Demographic surveillance reference data model

Source (Benzler, Herbst, and Macleod 1998)
It comprises the primary entities of an HDSS – Individual, social unit, physical location (shown on the left). It uses events to capture the way individuals enter or leave an area over time. A pair of events usually define an individual's residency in the area. One event starts/initiates a state - for example, a birth can initiate residence in the study area for the new born - and another ends/terminates the state, for example, out-migration to a destination outside the study area terminates the state of being resident in the area. Episodes are used for pairing start and end events. Episodes are shown in the middle part of Figure 15. Core events are to the right of the diagram. Time thresholds are used to track episodes. An out-migration is only recorded if the absence lasts longer than an explicitly set threshold. The time thresholds for defining episodes differ from project to project ranging from 6 weeks to 3 months (INDEPTH Network 2002). Beyond residence, other episodes maybe of interest to an HDSS, for example, marital union, membership to a social group and so on. HDSS also record point events such as child birth (Benzler, Herbst, and Macleod 1998) - for example, delivery of a child. These are isolated in the sense of not bracketing episodes of interest. The model also includes observation recordings capturing the location, the date and the identity of the person making a recording. This helps to maintain good data quality.

It is within this HDSS framework that the HIV related repeated surveys and other studies used within ALPHA are performed. The next section provides an overview of the ALPHA network, it assumes the basic ideas provided in the current section.

### 3.3 ALPHA network overview

The ALPHA network is adequately described in the two dedicated publications (Maher et al. 2010; Reniers et al. 2016) and also in many other ALPHA related publications listed here (http://alpha.lshtm.ac.uk/publications/). The listed publications cover various aspects of research themes characterising the network. This section however provides a brief overview concentrating on the details needed to understand the subsequent chapters of this thesis.

ALPHA represents an innovative research programme focussing on broadening the evidence base of HIV epidemiology for informing policy, strengthening analytical capacity for HIV research and fostering collaboration between network members (Reniers et al. 2016). It is a collaboration of ten autonomous health research institutions based in Eastern and Southern Sub Saharan Africa (Figure 16) and the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine in the global north. The network members have published their individual study profiles.
(Beguy et al. 2015; Kishamawe et al. 2015; Kahn et al. 2012; Geubbels et al. 2015; Odhiambo et al. 2012; Tanser et al. 2008; Crampin et al. 2012; Asiki et al. 2013; Gregson et al. 2017), these provide more details about each member. The network members share common interest in HIV epidemiology. Most ALPHA members are also members of the INDEPTH network of HDSS sites (http://www.indepth-network.org/). ALPHA was formed in 2005 (Maher et al. 2010), after a number of years of informal collaborations. Researchers in the department of population health at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (LSHTM) coordinate the network.

**Figure 16: Locations of ALPHA network member sites in eastern and southern Africa**

Source: http://alpha.lshtm.ac.uk/partner-study-institutions/

A Scientific Advisory Board that includes researchers from UNAIDS, WHO and research leaders from the member institutions provides research oversight and direction. The collaborating institutions were all established independently before the network came into existence, consequently, they were established for research aims that may be different
from those of ALPHA. Table 3 provides a basic description of the ALPHA network member sites. Reniers et al. (2016) provides more details on the network members.

Table 3: Selected Characteristics of ALPHA network member research centres

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short name</th>
<th>Year surveillance started</th>
<th>HIV % prevalence (Year)</th>
<th>Population size (year)</th>
<th>Name of study</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Year Joined ALPHA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Karonga</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>8 % (2011)</td>
<td>35000 (2012)</td>
<td>Karonga Health and Demographic Surveillance System managed by Malawi Epidemiology and Intervention Research Unit (MEIRU), LSHTM</td>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umkhanyakude</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>29 % (2011)</td>
<td>96000 (2011)</td>
<td>Africa Centre Demographic Information System (ACDIS) managed by the Africa Centre in KwaZulu Natal</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Columns 1, 5 and 7 (ALPHA 2013), Column 3 and 4 (Zaba et al. 2013a; J Madise et al. 2012; Gomez-Olive et al. 2013; Odhiambo et al. 2012; Ifakara HDSS 2010), prevalence was mainly measured among adults aged 15 years and above. *Prevalence was for women aged 15-49 and men aged 15-54, **Prevalence was measured among study participants aged 13 – 34 years.
The member institutions conduct longitudinal demographic surveillance of populations that range from 20,000 to 220,000 individuals (Reniers et al. 2016). They also conduct population-based surveys with HIV testing and verbal autopsies with relatives of the deceased to identify probable causes of death. ALPHA has significantly contributed to the monitoring of population-based estimates of HIV-associated mortality over the period of its existence. It has also provided estimates relating to the population level effect of antiretroviral therapy scale up and uptake of HIV diagnostic and AIDS care services. ALPHA provides estimates of the survival of people living with HIV without treatment. These estimates are used as inputs in the UNAIDS spectrum model (www.epidem.org) which generates global estimates of the epidemic.

Work within the network is organised around thematic workshops. In the workshops, member institution researchers are taught aspects of data analysis for addressing research questions at hand. This teaching form the basis for ALPHA site-specific and pooled analyses. One relatively new area of work in ALPHA is the linkage of records from the HDSS to the data from health facilities serving the population covered in the studies. This linkage takes deterministic (using unique identifiers) and probabilistic approaches such as those developed for the Agincourt study (Kabudula et al. 2014).

Until the Biomedical Resource grant awarded to ALPHA by the Wellcome Trust (Grant number 202917) in 2016. ALPHA had not had any funding for data management, only for specific topics of analysis. Thus, for the harmonised and pooled datasets, the network relied on the data management support provided by researchers based at the secretariat who already had data analysis and research findings publishing responsibilities.

3.4 ALPHA Data Production environment and processes
ALPHA does not collect primary data, rather it transforms data collected within its members for secondary analysis. Figure 17 provides an overview on how the individual member studies interact with the secretariat from the time that data are requested up to the time when the data are ready for analysis. The flow chart depicts two major phases of data processing. The first phase (steps 1 – 9) involves preparation of ALPHA harmonised datasets also known as ALPHA specifications from the individual members’ source data. The second phase (step 10 onwards) develops analysis-ready files from the ALPHA specifications and is performed centrally by the secretariat at LSHTM. The latter phase of processing has frequently been the subject of the methods sections of ALPHA publications.
Figure 17: ALPHA data management overview
In addition, Slaymaker et al. (2017) provides a detailed description of the preparation of an exemplar ALPHA analysis ready HIV status and care continuum dataset. This thesis focuses on the first phase and provides a summary of how the data are processed in this first phase. Each study contributes data to ALPHA in uniform format according to a prescribed structure. This is achieved by carrying out an ex-post or “after the fact” harmonisation of data from their original form into the form required by ALPHA. The ALPHA specifications are developed to provide data that are suitable for answering specific demographic and HIV/AIDS related research questions (Maher et al. 2010). A full listing of the data that ALPHA has received from its members is found at http://alpha.lshtm.ac.uk/metadata/. Table 4 gives brief descriptions of the main ALPHA data specifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHA data specification</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.1: Residency episodes</td>
<td>Information on residence in the study area, including dates of birth, migration and death.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2b: HIV test data</td>
<td>History of HIV testing, including dates of tests, circumstance in which test was carried out, final test result, and whether or not the test result was returned to the participant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.1 Mother and father identifiers</td>
<td>contains the parental information whenever possible for all children/adolescents and also any parental links for adults if you have them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.2 Reported births</td>
<td>contains for females only, one record for each birth reported by all mothers in DSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.4 Survey information</td>
<td>contains background characteristics for each individual (Men and women of all ages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: Verbal autopsy data</td>
<td>Verbal autopsy data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.1 Self-reported data on HTC and ART use</td>
<td>Self-reported information, from periodic surveys, on use of HIV testing services, disclosure of HIV status, use of HIV care and treatment services, ART use and interruption of ART.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.2: Clinic data</td>
<td>HIV clinic records on enrolment in care and ART history.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1: Sexual behaviour data</td>
<td>Sexual behaviour data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.1: NCD Data</td>
<td>Longitudinal population-based African non-communicable diseases data on the burden, distribution and progression of the NCDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES Household</td>
<td>Household Socio-economic data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources (Slaymaker et al. 2017; Reniers et al. 2016), http://alpha.lshtm.ac.uk/metadata/, Dr Alison Price, Private communication at ANDLA workshops - Malawi, 2018 and Johannesburg, 2019

The gathered data include data on residency episodes, parent-child links, background characteristics of study participants, verbal autopsies for determining probable cause of death and use of HIV care and treatment services (from clinic data and self-reported). Traditionally, the harmonisation processes were done using various versions of Stata between version 8 (StataCorp 2003) and version 19 (StataCorp 2019). Due to the complexity of the ALPHA data and their harmonisation processes, the use of these data by third parties has been limited as any external user interested in analysing them has had to work closely with
an ALPHA researcher to explain the intricacies of the data. Staff turnovers have also posed challenges relating to reproducibility of the data transformations over time. Often when there was a change in the staff responsible for ALPHA data preparation within a partner institution, the new staff could not follow their predecessor’s Stata do-files leading them to starting all over thus consuming time and negatively impacting consistency of the data supplied to the network. ALPHA is currently working towards better management of the data processing and improvement of transparency with regards to the traceability of variables. This is being done through the use of Extract-Transform and Load (ETL) software called Pentaho Data Integration (PDI), a component of the Pentaho suite of software products (Pentaho Corporation 2018). The use of Pentaho in ALPHA is being done within the Centre in a Box (CiB) environment. The CiB is a self-contained and controlled data management and curation system (Herbst et al. 2015). This transition to the use of Pentaho from Stata is a follow up to the highly successful INDEPTH data management programme and the INDEPTH Data Repository (Herbst et al. 2015).

### 3.4.1 Centre in a Box major components
Herbst et al. (2015) describes the CiB environment fully. In brief, it comprises of a portable mini-server hardware which hosts a hypervisor. The hypervisor supports three virtual servers:

The first virtual server is a database server which host the database management system used by a member institution and replicates the institution’s operational database. This facilitates the transfer of data to the analytical dataset production environment. The second virtual server is a data manager’s desktop which hosts the PDI and Nesstar Publisher software applications. These applications are used for the preparation and documentation of the datasets. The third virtual operating environment is the system server. This server manages the CiB environment in terms of security, shared file system and a web server. The web server implements a local instance of the World Bank developed data cataloguing tool called National Data archive (NADA). This local instance serves the purpose of reviewing metadata before they are published on the data repository.

### 3.4.2 Pentaho ETL processes in ALPHA

**Pentaho Data Integration information model**

The hub of activity in the CiB happens on the data manager’s desktop within PDI. Pentaho provides a graphical extract-transform-load (ETL) designer to simplify the creation of ETLs.
It has a rich library of pre-built components to access, prepare, and blend data from various sources (Pentaho Corporation 2018). It has powerful orchestration capabilities to coordinate and combine transformations. The Pentaho information model comprises of two levels at which ETL can be implemented; these are the job and the transformation levels. The transformations represent the lower level which decomposes the transformation into a sequence of Pentaho steps. The steps are connected via connections or, again, “arcs” that Pentaho calls hops. The Job level is the higher level. It shows the sequence in which transformations are carried out. Though users can take advantage of this provision to perform ETL tasks at two levels, Pentaho is flexible in that the user is not required to do so, an ETL can comprise of jobs only or transformations only or a mixture of jobs and transformations depending on the task at hand. PDI generates an XML document which records details of the ETL process as it gets developed.

**ETL processes**
The ALPHA data transformations done in Pentaho are organised as master jobs with sub-jobs within them. Each ALPHA specification has a PDI master job associated with it. This master job comprises of a list of sub-jobs performed in sequence. Each of the sub-jobs, in turn, comprises of transformations and other operations to accomplish particular tasks which when taken together, produce the ALPHA dataset. In this thesis, I have used the ETL for one particular ALPHA data specification, ALPHA 6.1 data specification (ALPHA spec 6.1) for illustration. The same methods and ideas also apply to for the documentation of all the other data specifications.

Figure 18 shows a picture of the entire ETL for creating ALPHA spec 6.1 from member studies’ source data. This dataset assembles data from demographic surveillance relating to residence episodes within the study area (Reniers et al. 2016; Slaymaker et al. 2017). The episodes of residency are bounded by starting events such as birth, in-migration, becoming eligible and terminating events such as death, out-migration. There is one master job for specification 6.1 for each of the member institutions. Within this master job, there is a member institution specific sub-job for transforming source data into a common intermediate format, the first sub-job –represented by the first square with orange arrows inside it in Figure 18 labelled “01 Site specific ETL for 6.1”. The rest of the ETL comprise of common sub-jobs used to process this intermediate data into the ALPHA data specification, these are the sub-jobs from “02 core for Raw 6.1” to “11 Prepare Data quality feedback”. The sub-jobs are sequentially executed.
Within each of the sub-jobs, there are Pentaho transformations and other entries such as sql scripts for creating tables. Drawing a crude analogy with Stata, a Pentaho transformation is
comparable to a do-file in the Stata package. Each of the transformations comprise of steps which are an equivalent of a command or function in Stata.

It should be noted that what the diagram in Figure 18 is displaying are the labels of the sub-jobs. The correspondences between these labels and the underlying sub-job names (used in Chapters 5 and 6) are given in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-job name</th>
<th>Sub-job label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00 Generating Staging Tables</td>
<td>01 Site Specific ETL for 6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>001 CORE Produce Raw 61 Dataset</td>
<td>02 Core ETL for Raw 6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>002 CORE Data Quality Metrics</td>
<td>03 Core ETL Raw 6.1 Dataset Quality Metrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>003 CORE Data Cleaning</td>
<td>04 Core ETL to Clean 6.1 Dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>002 CORE Data Quality Metrics</td>
<td>05 Core ETL Clean 6.1 Dataset Quality Metrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>004 CORE Data Anonymisation</td>
<td>06 CORE ETL to Anonymise Dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>005 CORE Consolidate Start and End Events</td>
<td>07 CORE Consolidate Start and End Events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>006 CORE Verify Temporal Integrity</td>
<td>08 CORE Verify Temporal Integrity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>007 CORE Update Event Timing</td>
<td>09 CORE Update Event Timing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>008 CORE Produce Final Core MicroData Files</td>
<td>10 CORE Produce Final Core MicroData Files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>009 CORE Prepare Data Quality Feedback</td>
<td>11 CORE Prepare Data Quality Feedback</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.3 CiB Metadata management overview

Regarding documentation of the process prior to sharing data with the ALPHA secretariat, three major aspects come into play: (1) the source data feeding into the ALPHA ETLs, (2) the transformation processes and (3) the harmonised data specifications.

(1) Documentation of Source data:

The CiB does not have a formal way of integrating into its operations the structured metadata created by individual studies for their primary data. The majority of ALPHA members are producing DDI Codebook using Nesstar Publisher. Figure 19 shows how these metadata could be harnessed within the current CiB environment. Umkhanyakude, Kisesa, Karonga, Nairobi and Ifakara are some of the studies producing Codebook documentation.

Figure 19: Structured metadata catered for in the current CiB
In Chapter 4, the implementation of metadata standards within a typical HDSS is analysed with the aim of providing a recipe for an HDSS planning to start implementing metadata standards. This is of importance to ALPHA members since there is not such guide available. It is also of benefit to the wider HDSS community.

(2) Documentation of data transformations:
The CiB currently relies on Pentaho’s proprietary metadata for process documentation. Pentaho is partially self-documenting. Its graphical interface provides diagrammatic expressions of the changes happening to data as the transformations progress. In addition, provisions are made for free-text descriptions of each step/ task. These metadata are stored in a Pentaho XML document. Annotated diagrams of the transformations in PDF format can also be generated in Pentaho. While comprehensive, these metadata are proprietary and not compliant with the existing metadata standards. They also tend to be deeply buried in other technical metadata used by the platform for its internal integrity and operations. In Chapters 5 and 6, frameworks and approaches are proposed for creating software agnostic and structured metadata for these transformations. They leverage the Pentaho information model and harness and extend the existing metadata standards and process models.

(3) Documentation of the harmonised datasets
The harmonised data are documented using Nesstar Publisher within CiB. Once a specification has been created it can be imported into Nesstar Publisher. Figure 20 shows the various stages involved in importing a file into Nesstar. As shown at the bottom right corner of the diagram, files of various formats can be imported. If the imported file is in Stata or SPSS format, Nesstar Publisher automatically captures the variable names, the labels, the value codes and their labels. Beyond the automatically identified metadata, a Nesstar Publisher user is also able to manually capture metadata via the various sections of the interface. These include the description of the study to which the data file belongs, the bibliographical information for the DDI file (author, date, organisation and so on), the dataset as a whole and the variable level details. Figure 21 shows the variable level metadata provisions in Nesstar Publisher. These include variable definitions, universes, if it’s a derived variable - what are the derivation instructions and, question texts and related instructions including skip instructions.

Also depicted by Figure 21 is the general look and feel of the Nesstar Publisher interface. It is widely regarded to be user-friendly and intuitive, partly owing to the simple structure of DDI Codebook.
Figure 20: Various stages of importing a file into Nesstar Publisher

Figure 21: Variable level metadata in Nesstar Publisher
The result of the documentation process are a Nesstar file comprising the data and the enhanced documentation. Nesstar can export data in the various formats shown in Figure 20. It can export a human intelligible data codebook in PDF format. In addition, it can export a DDI Codebook in XML format. This DDI file and the data files are then imported into the NADA data repository for dissemination.

In Chapter 7, requirements for a user-friendly provenance metadata browser for ALPHA are analysed. This browser will need to integrate and present the source variables metadata, data transformations metadata and the documentation of the harmonised data for browsing and searching.

3.5 Chapter summary

This chapter has provided a description of the settings within which the study is being carried out. First, it looked at HDSS basics and reference data model. It has also provided a general overview of the ALPHA network and its data processing procedures including the current ongoing migration to Pentaho for ETLs. Lastly, it has considered the metadata currently available to annotate the data sources, the data processing and the resulting harmonised data products. It showed that while DDI Codebook metadata are available for the harmonised data via the CiB, the metadata for the source data are not actively incorporated and that the process metadata are predominantly ETL-tool specific and not compliant with the recommended international metadata standards.

A brief outline of the roadmap followed in this thesis from Chapter 4 to 7 is also given to point out how the thesis seeks to enhance the CiB metadata system.
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4. OPEN-ACCESS FOR EXISTING LMIC DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEILLANCE DATA USING DDI

4.1 Abstract
The Data Documentation Initiative (DDI) specification has gone through significant development in recent years. Most Health and Demographic Surveillance System (HDSS) researchers in Low and Middle Income Countries (LMIC) are, however, unclear on how to apply it to their work. This paper sets out considerations that LMIC HDSS researchers need to make regarding DDI use. We use the Kisesa HDSS in Mwanza Tanzania as a prototype. First, we mapped the Kisesa HDSS data production process to the Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model (GLBPM). Next, we used existing GLBPM to DDI mapping to guide us on the DDI elements to use. We then explored implementation of DDI using the tools Nesstar Publisher for the DDI Codebook version and Colectica Designer for the DDI Lifecycle version.

We found the amounts of metadata entry comparable between Nesstar Publisher and Colectica Designer when documenting a study from scratch. The majority of metadata had to be entered manually. Automatically extracted metadata amounted to at most 48% in Nesstar Publisher and 33% in Colectica Designer. We found Colectica Designer to have stiffer staff training needs and software costs than Nesstar Publisher.

Our study shows that, at least for HDSS in LMIC, it is unlikely to be the amount of metadata entry that determines the choice between DDI Codebook and DDI Lifecycle but rather staff training needs and software costs. LMIC HDSS studies would need to invest in extensive staff training to directly start with DDI Lifecycle or they could start with DDI Codebook and move to DDI Lifecycle later.

4.2 Keywords
HDSS, open-access, metadata, DDI Codebook, DDI Lifecycle

4.3 Introduction
Investigators of HDSS studies in LMIC are realising the importance of preparing their existing data for open access. These data have been used to produce some of the key results leading to better understanding of HIV/AIDS among other diseases (Ghys, Zaba, and Prins 2007; Hallett et al. 2008; Porter and Zaba 2004; Todd et al. 2007; Zaba et al. 2013b; Ndirangu
et al. 2011; Streatfield et al. 2014; Desai et al. 2014). They have been used to shed light on sub-Saharan Africa mortality patterns (INDEPTH Network 2002; Sankoh et al. 2014). Providing open access will increase accessibility of these data to regional trainee scientists and the wider research community and thus maximise their public health benefit.

Human science research data documentation has gone through considerable methodological advances in recent years. One of these advances is the development of the Data Documentation Initiative (DDI), a specification that is commonly used for documenting observational survey data (Rasmussen and Blank 2007b; Wellcome Trust 2014). It uses the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) format (W3schools.com 2015) and has two main strands: DDI Codebook, originally called DDI 2, and DDI Lifecycle, originally called DDI 3. DDI Codebook is the simpler of the two and aims to describe a dataset in terms of its structure, contents and layout – a compilation of facts about a dataset mainly for archiving purposes. It has been used worldwide including in LMIC through the International Household Survey Network (IHSN) and the World Bank (International Household Survey Network 2013). The IHSN implementation of DDI Codebook was done using DDI-compliant software for metadata management called Nesstar Publisher (Digital Curation Centre 2013). Once data have been documented in Nesstar Publisher, the resulting documentation can be presented in various forms including PDF versions of the codebook and cataloguing of the data in web-based catalogues. A commercial data repository and catalogue created by Nesstar called Nesstar Server could be used. Alternatively open source software called National Data Archive can also catalogue data and DDI-compliant metadata. NADA was designed by the World Bank and the IHSN to facilitate archiving and sharing their national data (International Household Survey Network 2016).

DDI Lifecycle was developed from the premise that a dataset is an embodiment of a process that produced it, thus, it uses the data life cycle (Figure 3) as its conceptual model. It comprises modules which are packages of metadata each roughly corresponding to a stage in the data life cycle. There is one related to study conceptualisation, another related to data collection, another catering for archiving and so on. DDI Codebook metadata are still present in DDI Lifecycle and are spread throughout its modular structure. It also captures metadata that describe associations between groups of studies. A number of tools for implementing DDI Lifecycle are available. These include Colectica Designer, Questasy (de Bruijne and Amin 2009; de Vet 2013), DDI on Rails (Hebing 2015a), DDA DDI Editor (Jensen 2012) among others produced at the Gesis Leibniz Institute for Social Sciences in Germany (http://www.gesis.org/en/institute/) and the North American Metadata
Technology (http://www.mtna.us/). We used Colectica Designer because when we started the documentation work it was one of the few available DDI Lifecycle tools offering the most flexibility to meet our needs.

Closely related to the DDI Lifecycle is the Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model (GLBPM), which outlines steps taken in the process of producing longitudinal data for social and human sciences. The GLBPM is shown in Figure 7. Mapping an organisation’s data production process to the GLBPM can determine what metadata to record at each step of data production since GLBPM has been mapped to DDI Lifecycle (I. Barkow, Block, Greenfield, Gregory, Hebing, Hoyle, and Zenk-möltgen 2013).

The LMIC HDSS studies have generally used metadata standards at the research network level as shown by the example of the INDEPTH Network data repository (INDEPTH Network 2013a). To the best of our knowledge, only a few individual HDSS studies, among them, the Africa Centre for Population Health (Africa Centre for Population Health 2015) and African Population and Health Research Center (African Population and Health Research Center 2015) have used DDI. For sites not using DDI, this has led to the documentation of a small subset of all the data that the studies generate, in many cases, less than 20% of the variables on which a typical HDSS collects data. This means that the strengths and limitations of the data are not properly understood by secondary users, making it hard for them to interpret their analyses.

To demonstrate the use of the DDI metadata standard to document ‘legacy’ data, we applied it to the existing Kisesa HDSS data. This task required consideration of the metadata editors to use, the amount of documentation needed when using DDI Codebook and DDI Lifecycle, staff training needs and approximate software costs.

4.4 Study settings and methods

4.4.1 Study settings

The TAZAMA project within the National Institute for Medical Research, Mwanza Tanzania runs the Kisesa open cohort study. It has been described in detail previously (Marston et al. 2012; Kishamawe et al. 2015; Urassa et al. 2001). The backbone of the Kisesa study is its HDSS. The population in the study area had grown to over 35,000 by 2014 (Kishamawe et al. 2015) from about 19,000 in 1994. Follow-up data collection rounds have been done at roughly six-month intervals recording new births, migrations and deaths. In addition, marriages, pregnancies and education are recorded. Paper questionnaires were used for data collection until round 25. Since round 26, HDSS data are collected electronically using
Portable Digital Assistants and CSPro applications. While the Kisesa study runs other studies including cause of death analysis and HIV serological studies, we focus on describing the documentation of the HDSS, which provides the sampling frame for all the nested TAZAMA studies. Once the HDSS documentation is understood, it will be easier to apply the principles to the studies that rely on the HDSS. The HDSS component is implemented in broadly similar ways across a range of studies (Sankoh and Byass 2012) so such studies can relate to the Kisesa experiences.

4.4.2 Study methods
The data production process involved in the implementation of a typical HDSS data collection round in Kisesa is illustrated in Figure 22.

Figure 22: Steps in the Kisesa study HDSS data collection round

At the top is the data evaluation and analysis phase prior to an HDSS round. Going clockwise, we have the planning and preparation phase followed by activities related to fieldwork, while the last box shows the steps related to office data processing, storage and dissemination. Each step was mapped to its closest equivalent within the GLBPM (I. Barkow, Block, Greenfield, Gregory, Hebing, Hoyle, and Zenk-möltgen 2013). We then used the
existing mapping from GLBPM to DDI Lifecycle (I. Barkow, Block, Greenfield, Gregory, Hebing, Hoyle, and Zenk-möltgen 2013) to guide us on the likely DDI metadata elements to use for documenting HDSS data.

Once the mapping exercise was completed, we used Nesstar Publisher to produce DDI Codebook and Colectica Designer for DDI Lifecycle. For Nesstar Publisher, we used the IHSN metadata template and the step-by-step guide (Dupriez and Greenwell 2007), while for Colectica Designer we used the information model provided with the Colectica online documentation (Colectica 2015b). The actual documentation was done in three overlapping phases: preparation, data documentation, and creation of an internal data catalogue.

In the preparation phase, we piloted the use of Colectica Designer and Nesstar Publisher. In Colectica Designer, we created an HDSS series as a group within which all the HDSS data from the numerous data collection rounds could be documented. For rounds 26 and 27, a study metadata package was created, using guidance provided by the Colectica user’s guide (Colectica 2015a). We gathered and entered foundational metadata including concepts, affiliated organisations and universes for variables, and added metadata pertaining to study-level, data collection, data processing, dataset and variables. This pilot showed that the levels of training and finances required to do this work using locally recruited staff were not sustainably available for the project. On the other hand, DDI Codebook seemed accessible from both our pilot work and examples from other studies (INDEPTH Network 2013b), and its use was agreed. Two recent graduates from quantitative backgrounds were recruited and trained in the use of Nesstar Publisher – this initial training took two weeks. Data in the project’s databases that required documentation was identified and relevant details - lists of the database tables and locations of the databases on the project’s servers - recorded.

We started the documentation phase by importing the data into Nesstar Publisher where additional metadata were added. Metadata not available in the data files were extracted from questionnaires, ethical clearance documents, funding proposals and other supporting documents and entered manually in Nesstar Publisher. After documentation, we went on to catalogue the data.

Finally, the metadata, data, supporting documents and publications based on the data were brought together into the data catalogue. The DDI Codebook files were transferred from Nesstar Publisher to NADA and we subsequently configured NADA to suit our needs. The design of the catalogue provides for demarcation of collections of the data and their associated documentation – in this case we created a collection dedicated to Kisesa HDSS data.
4.5 Results

4.5.1 Mapping Kisesa study HDSS data production to GLBPM

The results of mapping one round of the Kisesa study HDSS data production process onto the GLBPM are presented in Figure 23. The GLBPM steps are shown in square brackets.

Figure 23: Kisesa study HDSS Documentation in Nesstar Publisher

The activities within the Evaluation and analysis phase corresponded to the two GLBPM steps Research / publish (8) and Retrospective Evaluation (9). The Preparation and Planning phase corresponded to the GLBPM’s first 3 steps which are Evaluate / specify the needs (1), Design / redesign (2) and Build / rebuild (3). The Fieldwork phase corresponded to the Design/ redesign (2), the Build / rebuild (3) and the Collect steps (4). The Processing, Storage and dissemination phase corresponded to the Process / analyse (5), the Archive / preserve and Curate (6) and the Data Dissemination/Discovery (7) steps. Data dissemination is done via the data catalogue at the project offices and through correspondence with the project head for remote access.
In line with the two properties of the GLBPM that it is not exhaustive and non-linear, not all sub-steps were used in the mapping. Of the 53 sub-steps in GLBPM, 28 were found to be relevant to the Kisesa HDSS. The excluded sub-steps fell into 3 broad categories: those that were not supported within the Kisesa data management system, those that were not applicable to the HDSS round under consideration and those that do not apply to the HDSS type of studies. The examples of sub-steps not currently supported include 5.4 – imputing missing data, 7.5 – support for data citation, and 7.6 enhance data discovery, among others. Most of the sub-steps in step 1 mainly applied to the initial census and first follow-up round of the HDSS and were not frequently revisited in the subsequent rounds of the study. Since the HDSS involves the entire population within a geographically demarcated area, it does not apply any sampling so the sampling and weighting sub-steps are not applicable.

4.5.2 Implementation of DDI in Nesstar Publisher and Colectica Designer

Table 6 contains counts of some of the main items involved in the documentation of Kisesa study HDSS data. This gives an idea of the scale of the documentation involved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDSS data collection rounds</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data files</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questionnaires</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Assisted Interviews</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper Questionnaires</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variables</td>
<td>1216</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We had completed data documentation for 27 HDSS rounds at the time of writing. Starting from the baseline round to round 20, there is one data file per round. Rounds 21 onwards have either two or three data files for each round, with one file holding household-level data and the other holding individual household members’ data. In round 26, the questionnaire comprises a hierarchical set of 36 household-level questions and 53 individual-level questions, generating 41 and 67 variables respectively in the household and individual data files, including derived and administrative variables. In round 27 there are 54 household-level questions and 104 individual level questions, generating 62 and 118 variables respectively. In developing the metadata repository, we extracted data from MS Access and SQL Server databases into Stata 12. Within Stata, we added notes, variable and value labels as needed.

1 In this case we are counting the instance of each variable within a data collection round as a distinct variable even though many of the variables remain unchanged across data collection rounds
The resulting Stata files were then imported into Nesstar Publisher and Colectica Designer (only two rounds, 26 and 27 for pilot). Some metadata were automatically extracted from the Stata files: categories, codes, variable names and labels, data file and variable notes. We compiled counts of the metadata items we considered to be important for HDSS. The results are given in Table 7.

Table 7: Nesstar Publisher (NP) and Colectica Designer (Colectica) documentation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foundational metadata</th>
<th>Round 026</th>
<th>Round 027</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>Colectica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universes</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categories</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codelists</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concepts</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisations</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatically entered</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Study-level metadata   |          |          |
| HDSS studies Group     | -        | 53       |
| Each HDSS Round        | 41       | 49       | 41       | 37 (12 referenced from round 26) |
| Automatically entered   | -        | -        | -        | -          |

| Data Collection metadata |          |          |
| Methodology             | 4        | 5        | 4        | 5          |
| Instrument              | 11       | 1237     | 11       | 331 (1233 referenced from round 26) |
| Collection events       | 5        | 8        | 5        | 7 (1 referenced from round 26) |
| Data Processing         | Attach batch edit programs as external resources/ other materials |
| Automatically entered    | -        | -        | -        | -          |

| Datasets metadata       |          |          |
| Dataset                 | 20       | 20       | 20       | 20         |
| Variables               | 2808     | 2160     | 4680     | 2090 (1512 referenced from round 26) |
| Automatically entered    | 1404     | 432      | 2054     | 720        |

| Total automatically entered items | 1485 | 494 | 2188 | 736 |
| Total number of metadata items   | 3105 | 3637| 5103 | 2212 |

The four broad categories into which we classified the metadata are foundational, study level, data collection-related and datasets metadata. Universes were identified both at study and variable levels. In Nesstar Publisher, even in cases where a number of variables shared the same universe, that universe had to be entered for each variable due to lack of mechanisms for reuse of metadata. This is a limitation of DDI Codebook not of Nesstar Publisher. In contrast, in Colectica Designer, we entered each unique universe once and referred to that universe each time it applied, which explains why there are many more universes in Nesstar Publisher than in Colectica Designer. The ability to reuse metadata across studies meant we only needed 2 additional universes during documentation of round 27, since most of them had been entered in round 26. Reuse of metadata also led to the reduction in categories, codes, concepts and organisations that needed to be entered for round 27 for Colectica Designer. Categories and codes were automatically extracted from Stata files but the concepts, universes and organisations had to be entered manually. Automatically extracted
foundational metadata contributed 38 per cent of all the foundational metadata needed in Nesstar Publisher and about 60 per cent of the foundational metadata in Colectica Designer. Regarding Study-level metadata, DDI Codebook does not have the concept of grouping studies so we had no counts of metadata items for Nesstar Publisher in Table 7 in the “HDSS studies group” row. In Colectica Designer studies are grouped together in what is called a Series. We put the HDSS rounds together in an HDSS series, documenting each round as a separate study. The amounts of metadata required for HDSS at study level are comparable for Nesstar Publisher and Colectica Designer. There was little reuse of study-level metadata across studies as most of the metadata provided at study-level are specific to the particular study.

The data collection section is the one where a lot more metadata are provided for in DDI Lifecycle compared to DDI Codebook. Methodology description and collection events had similar metadata requirements for both Nesstar Publisher and Colectica Designer. However DDI Lifecycle provides far more metadata and structure related to instrument description. It was possible for us to build digital versions of HDSS paper questionnaires or CSPro data entry applications for rounds 26 and 27 from Colectica Designer. The paper questionnaires that we built were similar to the ones that would have been used during the actual data collection if rounds 26 and 27 had used paper questionnaires. However, the data collection applications for CSPro generated by Colectica Designer did not represent their final state, and more work would need to be done to include loops and skips as there are no inbuilt functions to do these in CSPro so they are implemented using user-defined functions. DDI Codebook mainly provides textual description and bibliographic information for a questionnaire, thus there are few metadata elements for HDSS questionnaire documentation in Nesstar Publisher.

The Datasets metadata section is divided into metadata relating to a dataset as a whole and variable-level metadata. This is where we entered most of the metadata in Nesstar Publisher. In both Colectica Designer and Nesstar Publisher, variables within a given data file are linked to their source questions where applicable. The same source questions entered during instrument development are referred to in Colectica Designer.

Here we also see comparable amounts of metadata between Nesstar Publisher and Colectica Designer in round 26 and due to metadata reuse, fewer items are needed for round 27 in Colectica Designer, mainly to cater for variables not present in round 26. We distinguished between metadata that editors automatically extracted and those that we manually entered.

In round 26, 48% of the metadata were automatically entered from Stata files for Nesstar
Publisher and 20% for Colectica Designer. Round 27 had a similar percentage of automatically extracted metadata in Nesstar Publisher (44%) while in Colectica designer automatically extracted metadata went up to 34%.

Further details on staff training needs and the software costs are shown in Table 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 8: Training materials and software costs</th>
<th>Nesstar Publisher</th>
<th>Colectica Designer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pages of documentation in user manual read by documentalist</td>
<td>80 pages</td>
<td>100 pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-study time and courses taken by documentalist</td>
<td>1 – 2 months initial Self-study - IHSN toolkit, Nesstar Publisher user’s guide and DDI codebook online documentation</td>
<td>1 week DDI lifecycle Training and One day DDI / Colectica Workshop 4 - 6 months DDI Lifecycle self-study and practical work in Colectica Designer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time taken to train metadata entry staff</td>
<td>2 weeks initial, 3 months during work</td>
<td>Not done</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of metadata preparation software</td>
<td>Nesstar Publisher - Free</td>
<td>Colectica Designer Monthly license - US $65 per seat (logged in user) Annual license - US $59 per month Perpetual license – US $2000 per seat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of archiving service</td>
<td>NADA - free</td>
<td>Colectica Repository US $5000 - US $74000 depending on selected options</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The documentalist used a combination of short courses and self-study of online resources to get started with DDI and its metadata editors. Knowledge of DDI Codebook and Nesstar Publisher was acquired using the IHSN resources in form of a toolkit comprising sample documentation in Nesstar Publisher and a step-by-step DDI Codebook documentation guide (Dupriez and Greenwell 2007). In addition, the DDI Codebook online documentation on the DDI Alliance website² was used. For Colectica Designer, the documentalist attended a one-week introduction to DDI Lifecycle course, and a one-day introduction to DDI Lifecycle and Colectica course. In addition, he spent between 4 to 6 months of self-study of DDI Lifecycle resources available on the DDI Alliance website mainly in the form of DDI Lifecycle documentation, conference presentations and working papers. Parallel to that, practical activities were also carried out in Colectica Designer.

To prepare metadata entry staff, we spent two weeks on initial Nesstar Publisher training. It then took 3 months of close supervision to get them comfortably working independently.

² http://www.ddialliance.org/
Regarding software costs, Nesstar Publisher is available for free while Colectica is commercial software with pricing at the time of writing as given in Table 8. Most of the online resources were accessible to the documentalist but difficult to understand for metadata entry staff at our disposal. The documentalist made the online resources that he had accessed available to the metadata entry team with follow up explanations to help them understand the content.

4.6 Discussion
We investigated the implementation of DDI on the existing Kisesa HDSS data. In particular, we paid attention to the identification of the steps involved in the Kisesa HDSS data production and their relationship to the GLBPM, the choice of DDI tools to use, the amount of metadata to be entered, the staff training needed and the software costs involved. We used Nesstar Publisher and Colectica Designer as our DDI Codebook and DDI Lifecycle tools respectively. Our first finding is that the number of metadata items that had to be entered in Nesstar Publisher and in Colectica Designer were comparable when an HDSS round was documented from scratch. Documenting a subsequent round reduced the amount of metadata entry drastically in Colectica Designer due to reuse of metadata from the earlier round. This is supported by the fact that we needed to enter 3105 items in Nesstar Publisher and 3637 items in Colectica Designer when we documented round 26 from scratch. Round 27 required 5103 in Nesstar Publisher and 2212 in Colectica Designer.

Our second finding is that though the metadata editors automatically extracted some metadata from the Stata files we used, we still had to manually enter the majority of the metadata in both Colectica Designer and Nesstar Publisher. This is supported by the observation that metadata automatically extracted from Stata files for round 26 catered for 48% of the metadata entered in Nesstar Publisher while it was about 14% for Colectica Designer. In round 27 it was 43% and 33% respectively. In each case we still had to manually enter more than half of the metadata that we considered necessary. Nothing in the Colectica or Nesstar software documentation indicate these packages’ capabilities in terms of automatically extracting metadata from R. If not provided for, probably an R user can export to either SPSS or Stata and then import into the metadata management software in order to benefit from automatic metadata extraction.

Our third finding is that more staff training and stiffer financial demands were required to implement Colectica Designer than Nesstar Publisher. This is supported by the time taken
to get the training done for the staff and the reported software costs. The documentalist spent about 2 months of initial study of DDI Codebook, the IHSN toolkit and the Nesstar Publisher user's manual before embarking on the preparation of training materials for metadata entry staff. It then took another one to two months to get the training material ready. For comparison, Colectica Designer took a week of formal training by DDI Alliance-affiliated DDI Lifecycle developers, an introduction to Colectica pre-conference workshop and 4 – 6 months of online DDI Lifecycle resources searching and study. Concurrent to the self-study, the documentalist was having practical sessions learning the Colectica Designer software. With respect to costs, Nesstar Publisher and the NADA software are free, whereas Colectica Designer is commercial and so are the Colectica repository and portal (the data and metadata storage system and its web application for cataloguing the data).

Regarding the mapping of the Kisesa HDSS data production process, we mapped this process to 28 sub-steps of the GLBPM. The GLBPM sub-steps we did not use are in one of the three categories: not supported within the Kisesa HDSS data production process, not suitable for the round of HDSS under consideration or not applicable to the HDSS type of studies. This mapping helped to describe the Kisesa HDSS data production process in a standardised and coherent manner.

We faced some challenges during the mapping. For some activities, we could not find the exact sub-steps to map them to. The mapping also required input from a wide range of staff involved in the data production process who often could not give immediate response as they needed to first study the GLBPM. In those cases, we made efforts to gather their understanding of the steps they were responsible for and we centrally mapped their feedback onto the GLBPM. This procedure is in contrast to that used by another study that worked on a similar mapping but to a different reference model (Ausborn, Rotondo, and Mulcahy 2014). Gathering input from staff on their responsibility and then mapping centrally takes away the need for the concerned staff to understand GLBPM.

The generic tools for data documentation that we used, arguably among the best currently available, still involve a lot of manual entry of metadata and parsing through free-text documents, in the form of questionnaires, protocols or reports, in search of study-level metadata, involved organisations, the concepts being measured and so on. This requires trained documentation personnel who understand DDI, especially if DDI Lifecycle is to be produced, having necessary skills to work out study concepts from proposals, questionnaires and publications. This does not mean that the DDI Lifecycle standard is unsuitable, however; it just means that its complexity makes it difficult to use generic tools for most of the steps
within the GLBPM. In practice, HDSS studies clearly do not need to leverage most of the additional features of DDI Lifecycle; however, there are some parts of the standard that would be advantageous (referenceability, versioning and comparison, for example). The generic tools seem to be most useful once the DDI content has been created. This seems to suggest that a sensible next step would be to consider development of bespoke software solutions, funds permitting. The bespoke tools would cover the parts of the documentation process that involve manual metadata entry. Much of the Data Dissemination and Discovery (step 7 in the GLBPM) could be supported by using the generic tools. The question of generic versus bespoke tooling therefore needs to be explored for each of the other process steps in the GLBPM.

We have only considered two metadata editors but there are other DDI Lifecycle editors in development that are free -- for example, DDI on Rails (Hebing 2015a), the Danish Data Archive’s DdiEditor (Jensen 2012) and Questasy (de Bruijne and Amin 2009). It would be worthwhile to carry out a more extensive exploration of the wider range of tools to see if any of the ones we did not consider would offer distinct advantages in the documentation of HDSS data. We chose Colectica Designer over the others as it was arguably the most generic at the time we were starting our documentation work. Questasy, which was originally designed for the CentERdata at Tilburg University in the Netherlands, is now being developed further to make it more generic (Edwin de Vet, scientific programmer at CentERdata, personal communication). DDI on Rails was not yet available when we started. Other HDSS studies have taken this route of documenting their existing HDSS data using DDI Codebook. These include the Africa Centre (AC) for Health and Population Research in South Africa (Dr. Kobus Herbst, personal communication) and the Africa Population and Health Research Centre (APHRC) in Nairobi, Kenya (APHRC, 2014). These two studies are larger than the Kisesa study, covering populations of 85,000 (Tanser et al. 2008) and 65,000 (Beguy et al. 2015) respectively compared to Kisesa’s 35,000. The AC HDSS currently acts as a platform for 5 research programmes; each with its own sub-studies. Since its inception in 2002, the APHRC has had more than 15 projects, using its HDSS as a platform, compared to 4 sub-studies in Kisesa. They are also better resourced in terms of IT and programming staff, compared to Kisesa. But even with this level of sophistication they have not yet adopted the more advanced technology offered by the DDI Lifecycle approach, which has hitherto been used only by studies in more developed countries, such as the MIDUS study in the USA (Radler, Iverson, and Smith 2013), the CLOSER project in the UK (Gierl and Johnson 2012), Statistics Denmark (Nielsen, Iverson, and Smith 2013), and Statistics New Zealand.
(Brown et al. 2012). It would appear that this technology will not be rapidly adopted by HDSS in LMIC.

One important finding, which was not part of the original remit of this investigation, is awareness of how much harder it is to include in the study documentation a questionnaire that has been developed for collecting data on an electronic device rather than on paper. HDSS, which moved to electronic data collection using specialist software like CSPro, need to be aware that for documentation purposes they need to develop paper versions of the questionnaire for explanatory purposes, or supply the code and its interpretation (e.g., as screen shots) as part of the documentation package. This has many benefits among them facilitation of future studies preparations by analysts.

### 4.7 Summary

In summary, our study shows that at least for a typical African HDSS, it is not so much the difference in the amount of metadata to be entered but rather, the staff training requirements and the software costs that producers should consider when deciding between DDI Codebook and DDI Lifecycle. If available staff expertise is capable of learning and implementing DDI Lifecycle, an HDSS could directly start with DDI Lifecycle; otherwise, they would better start with DDI Codebook and then move on to DDI Lifecycle at a later stage. The Kisesa study is used as an example but the general principles would apply to other African HDSS studies.
5. HIGH LEVEL, STRUCTURED METADATA FOR ALPHA DATA TRANSFORMATIONS:

*Foundational content for the African Demographic and Epidemiological Surveillance Business Process Model (ADESBPM)*

5.1 Introduction
In their seminal paper on bespoke infrastructure for HDSS data harmonisation and curation (Herbst et al. 2015), Herbst and colleagues demonstrated the setting up and maintenance of a predominantly open source, secure and robust environment for HDSS data harmonisation and curation suitable for LMIC settings – the CiB technology. Inspired by the success of the CiB within the INDEPTH network, ALPHA is adopting the CiB and extending its scope to cater for the network’s various datasets, the ALPHA specifications. Use of the CiB technology will ameliorate the reproducibility and transparency problems of the ALPHA data transformations alluded to in section 3.4. The CiB combines inbuilt Pentaho documentation of data transformation processes and DDI codebook annotation of the data specifications to produce a data lineage record. The Pentaho software provides a graphical interface that shows the various data processing tasks and their interconnectedness in flow diagrams such as the one in Figure 24. In addition, it allows for textual descriptions of tasks at various levels of granularity.

*Figure 24: Exemplar Pentaho data transformation*

However, from a data documentation best practice perspective, inbuilt Pentaho provenance metadata present three challenges: (i) They do not adequately cater for the research domain...
of interest, (ii) they are tool specific and (iii) in cases when Stata scripts are executed within Pentaho, the script content is a blackbox, not accessible to software agents seeking automated mining of metadata.

Depending solely on tool specific/ proprietary metadata has well documented draw backs (Rasmussen 2014; Corti and Gregory 2011; Van den Eynden et al. 2011; Locke and Lowe 2007). These include limited access to and understanding of the harmonised data for non-Pentaho users both internal and external to ALPHA, and limited “future proofing” of the metadata and data usability (Corti and Gregory 2011; Van den Eynden et al. 2011).

This problem has not been addressed in the literature within the context of harmonisation of LMIC longitudinal demographic and HIV or epidemiological surveillance data. A business process model mapped to GSBPM/ GLBPM would facilitate international business level communication of HDSS data management. On the other hand, the envisioned model would define and describe activities relating to HDSS event data harmonisation in more concrete terms than the GLBPM, it would be a specialisation of the GLBPM. Besides the activities, it would capture the information objects flowing between these activities as inputs and outputs for tasks. The information objects would be in the form of the events of interest to HDSS practitioners and data users alluded to in chapter 3, the sequence and timing of those events and the assumptions and rules pertaining to censuring, loss to follow-up among other concepts important for defining exposure to risk.

This chapter and chapter 6 investigate procedures for the liberation of provenance metadata for ALPHA datasets from being exclusively Pentaho specific. Chapter 5 takes a high level perspective developing a specialisation of the GLBPM comprising of an integrated description of sub-processes and information objects pertinent to HDSS event histories. Chapter 6 focuses on the more granular details of the transformations. The contributions of these two chapters are to enhance CiB metadata by making them tool agnostic, HDSS domain sensitive and compliant with international standards.

5.1.1 Aims and objectives

The aim of this chapter is to explore the development of ALPHA data transformations documentation calibrated to the African population-based longitudinal demographic and epidemiological surveillance domain - represented by ALPHA ETLs - through:

1. Identifying the main activities defined in the ALPHA ETLs for specification 6.1
2. Mapping the identified activities to the GLBPM.
3. Specialising the mapped GLBPM steps to the HDSS domain.
4. Assembling inputs and outputs associated with the identified business processes
The activities and their overviews will constitute the foundational content for a process model for African demographic and epidemiological surveillance domain, the ADESBPM.

5.1.2 Related work
The literature on the documentation of data transformations was described in chapter 2. It includes current DDI Lifecycle approach (DDI Alliance 2015b; Marker et al. 2009), the Validation and Transformation Language (VTL) (SDMX Technical Working Group 2018c) and the Structured Data Transform Language (SDTL) (C2Metadata 2017). The current DDI Lifecycle specification uses textual descriptions of the transformations and inclusion or reference to the original code used to create the transformation. SDTL is considered in detail in the next chapter as it is concerned with the granular details of data transformations. At a business level, the solutions reported in the literature are not exclusively aimed at provenance documentation, they cover a broader scope, the entire data life cycle. This chapter explores the application and adaptation of these models for description of ALPHA ETLs.

The GSBPM (UNECE 2018b) has been widely adopted by national statistics offices across the high income nations (Brancato and Simeoni 2012; UNECE Secretariat 2009; Ausborn, Rotondo, and Mulcahy 2014). Often, the national statistics offices have mapped their own business processes to the model. In some cases, attempts have been made to specialise the GSBPM to meet local contexts. In the majority of these cases, no attempts have been made to add structure to the specialisation. The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) is one of the few examples where the specialisation has been done in a structured fashion (UNECE 2018c). The ABS example is the best to date in terms of contextualising the GSBPM in a structured format. It is however being done within the official statistics domain is backed up by the use of off the shelf commercial software currently not affordable for ALPHA. There is therefore, no equivalent within the demographic and epidemiological surveillance domain which ALPHA could emulate. It remains unclear, how to document the data transformations performed within the CiB in a more generic, structured and HDSS domain aware manner.

Such documentation is needed to shed light on the provenance of the ALPHA datasets. Limited understanding of the ALPHA data transformation processes impedes the usability of those data. Besides hindering usability, the lack of structured metadata constrains the ability of computer programs to automate repetitive data processing tasks thus burdening human resources and increasing data production costs.

In an effort to improve our understanding on the documentation of the ALPHA data transformations, the current chapter investigates the application of DDI and the Generic
Longitudinal Business Process Model (GLBPM), for ALPHA data provenance documentation.

5.1.3 Chapter overview
The foregoing section gave an introduction to the chapter identifying the research problem and the aims of the work presented in this chapter. The ensuing section 5.2 relates the contents of this chapter to the previous chapters 3 and 4, it thus shows how the current chapter advances the story of ALPHA datasets documentation by supplementing source data documentation with high level documentation of ALPHA data transformations. Figure 25 depicts how the current chapter expands on foundational materials presented earlier. Section 5.3 goes on to describe the methods employed in determining the metadata content and structure for describing ALPHA data transformations, the mapping of ALPHA ETLs to the GLBPM and the specialisation of the identified sub-processes of the GLBPM. Thereafter, the mechanism employed to capture metadata not provided for in Pentaho is outlined. Section 5.4 presents the results. The last two sections comprise a discussion and a summary of the Chapter.

5.2 Connecting Chapter 5 to Chapters 3 and 4
Figure 25 gives the bigger picture within which this chapter is placed. The rectangular blocks represent processes and the trapezia represent objects. The colour coding is used to identify the thesis chapter in which a particular object/process was first introduced. The same colour coding is also followed in Table 9 which is providing an annotation for Figure 25. The objects and processes in blue represent the state of the art regarding implementation of structured documentation in ALPHA member institutions. As described in Chapter 3, documentation within member institutions is mainly supported by the International Household Survey Network tools, Nesstar Publisher and NADA catalogue. The object “Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model (GLBPM)” and the process “Mapping source data processing to GLBPM” – both in green - were first introduced in Chapter 4. They represent the adoption of a process perspective in analysing and describing data management activities in a typical ALPHA member institution.
Figure 25: Input objects, processes and output objects in the ALPHA ETL and their structured documentation: High level
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object/ process</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Inputs</th>
<th>Outputs</th>
<th>Chapter*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data and study documents</td>
<td>Questionnaires, protocols, manuals, data dictionaries, edit checks etc</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Source data DDI</td>
<td>3, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDI Codebook tools</td>
<td>Nesstar Publisher, IHSN tools, Dataverse etc</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Source data DDI</td>
<td>3, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDI 3 tools</td>
<td>Colectica designer, Rogatus or other DDI 3 editors</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Source data DDI</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source data DDI</td>
<td>DDI 2 or DDI 3 metadata for the data produced in the member institutions and used to prepare ALPHA data</td>
<td></td>
<td>ALPHA Pentaho ETL</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mapping source data processing to GLBPM</td>
<td>Process: Analysing member institution source data management process and finding equivalent steps in the GLBPM</td>
<td>GLBPM, Member institution source data management processes</td>
<td>Source data DDI</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA Pentaho ETL</td>
<td>ALPHA data transformations performed on member institutions source data within the Pentaho data integration platform</td>
<td>Source data DDI</td>
<td>Infusion metadata</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain Knowledge</td>
<td>HDSS literature and data management experiences of the metadata producer</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Source data DDI, Infusion metadata</td>
<td>3, 4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLBPM</td>
<td>Generic Longitudinal business process model</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Source data DDI, Infusion metadata</td>
<td>4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA ETL Analysis</td>
<td>Process: Reviewing the Pentaho Jobs and transformations used for ALPHA data transformations</td>
<td>Domain knowledge, ALPHA Pentaho ETL, DDI 4 information model, GLBPM</td>
<td>Infusion metadata</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDI 4 Information model</td>
<td>A library of objects encompassing the entire DDI 4 without specific views or schemas</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Infusion metadata, DDI 4 Data management view XML instance</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infusion metadata</td>
<td>Contextual metadata to supplement those in Pentaho ETL</td>
<td>GLBPM, Domain Knowledge, DDI 4 Information model</td>
<td>DDI 4 Data management view XML instance</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XSLT 1</td>
<td>XSLT application for transforming the infusion metadata into DDI 4 Data management view XML instance</td>
<td>Infusion metadata, DDI 4 Information model</td>
<td>DDI 4 Data management view XML instance</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDI 4 Data management view XML instance</td>
<td>A DDI 4 functional view (Specific application) relating to ALPHA ETL constructed from DDI 4 information model classes</td>
<td></td>
<td>ALPHA Data pipeline, ADES BPM</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XSLT 2</td>
<td>XSLT application for transforming DDI 4 Data management view XML instance into the ADES BPM</td>
<td></td>
<td>ADES BPM</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADES BPM</td>
<td>African Demographic and Epidemiological Surveillance Business process Model – a specialisation of the GLBPM</td>
<td>DDI 4 Data management view XML instance</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XSLT 3</td>
<td>XSLT application for transforming DDI 4 Data management view XML instance into the ALPHA Data Pipeline</td>
<td>DDI 4 Data management view XML instance</td>
<td>ALPHA Data pipeline</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA Data pipeline</td>
<td>A list/ sequence of business processes working one after the other to accomplish the goal of transforming source data to ALPHA specifications</td>
<td>DDI 4 Data management view XML instance</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The mapping to GLBPM was used as input in deciding on suitable elements of DDI to use. Objects and processes introduced in Chapter 5 are in grey. They show the development of "infusion metadata" – described in section - and their further processing into an instance of a DDI 4 data management view which was then processed to present a data pipeline with processes and their inputs (pre conditions) and outputs (post conditions) and foundational content for the ADESBPM.

5.3 Methods

5.3.1 Determining metadata content and structure for ALPHA ETLs

Literature on African demographic and epidemiological surveillance systems and personal experiences provided the bulk of the domain metadata content. Additional metadata content was extracted from the Pentaho files. The GLBPM and the DDI standard (mainly classes in DDI 4 model) provided a standardised vocabulary suitable for describing longitudinal data production processes and the structure for the metadata.

**Literature on African demographic and epidemiological surveillance systems**

I drew on the cohort profiles for the member institution used in this study (Beguy et al. 2015), the HDSS data reference model related publications (Sankoh and Byass 2012; INDEPTH Network 2002; Benzler, Herbst, and Macleod 1998; Bocquier et al. 2017), the INDEPTH network Centre in a Box technology (Herbst et al. 2015) and personal experiences working with HDSS data for the metadata content relating to ALPHA data transformations description.

Analysis of the Pentaho transformation shows what was done to transform data. What is not clear is the reasoning behind the decisions to transform data in one way rather than the other. The literature provided theoretical underpinnings and rationale for particular decisions.

**Pentaho information model and the ALPHA ETLs**

This study analysed ETL routines for creating ALPHA spec 6.1 shown in Figure 18. The details of this and the other ALPHA data specifications were given in Chapter 3, Table 4 and are available at http://alpha.lshtm.ac.uk/metadata/.

I only present the metadata resulting from the analysis of the common sub-jobs as there is substantial variation in the member specific sub-job which deemed it unfit for the procedures used in this study. As such, alternative approaches to documenting its transformations maybe more appropriate.
To give an idea of the breadth of the reviewing and analysis involved - the numbers of sub-jobs, transformations and steps analysed, Table 11 shows the quantities in each of the jobs and the number of steps in the transformations in each job.

Table 10: Numbers of job entries and transformation steps in the ALPHA 6.1 ETL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-job</th>
<th>Number of transformations</th>
<th>Number of steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CORE Produce Raw 61 Dataset</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>002 CORE Data Quality Metrics</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>003 CORE Data Cleaning</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>002 CORE Data Quality Metrics</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>004 CORE Data Anonymisation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>005 CORE Consolidate Start and End Events</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>006 CORE Verify Temporal Integrity</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>007 CORE Update Event Timing</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>008 CORE Produce Final Core MicroData Files</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>009 CORE Prepare Data Quality Feedback</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model

The GLBPM provided the overarching framework within which the metadata for ALPHA ETLs were developed. The full model distinguishes nine phases in the longitudinal data production process which are: “Evaluate needs”, “Design”, “Build”, “Collect”, “Process”, “Archive”, “Disseminate”, “Research/ Publish” and “Retrospectively Evaluate”. Each phase is divided into a number of sub-processes. For example,


“Processing” phase: “Integrate data”, “Classify and recode”, “Impute missing data” …

However, since it is not a rigid tool requiring use of all phases, I focused only on the phases that are relevant to the ALPHA ETL context.

5.3.2 ALPHA ETL through GLBPM lenses: Mapping and specialising GLBPM

A bottom up approach was followed to build structured metadata potentially reusable within a data specification ETL life cycle, across data specifications and member institutions. The ETL implementation were reviewed first and then abstraction from the Pentaho-specific details was done to generate the reusable domain metadata. These metadata form a basis for a specialisation of the GLBPM into a domain specific business process model called the African Demographic and Epidemiological Surveillance Business Process Model. This model

---

3This number is not only that of transformations, it also includes entries such as an SQL scripts.
aims to capture structured metadata for data production processes in the African population based longitudinal cohorts within the demographic and epidemiological surveillance domain.

**Mapping ALPHA ETL to GLBPM**

The first step was to identify the main non-overlapping activities involved in creating the ALPHA 6.1 specification. Each of the main activities, represented by an ALPHA ETL Pentaho sub-job, was mapped to a corresponding GLBPM step or sub-step. The sub-job names were often suggestive of the sub-process they mapped to in the GLBPM but not sufficient to definitively identify the mapping. There was need for reviewing the content of the sub-job to determine what tasks were being accomplished. Once the review provided enough information, the GLBPM sub-process which described the tasks the closest was tagged as a mapping.

Since the GLBPM is designed to cater for a wide range of longitudinal and panel studies (I. Barkow, Block, Greenfield, Gregory, Hebing, Hoyle, and Zenk-möltgen 2013; Hebing 2015b), using its vocabulary to describe ALPHA ETL facilitates communication of ALPHA data management processes with users outside the network.

**Specialising mapped GLBPM sub-processes**

The GLBPM does not fully capture the intricacies of the ALPHA transformations in enough detail needed by a network member or other domain experts for full understanding. Further, because it is aimed at a broader user community, the GLBPM is also too generic and does not use terms that are familiar to the ALPHA data managers and researchers. To mitigate these two problems, the identified GLBPM steps and sub-steps were specialised to contextualise them within the population-based longitudinal demographic and epidemiological surveillance domain. To do this specialisation, a deeper review of the contents of each of the sub-jobs was performed with the aim of understanding and describing the details of the jobs including the transformations contained therein.

Contents of each sub-job were described by 3 attributes: (i) an overall purpose statement, (ii) an “algorithm overview” - which is a summary of the tasks in a sub-job provided through outlining the steps involved – and (iii) by input and output data records. The choice of these attributes is mainly based on process modeling theory and examples of application of the Generic Statistical Business Process Model (GSBPM) a process model for National Statistics production (Brancato and Simeoni 2012). The GSBPM is the ancestor of the GLBPM.
**Input and output data records**
The purpose statement and algorithm overview were complemented by data records representing the inputs processed in the sub-job and the outputs resulting from the processing. Each sub-job was associated with its input data records (pre-conditions) and output data records (post-conditions). In some cases, an output was presented in more than one format. For example, in addition to a table added to a staging database, another version of the data was produced in Excel or Stata format. This existence of “sibling” datasets was also recorded in the metadata. In other cases, output data had slightly different structures due to actions such as dropping of variables in one of the outputs. To handle this, “exceptions” were documented to specify the difference in the outputs.

**5.3.3 Metadata infusion file - template for domain metadata capturing**
Thus far, the methods described have focused on “what” metadata were captured. This section turns to “how” the metadata were captured.

Being partially self-documenting, Pentaho supports the capture of some of the required metadata, for example, through transformations overview and textual descriptions of the steps. Work was done with the support of a data/ metadata systems architect to determine the extent to which Pentaho natively supported the recording of the needed metadata. To capture the metadata not provided for in Pentaho, the metadata architect used GLBPM, the DDI 4 information model and the metadata content decisions made based on the literature review and the author’s HDSS data management experience. An initial version of a bespoke metadata template, in XML format, was developed together with its schema. This template was named the metadata infusion file. The author and the metadata architect then refined the initial version to the current working version through iterative steps of reviews and modifications.

The infusion file was then used to capture master-job level overview metadata, demographic surveillance concepts, algorithm overviews, purpose statement for each sub-job, the inputs and outputs from each sub-job among other metadata and bibliographic metadata for attributing the various aspects of the ALPHA ETL to the appropriate contributors.

The structure for the infusion file comprising of overarching and sub-job specific components such as purpose statement, mapping to steps or sub-steps in the GLBPM, algorithm overviews and pre and post conditions form ALPHA ETLs’ contributions to DDI

---

4 The author provided domain expertise while the architect provided DDI and XML expertise in developing the metadata template
4 development. ALPHA ETLs’ analysis and documentation is a use case for the development of a data management functional view for DDI 4.

5.4 Results
This section presents the results of the characterisation of the ALPHA ETLs from the perspective of the GLBPM. It provides the results for the mapping and the specialisation of the mapped steps.

5.4.1 Results of literature review on African demographic and epidemiological surveillance systems
The literature provided the context within which decisions were made to transform data in particular ways across the ETL. This context is captured across the ensuing sections. In Table 11 we see a mapping between the sub-jobs and the HDSS reference data model described by Benzler, Herbst, and MacLeod (1998) and in (INDEPTH Network 2002). In addition, we see the relationships between the literature and the data transformation activities in the ETL in the algorithm overviews presented in section 5.4.3. The algorithm overviews draw from the HDSS reference data model. In addition, they draw from the procedures described by Bocquier et al. (2017) for creating and quality assessing residency episodes datasets from demographic and health surveillance data.

5.4.2 Mapping ALPHA ETL sub-jobs to GLBPM
The results of mapping the sub-jobs to the GLBPM are shown in Table 11 and in Figure 26. In each row of Table 11, a sub-job is related to the HDSS reference data model, a purpose statement and a GLBPM step.

In Figure 26, the ALPHA ETL is superimposed on the GLBPM. The blue circles show which steps of the model are involved in the ETL and the sky blue and green arrows show the sequence in which the steps are performed in the ETL.

The ALPHA ETL only mapped to the “Process/Analyse” phase of the GLBPM. Since our interest in this study is the ETL process, we do not have mappings to the phases to do with study design, development of data collection instruments, data collection (Phases 1 – 4). Neither do we map to the later phases of the model (Archive, disseminate, publish and evaluation (Phases 6 – 9).

The GLBPM steps have very generic descriptions. While it communicates the essence of the tasks in an internationally understood manner, this mapping to steps of GLBPM tends to be too simplistic, it hides the complexity of the ETL. For example, most of the Pentaho sub-jobs map to the “Explore, validate and clean data” step of the GLBPM while they are doing
clearly distinguishable tasks. By itself, the mapping to the model steps does not give enough detail needed to fully understand, let alone reproduce the process.

Table 11: Mapping ALPHA ETL sub-jobs to GLBPM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-job</th>
<th>HDSS reference model link</th>
<th>Sub-job purpose</th>
<th>GLBPM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CORE Produce Raw 6.1 Dataset</td>
<td>Transform relevant entities of the HDSS reference data model into raw ALPHA 6.1 Spec 6.1</td>
<td>Produce an unedited ALPHA 6.1 Specification from the intermediate data</td>
<td>5.1 Integrate data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>002 CORE Data Quality Metrics</td>
<td>Validate sex, dob, events order and events dates</td>
<td>Assesses the quality of the data in the raw specification created in business process, 02 Core ETL for Raw 6.1, on the basis of a set of quality metrics</td>
<td>5.3 Explore, validate and clean data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>003 CORE Data Cleaning</td>
<td>Clean Event Dates and Event ordering</td>
<td>Applies cleaning procedures to correct some inconsistencies identified in the quality assessment business process (03 Core ETL Raw 6.1 Dataset Quality Metrics). This business process does not clean all the errors identified, those requiring the attention of the member centre are compiled in preparation for sending to the member centre</td>
<td>5.3 Explore, validate and clean data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>002 CORE Data Quality Metrics</td>
<td>Validate sex, dob, events order and events dates</td>
<td>Reruns data quality metrics to assess the quality of the cleaned 6.1 using the same set of quality metrics used in 00 CORE Data Quality Metrics</td>
<td>5.3 Explore, validate and clean data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>004 CORE Data Anonymisation</td>
<td>Anonymise individuals' IDs, Physical Locations IDs and Mothers' IDs</td>
<td>Randomises the individual and household identifiers to anonymise the data</td>
<td>5.8 Anonymise data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>005 CORE Consolidate Start and End Events</td>
<td>Quantify duplicate events and drop single/unpaired events</td>
<td>Quantifies proportion of records that are duplicates in terms of unique-identifier, event and event date, cleans the duplicates and drops individuals with single events</td>
<td>5.3 Explore, validate and clean data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>006 CORE Verify Temporal Integrity</td>
<td>Validate and clean event histories</td>
<td>Assesses the ordering, in time, of dates for consecutive/ successive events, compiles those with illogical timing, quantifies their proportion and drops individuals with wrongly timed successive events</td>
<td>5.3 Explore, validate and clean data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>007 CORE Update Event Timing</td>
<td>Smooth event histories</td>
<td>Assesses and corrects migration event sequences. A movement out of the study area is defined as an external-outmigration (OMG) if the time between the external-outmigration and the subsequent external-immigration (IMG) is above a defined period of time (threshold) - e.g. six months.</td>
<td>5.3 Explore, validate and clean data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>008 CORE Produce Final Core MicroData Files</td>
<td>Create calendar of events</td>
<td>Produces the final dataset in “events” format. Each row represents an event of interest (baseline recruitment, birth, external in-migration, Internal in-migration, Found after lost to follow up, etc) together with other data relating to the individual / event</td>
<td>5.9 Finalize data outputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>009 CORE Prepare Data Quality Feedback</td>
<td>Compile data quality metrics</td>
<td>Compiles data quality assessment report to be shared with the member centre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.4.3 Specialising the mapped GLBPM steps

One way to address the limitations associated with only mapping to GLBPM, is to provide more details to describe the sub-process being mapped to GLBPM that is, specialising the mapped steps.

The results of specialising the mapped GLBPM steps by further describing the sub-jobs are given in Table 12 for four example sub-jobs. As shown in the last column, we add more details using “Algorithm overviews”. Algorithm overviews are summary descriptions of the steps taken to do the tasks comprising the sub-job of interest. The algorithm overviews aim to express the sub-process in a software agnostic manner, addressing the question of what is done without specifying how it is done in a specific software, in this case, Pentaho.

Consequently, if properly prepared, algorithm overviews give a metadata user a representation of the steps involved without requiring the user to know the syntax of the software used to implement the tasks. In addition, the specialisation gives the detail of each job using a language (concepts and terms) that are familiar to the users working in the demographic and epidemiological surveillance domain. This makes the processes easier to understand, evaluate, modify or reproduce.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-job</th>
<th>GLBPM</th>
<th>Algorithm overview (Specialisation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **CORE Produce Raw 61 Dataset** | 5.1 Integrate data | 1. Generate anonymised unique-identifiers  
2. Create a mapping between original and anonymised ids  
3. Store the ids mapping information where it can be accessed internally in the future  
4. Create raw spec 6.1 from staging data |
| **002 CORE Data Quality Metrics** | 5.3 Explore, validate and clean data | 1. Compile a list of quality metrics relevant to the data specification  
2. Create events consistency matrix showing the logical ordering of event sequences  
3. Identify in the data, events that start a residency episode (birth, external-immigration, enumeration, becoming eligible for a study, found after being lost to follow-up, internal-immigration)  
4. Identify in the data, events that end a residency episode (external-outmigration, death, became ineligible for study, lost to follow-up, internal-outmigration, present in the study (right censored))  
5. Review the identified start events and distinguish between legal and illegal ones  
6. Review the identified end events and distinguish between legal and illegal ones  
7. Review all transitions between two events and distinguish between legal and illegal ones  
8. Compile illegal, missing or unknown sex  
9. Compile illegal, missing or unknown DOB  
10. Calculate numbers of legal and illegal start events, end events, event transitions, sex values, out of range DOBs and missing sex and DOBs |
| **003 CORE Data Cleaning** | 5.3 Explore, validate and clean data | 1. Check if the first event to be ever recorded for each individual is enumeration, birth or external-immigration  
2. If first event is an internal-immigration change it to an external-immigration  
3. Classify all first events other than enumeration, birth or external-immigration as illegal first events  
4. Check if the marked as first event is a birth, an enumeration or an immigration from outside DSA  
5. Drop individuals with illegal start events  
6. Check if last events are external-outmigration, death, present in study site  
7. If last event is an internal-outmigration change it to an external outmigration  
8. Classify all last events other than external-outmigration, death, present in study site as illegal last events  
9. Drop individuals with illegal end events  
10. Identify current and next event and their dates  
11. Check if a birth event is followed by a birth, an enumeration, external-immigration or internal-immigration  
12. Check if a death event is followed by an event other than a NULL  
13. Review all other transitions in the data and record violations of consistency matrix  
14. Drop individuals with illegal transitions  
15. Drop individuals with unknown sex or DOB |
| **004 CORE Data Anonymisation** | 5.8 Anonymise data | 1. Bring together original and anonymised IDs in the cleaned spec 6.1  
2. Create cleaned spec 6.1 with only anonymised IDs  
3. Preserve an internal mapping of original IDs to the anonymised IDs |
5.4.4 Input (pre-condition) and output (post-condition) data records

Thus far, the results have shown the mapping to GLBPM steps and the purpose statements for each sub-job. This section turns to the input and output data records for each sub-job.

Figure 27 shows a snippet of the preconditions and postconditions for the sub-job 002 CORE Data Quality Metrics. The picture also shows the format of the data involved and their location.

The input and output data records show us what data were required for a sub-job and what data were produced from it.

Figure 27: Input and output data records for sub-job 002 CORE Data Quality Metrics

```xml
<preconditions>
  <precondition>
    <recordname>Raw_61_Event_Format</recordname>
    <location>6.1/CORE/001 CORE Produce Raw 61 Dataset.kjb</location>
    <type>SQL</type>
    <aggregate>false</aggregate>
  </precondition>
</preconditions>

<postconditions>
  <postcondition>
    <recordname>StartingEvents</recordname>
    <location>6.1/CORE/002 CORE Data Quality Metrics.kjb</location>
    <type>SQL</type>
    <aggregate>false</aggregate>
  </postcondition>
</postconditions>
```

Table 13 gives a summary of the numbers of data records involved as preconditions and postconditions for the sub-jobs in the ETL for specification 6.1.

**Table 13: Numbers of pre and post conditions for each sub-job in specification 6.1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-job</th>
<th>Pre-conditions</th>
<th>Post-conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CORE Produce Raw 61 Dataset</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>002 CORE Data Quality Metrics</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>003 CORE Data Cleaning</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>002 CORE Data Quality Metrics</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>004 CORE Data Anonymisation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>005 CORE Consolidate Start and End Events</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>006 CORE Verify Temporal Integrity</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>007 CORE Update Event Timing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>008 CORE Produce Final Core Microdata Files</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>009 CORE Prepare Data Quality Feedback</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4.5 Metadata infusion file

APPENDIX A shows the schema of the infusion file. In summary, the infusion file contains business level metadata for a study or an ALPHA dataset as a whole. These metadata include an overview, concepts, methodology, design overview, data pipeline (overall process) among others. The entire process is divided into business processes that map to Pentaho sub-jobs. Each business process is characterised by an algorithm overview, a human intelligible step by step description of the business process. This description is complemented with pre-conditions and post conditions.

One value of the ADESBPM is that it will help to generate infusion type metadata in the future with less human assistance and more machine assistance. Metadata and processes reuse will be automated to generate drafts of infusion metadata that will then be updated by humans.
Figure 28: Snippet of an algorithm overview within the infusion metadata file

```
<algorithmoverview>
  <step id="5.1" name="Compile a list of Quality Metrics">Compile a list of quality metrics relevant to the data specification</step>
  <step id="5.2" name="Create events consistency matrix">Create events consistency matrix showing the logical ordering of event sequences</step>
  <step id="5.3" name="Compile residency starting events">Identify in the data events that start a residency episode (birth, external immigration, enumeration, becoming eligible for a study, found after being lost to follow-up)</step>
  <step id="5.4" name="Compile residency ending events">Identify in the data events that end a residency episode (external outmigration, death, became ineligible for study, lost to follow-up, internal outmigration, present in the study (right censored))</step>
  <step id="5.5" name="Compile legal and illegal start events">Review the identified start events and distinguish between legal and illegal ones</step>
  <step id="5.6" name="Compile legal and illegal end events">Review the identified end events and distinguish between legal and illegal ones</step>
  <step id="5.7" name="Compile legal and illegal transitions">Review all transitions between two events and distinguish between legal and illegal ones</step>
  <step id="5.8" name="Compile illegal, missing or unknown sex">Compile illegal, missing or unknown sex</step>
  <step id="5.9" name="Compile illegal, missing or unknown dob">Compile illegal, missing or unknown dob</step>
  <step id="5.10" name="Compile quality metrics">Calculate numbers of legal and illegal start events, end events, event transitions, sex values, out of range DOBs and missing sex and DOBs</step>
</algorithmoverview>
```
5.5 Discussion
The work done in this chapter had two goals: (i) to harness domain knowledge and Pentaho inbuilt provenance metadata in generating high level, tool agnostic and domain sensitive documentation for ALPHA specification 6.1 ETL. (ii) To format the generated provenance metadata in compliance with international metadata standards.

To achieve the two goals, the Pentaho ETL for spec 6.1 was analysed and mapped to the GLBPM. Next, each of the mapped steps was specialised into a description comprising of African longitudinal population-based demographic and epidemiological surveillance concepts and terms. Input and output data records were also linked to their corresponding specialised steps/ sub-steps. Further, the information models for both the Pentaho data integration software and the DDI 4 specification were used to develop a structure for the generated metadata. The metadata content and structure were encapsulated in an XML metadata infusion file.

The first finding is that all the sub-processes involved in creating Specification 6.1 from an intermediate dataset could be mapped to the GLBPM. Second, a domain sensitive specialisation of the GLBPM applicable steps/ sub-steps was achieved. The third result is that input and output data records (pre and postconditions) were identified from the ETL for each of the ETL sub-processes and were linked to the GLBPM mappings. The fourth result is the addition of structure to the generated provenance metadata. The metadata were formatted in compliance with the proposed DDI 4 information model. All these results taken together represent an enhancement of CiB provenance high level metadata in a tool agnostic, structured and domain sensitive fashion.

This work contributes to the literature and professional practice in a number of ways. It represents a first attempt, in literature, at the characterisation of Pentaho ETL using generic process models within the demographic and epidemiological surveillance data harmonisation context. Relating to documentation standards, it adds to our understanding of structured documentation of data harmonisation.

The ALPHA data provenance documentation is being used to test future candidate versions of DDI. It is being used as a use case for the data management components proposed in the DDI 4 prototype information model. Consequently, decisions made during the course of this work regarding the structure of the provenance metadata have augmented the proposed DDI 4 process model and the DDI 4 data management functional view (Greenfield 2018; Greenfield, Kanjala, and Gregory 2019). The augmented model is shown in section 7.2, Figure 35. Hitherto, this process model was more inclined towards data collection.
documentation with limited data transformation documentation capabilities (Greenfield, Kanjala, and Gregory 2019). In addition, the results from this ongoing testing will be submitted to the DDI scientific governance group in December 2019.

Further, in work going on in the DDI Alliance and beyond the remit of this thesis, parts of DDI 4 model have been incorporated into the latest version of DDI Lifecycle, version 3.3 to be released by the end of 2019. This is being done as the future roadmap of DDI remains to be determined. So DDI 3.3 has an information model and an RDF representation (Jay Greenfield – DDI Developer, personal communication). The big question is whether DDI can become free of its XML roots which restrict its ability to interoperate with other standards. This is being deliberately decided through a series of workshops.

In terms of practice, DDI 4 has provided a methodology for creating tool agnostic provenance metadata from the ALPHA Pentaho data harmonisation processes. This methodology could potentially be used for process reuse across specifications or network member studies. The expression of data transformation activities using a domain-specific business process model improves communication and understanding of the activities across the network and between network members and external domain experts wishing to use the data.

Similar to its predecessor, the Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model (GLBPM), the ADESBPM is valuable as a reference model through which implemented processes can be mapped, understood and compared (I. Barkow, Block, Greenfield, Gregory, Hebing, Hoyle, and Zenk-mölten 2013). Such models are invaluable in ALPHA since the network is seeking to standardise data management and exchange across its members. Thus, a reference model can foster common understanding of ETL processes across the network.

The ADESBPM is a more nuanced description of the ALPHA ETL process compared to GLBPM. However, though more concrete and domain sensitive, it still inherits the limitations of the GLBPM regarding technical implementation: it is a conceptual model, not a technical implementation blueprint (I. Barkow 2016). And as such, it lacks the specificity required for direct operationalisation of the modelled activities in production systems. ADESBPM will also ultimately need to accommodate much more than the ALPHA processes. Accommodating ANDLA (ANDLA 2019) and other data specifications will be one task, but there are many others. The hope is that even though the learning process presented in this thesis has been bottom up, the model may have captured core business processes that pertain to the construction of records and datasets that represent event data.
in general. This would make the ADESBPM applicable to the entire demographic and epidemiological surveillance domain.

The mapping to and specialisation of the GLBPM steps to local contexts is similar to efforts by national statistical offices around globe. These NSO’s have mapped their data management processes to the GSBPM. However, unlike many of the NSO’s, this project does not end with textual descriptions as specialisations, it adds structure to the specialisation. This is more in line with the ABS approach (UNECE 2018c) though not as elaborate as the ABS. In 2019 UNECE decided to grow the ABS approach by wedding the GSBPM with GSIM in a model where each GSBPM sub-process has GSIM information object inputs and outputs (Jay Greenfield – DDI Developer, personal communication). This is leading to more structured documentation when it comes to following the vicissitudes of data between sub-processes in the business process model. However, it is still the case that with this effort it remains to be the case that only textual descriptions of the actual transformations are supported.

Since this chapter has a high level perspective, it targets a different scope from VTL and SDTL which describe transformations at more granular details.

The ETL used is only for one specification, 6.1. This specification is predominantly on demographic surveillance. There is need to repeat the process using ETL for the specifications that cover epidemiological surveillance. This will ensure the methodology is representative of what is required for demographic and epidemiological surveillance data harmonisation processes. This is important because ultimately, the aim is to have a domain specific business process model - the ADESBPM - which should capture both demographic and disease surveillance data harmonisation activities.

Though the methods used here provide more concrete process description than the GLBPM due to the specialisation, they are still a simplification of the reality in the ETLs and they lack the specificity required to drive production systems. The next chapter takes a more granular view to address this specificity gap.
6. LOWER LEVEL, STRUCTURED METADATA FOR ALPHA DATA TRANSFORMATIONS:

Going the last mile - operationalising the business process model

6.1 Introduction

The previous chapter began to address the problems related to solely depending on tool specific provenance metadata for ALPHA data harmonisation routines. It focused on the development of high-level tool agnostic and structured metadata.

Two data provenance related aspects of particular interest to ALPHA and external users of the data remain unaddressed at the end of chapter 5. The first one is that the high-level metadata are silent about the changes happening to variables as the data are being transformed. The second one is that it is unclear how statistical indicators (data aggregates) created in the course of the harmonisation, such as data quality metrics, could be documented in a tool agnostic way.

Thus, the provenance metadata pertaining to variable level details of transformations and the statistical indicators of data quality are still tool specific. It is important for these too to be documented in more generic ways at a level more granular than that provided in chapter 5 to bridge the gap between modelling and implementation. Filling this specificity gap would aid ALPHA in its endeavour to produce an unbroken record of lineage for the harmonised data.

Existing literature on structured metadata for variable level data transformations can be classified into three approaches. These are (i) the approach taken in the current versions of DDI (DDI Alliance 2015b; Marker et al. 2009), (ii) the Validation and Transformation Language (VTL) and (iii) the Structured Data Transform Language (SDTL) (C2Metadata 2017).

DDI allows for a mixture of textual process descriptions and the inclusion of the source code in the documentation. Under DDI Codebook this is limited to the “recoding and derivation” element of the standard which allows for free text description of data transformations relating to a variable. It also allows the addition of the source code. DDI Lifecycle has much more structure for process descriptions compared to DDI Codebook, but in essence, they both leave users with proprietary software code as the description of the lower level data transformation detail. Thus, the disadvantages of using proprietary code for documentation are not overcome in this solution.
**SDTL and VTL**

Besides these DDI capabilities, literature has advanced our understanding on this topic in two fronts: the VTL and SDTL.

VTL and SDTL are promising methods for tool agnostic and structured documentation of granular details of data transformations such as those carried out in ALPHA. However, neither VTL nor SDTL have been applied before within the HDSS domain. In terms of provenance metadata for variable level transformations, this chapter's main contributions are to provide empirical results of testing out the SDTL for describing the variable level details of the ALPHA data harmonisation processes capturing both dataset level and variable details of the transformations.

Chapter 2 gave a comparison between VTL and SDTL and pointed out that using VTL we can produce scripts in various languages as output. In the case of ALPHA, the scripts are already available as either Stata setup files or Pentaho ETLs. ALPHA rather needs a translation of these into a software agnostic form. SDTL offers that facility since the C2Metadata project has developed a Stata parser for converting Stata to SDTL. Moreover, the same project is also working on expressing the SDTL in natural language (Ionescu 2018).

What the C2Metadata project does not provide is the mapping between Pentaho transformations and steps and SDTL.

**Structured documentation of statistical indicators**

Relating to the documentation of statistical indicators and aggregate data, users of the indicators need to be able to trace back from a representation of an output, through the transformation process, to connect to the input microdata. Production of aggregated data as an output is common whenever data are validated and analysed, as such, aggregated data are commonplace in ALPHA workflows. These aggregates manifest as quality metrics, disease prevalence, incidence or other rates (mortality, fertility, sexual partner acquisition, marriage dissolution) among many.

The documentation of process outputs is one of the landscapes where DDI and SDMX could be jointly applied in a complementary manner as depicted in Figure 5 and by (Gregory and Heus 2007). Though both standards cater for both microdata and aggregates, DDI is more suitable for microdata while SDMX is more appropriate for aggregates.

Turning to the documentation of statistical indicators or other aggregated outputs, literature shows that the Statistics Data and Metadata eXchange (SDMX) standard, an ISO standard (ISO 17369) for describing statistical data and their metadata for efficient exchange and sharing (SDMX Technical Working Group 2018a) has been the main player. The realm
within which SDMX has been in use is official statistics. There is no evidence of its use for describing data aggregates generated from demographic and epidemiological surveillance data. This chapter investigates the use of SDMX for describing data quality metrics generated as part of ALPHA ETLs.

6.1.1 Aim
This chapter has two aims:

1. to characterise, at a more granular level, the ALPHA ETL tasks using SDTL
2. To explore the implementation of SDMX for documenting data quality indicators produced within ALPHA ETL.

6.1.1.1. Objectives
- To identify SDTL elements that are equivalent to the Pentaho steps used within the data quality assessment sub-job in the ALPHA ETL.
- To assess whether there are Pentaho steps in the data quality assessment sub-job that do not have equivalents in SDTL.
- To compile the Pentaho steps with no equivalents in SDTL, if any are found, for feedback to SDTL developers.
- To document ALPHA 6.1 specification related data quality metrics for events, sex and date of birth data using SDMX.

6.1.2 The bigger picture
This chapter adds the orange objects in Figure 29 – SDTL, Pentaho to SDTL map and the Pentaho to SDTL mapping - to the objects in Figure 25. Here, the ETL is described in a more granular way to facilitate operationalisation. The individual tasks performed in the Pentaho steps are mapped to SDTL elements. SDTL scripts are then produced using this Mapping. The contents of the scripts could be infused into the DDI 4 data management view instance. In a nutshell, Chapter 5 provided a mechanism for prospective and retrospective description of the ETLs at a high level. In chapter 6, the granular details are documented after the ETL exercise. The contents of chapter 4, 5 and 6 taken together represent an unbroken record of data lineage for ALPHA specifications.
Figure 29: Input objects, processes and output objects in the ALPHA ETL and their structured documentation
6.1.3 Chapter overview

The next section is on the methods, it first describes the Pentaho job “002 CORE Data Quality Metrics” found in the ALPHA 6.1 specification’s ETL and used in this Chapter. It also describes the relevant aspects of SDTL and SDMX used to produce structured metadata for the process and outputs which include aggregates used to quantify data quality metrics. The methods are then followed by a presentation of the results and then summary and discussion sections.

Figure 30: ALPHA Specification 6.1 ETL process in Pentaho
6.2 Methods

Figure 30 shows a picture of the entire Pentaho ETL for creating ALPHA 6.1 specification. There is one master job for specification 6.1 for each of the ALPHA members. Within this master job, there are 11 sub-jobs depicted by the squares with orange arrows inside them. The first sub-job is labelled “01 Site specific ETL for 6.1” and the last one is “11 Prepare Data quality feedback”. The sub-job highlighted in purple represents the data quality assessment done after creating the specification. This is the sub-job considered in detail in this chapter to illustrate Pentaho to SDTL mapping and documentation of indicators.

Chapter 5 described the data quality assessment sub-job using an algorithm overview shown Table 14. The input for this sub-job is the raw 6.1 specification and the outputs are data quality indicators.

Table 14: Algorithm overview for 002 CORE Data Quality Metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-job name</th>
<th>GLBPM step</th>
<th>Algorithm overview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>002 CORE Data Quality Metrics</td>
<td>5.3 Explore, validate and clean data</td>
<td>11. Compile a list of quality metrics relevant to the data specification&lt;br&gt;12. Create events consistency matrix showing the logical ordering of event sequences&lt;br&gt;13. Identify in the data, events that start a residency episode (birth, external-immigration, enumeration, becoming eligible for a study, found after being lost to follow-up, Internal-immigration)&lt;br&gt;14. Identify in the data, events that end a residency episode (external-outmigration, death, became ineligible for study, lost to follow-up, internal-outmigration, present in the study (right censored))&lt;br&gt;15. Review the identified start events and distinguish between legal and illegal ones&lt;br&gt;16. Review the identified end events and distinguish between legal and illegal ones&lt;br&gt;17. Review all transitions between two events and distinguish between legal and illegal ones&lt;br&gt;18. Compile illegal, missing or unknown sex&lt;br&gt;19. Compile illegal, missing or unknown DOB&lt;br&gt;20. Calculate numbers of legal and illegal start events, end events, event transitions, sex values, out of range DOBs and missing sex and DOBs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This chapter goes further to break the steps in the algorithm overview down to variable level transformations.

6.2.1 Data quality assessment sub-job analysis

The data quality assessment sub-job is identified as “002 CORE Data Quality Metrics” in the Pentaho ETL and it has five “transformations” within it shown in Figure 31. A Pentaho transformation is roughly equivalent to a setup script for a statistical package such as a Stata do-file. While in a statistical package script there are commands, a Pentaho transformation comprises of “steps” and “hops”. The hops link consecutive steps and each step is an atomic task (a task that cannot be broken down any further). Figure 32 shows the steps in the
“CORE Illegal Start Events” transformation. This transformation seeks to identify and quantify the numbers of illogical residency start events.

**Figure 31: Transformations in the sub-job 002 CORE Data Quality Metrics**

The nodes in the diagram are the steps and the lines are the hops.

**Figure 32: Transformation CORE Illegal start events**
6.2.2 Pentaho to SDTL Mapping

Each and every step in each of the five transformations shown in Figure 31 was analysed, and human intelligible description of these were prepared. This description would be useful to provide together with the more generic one coming from C2Metadata as it gives more context for the step under consideration. Next, the SDTL equivalent of each step involved was sought. The steps which had equivalents in SDTL were then mapped. Thereafter, SDTL code was developed from the mapping. This exemplar SDTL code is presented in a format called JavaScript Object Notation (Json) format (‘JSON’ 2019). Json is a data interchange format for exchanging data between platforms (Taylor 2014). The development of the Json code was merely for illustration of what code would be produced from the mapping. C2Metadata have Json schemas to use for automated development of the code. These would be used to generate SDTL once equivalents of the Pentaho steps have been identified and mapped.

I also compiled a list of the Pentaho steps for which I could not find an equivalent within SDTL to give as feedback to the language’s developers.

6.2.3 Structured documentation for indicators

The quality indicators calculated in the data quality assessment sub-job include numbers of legal and illegal residency start and end events, event transitions, sex values and dates of birth. As stated in Chapter 2, SDMX has an information model that captures data structure, the metadata structure and data exchange related characteristics. The work presented here is only concerned with describing the data structure of the data quality metrics. This structured documentation of aggregates is complementing the rest of the metadata being provided for the harmonised microdata.

The data structure is being used to define the characteristics of the data of interest by identifying and defining SDMX concepts, dimensions, and data points (observations). (Stahl and Staab 2018). A DSD for the quality indicators was developed by listing relevant concepts underlying the indicators, the involved dimensions, their types (dimension, time, measure) and key values (either categorical or discrete) associated with each dimension. The data points were represented as unique combinations of dimensions and key values.
6.3 Results

6.3.1 Mapping Pentaho steps to SDTL

The total number of steps in the transformations used in the data quality assessment sub-job was 154. Of this total, several steps were applied repeatedly. The number of distinct steps was 21. 17 of the steps had equivalents in SDTL. No equivalents were found for 4 steps. Table 15 shows the 17 steps, their textual descriptions and their equivalents in SDTL.

Table 15: Pentaho steps and their SDTL equivalents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step name</th>
<th>Step description</th>
<th>Step type</th>
<th>SDTL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input Microdata</td>
<td>Imports Raw ALPHA specification 6.1 in Event Format data from a staging database</td>
<td>TableInput</td>
<td>Load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value Mapper</td>
<td>Map numerical event codes to string ones suggestive of the event: e.g. 1 to ENU for enumeration, 2 to BTH for a live birth etc</td>
<td>ValueMapper</td>
<td>Recode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get First Event</td>
<td>Remove duplicates in terms of ids to remain with only the first occurrence of the id number and first event (since previously sorted by id and eventnr)</td>
<td>Unique</td>
<td>Select</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Date</td>
<td>Adds current date to the data stream</td>
<td>Formula</td>
<td>Compute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select values</td>
<td>Select variables to output and provide metadata for the eventcode variable</td>
<td>SelectValues</td>
<td>Select</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excel Output</td>
<td>Send a table to excel with a record of starting events</td>
<td>ExcelOutput</td>
<td>Save</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter rows</td>
<td>Separate between legal and illegal starting events</td>
<td>FilterRows</td>
<td>Select</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add constant : Illegal</td>
<td>Catch numbers of individuals with illegal start events from the filter and add a column stating that they are illegal events</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>Compute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group by</td>
<td>Calculate the total numbers of illegal and legal start events</td>
<td>GroupBy</td>
<td>Aggregate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculate Quality Metric</td>
<td>Calculate the total number of start events by adding legal and illegal events and the percentage of this total that are illegal events</td>
<td>Calculator</td>
<td>Compute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Save Quality Metrics</td>
<td>Send the starting events quality metrics table for a particular site to a staging database</td>
<td>TableOutput</td>
<td>Save</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Excel Writer</td>
<td>Create an excel table of the starting events quality metrics for a particular site</td>
<td>TypeExitExcelWriterStep</td>
<td>Save</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get Next Event</td>
<td>move backwards (by lagging n steps) or forward (by leading n steps) across ordered rows</td>
<td>AnalyticQuery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CrossTab with NextEvent</td>
<td>Cross tabulation of an event and its corresponding next event</td>
<td>Denormaliser</td>
<td>ReshapeWide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If field value is null</td>
<td>Replace NULL values with 0 for the specified column/variable</td>
<td>IfNull</td>
<td>Dolf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get CurrentDate</td>
<td>Extracts the current date from computer’s system</td>
<td>SystemInfo</td>
<td>Compute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status=Before 1850</td>
<td></td>
<td>SetValueConstant</td>
<td>Dolf</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The 4 steps for which no equivalents were found in SDTL are the Sort Rows, Get variable, Join Rows (Cartesian product) and Dummy (Do Nothing) steps. The Sort Rows step sorts the input data by specified variables. The Get Variable step calls a named input from Pentaho user-defined or system built-in variables. The Join Rows step which creates a Cartesian product for two specified arrays was used in the ALPHA ETL to create tabulations of quality.
metrics. The Dummy (Do Nothing) step was used as a place holder to catch and or unify data streams before their next step.

6.3.2 Development of SDTL code from the mapping
The steps Input, Value Mapper, Sort, Select, Recode, Denormalizer and Save were developed into SDTL code to illustrate the translation of Pentaho to SDTL. The code in json format for the Recode, ReShapeWide and Save commands are shown in Figure 33 and Figure 34.

Figure 33: Exemplar SDTL for the recode step translated to its namesake in SDTL
SDTL model is setup to declare commands without equivalents in SDTL as unsupported. Thus, within SDTL code one can list all their commands from their platform and tag the ones with no equivalents as unsupported. This is the case with Sort commands for example. Exemplar SDTL for the recode step translated to its namesake in SDTL. The original source text was truncated for the image to fit on the page.

Figure 34: Reshape wide and save commands in SDTL

```bash
{ "command": "ReshapeWide", "sourceInformation": { "lineNumberStart": 1471, "lineNumberEnd": 1530, "originalSourceText": "<step> \n <name>Row denormaliser 2</name> \n <type>Denormaliser</type> \n <step> \n <name>Keep Items</name> \n <type>KeepItems</type> \n <step> \n <name>QMetric = 0Metric</name> \n <type>QMetric</type> \n <step> \n <name>Start</name> \n <step> \n <name>Save</name> \n <type>Save</type> \n <step> \n <name>Excel Output</name> \n <type>ExcelOutput</type> \n } };
```

6.3.3 Structured documentation of data quality indicators
The data quality metrics were for residency start events, events transitions, residency termination events, sex values and date of birth values. The measures include the number of illegal events, legal events, total events, percentage of total events that are illegal.

Table 16 lists the identified concepts and their definitions.

Table 16: SDMX concepts for quality metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concepts</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centre ID</td>
<td>The centre which produced the data being examined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metric Table</td>
<td>The table being examined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run Date</td>
<td>The date on which the table was examined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Metric</td>
<td>The aspect of the data being assessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illegal</td>
<td>Count of illegal cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal</td>
<td>Count of legal cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Total number of cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metric</td>
<td>The percentage of illegal cases out of the total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Measure</td>
<td>SDMX mechanic used in tables that contain multiple measures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 17 shows the dimensions of the aggregates. In Table 18, all the data points and their keys are provided. The keys show what dimensions were combined to what measure to obtain a particular observation.
### Table 17: Dimensions for the quality metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Dimension Type</th>
<th>Key Value Type</th>
<th>Dimension Concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centre ID</td>
<td>Dimension</td>
<td>Uncoded - String</td>
<td>Center ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metric Table</td>
<td>Dimension</td>
<td>Uncoded - String</td>
<td>Metric Table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run Date</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Time Stamp</td>
<td>Run Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QMetric</td>
<td>Dimension</td>
<td>Coded = (Start Date, End Date, DoB Values, Sex Values, Transitions)</td>
<td>Quality Metric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Measure</td>
<td>Measure</td>
<td>Coded - (Illegal, Legal, Total, Metric)</td>
<td>Type of Measure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 18: Keys and data points for the quality metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key (Centre ID + Metric Table + Run Date + QMetric + Type of Measure)</th>
<th>Observation Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA011 + ALPHA011_Raw_61_Event_Format_Version1+ 14/06/2018 10:45:29 EAT + Start Date + Illegal</td>
<td>13662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA011 + ALPHA011_Raw_61_Event_Format_Version1+ 14/06/2018 10:45:29 EAT + Start Date + Legal</td>
<td>43108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA011 + ALPHA011_Raw_61_Event_Format_Version1+ 14/06/2018 10:45:29 EAT + Start Date + Total</td>
<td>56770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA011 + ALPHA011_Raw_61_Event_Format_Version1+14/06/2018 10:45:29 EAT + Start Date + Metric</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA011 + ALPHA011_Raw_61_Event_Format_Version1+ 14/06/2018 10:45:31 CAT + Transitions + Illegal</td>
<td>44296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA011 + ALPHA011_Raw_61_Event_Format_Version1+ 14/06/2018 10:45:31 CAT + Transitions + Legal</td>
<td>128298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA011 + ALPHA011_Raw_61_Event_Format_Version1+ 14/06/2018 10:45:31 CAT + Transitions + Total</td>
<td>172594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA011 + ALPHA011_Raw_61_Event_Format_Version1+ 14/06/2018 10:45:33 EAT + End Date + Metric</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA011 + ALPHA011_Raw_61_Event_Format_Version1+ 14/06/2018 10:45:33 EAT + End Date + Illegal</td>
<td>55072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA011 + ALPHA011_Raw_61_Event_Format_Version1+ 14/06/2018 10:45:33 EAT + End Date + Legal</td>
<td>1698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA011 + ALPHA011_Raw_61_Event_Format_Version1+ 14/06/2018 10:45:33 EAT + End Date + Total</td>
<td>56770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA011 + ALPHA011_Raw_61_Event_Format_Version1+ 14/06/2018 10:45:33 EAT + End Date + Metric</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA011 + ALPHA011_Raw_61_Event_Format_Version1+ 14/06/2018 10:45:36 EAT + Sex Values + Illegal</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA011 + ALPHA011_Raw_61_Event_Format_Version1+ 14/06/2018 10:45:36 EAT + Sex Values + Legal</td>
<td>172594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA011 + ALPHA011_Raw_61_Event_Format_Version1+ 14/06/2018 10:45:36 EAT + Sex Values + Total</td>
<td>172594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA011 + ALPHA011_Raw_61_Event_Format_Version1+ 14/06/2018 10:45:36 EAT + Sex Values + Metric</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA011 + ALPHA011_Raw_61_Event_Format_Version1+ 14/06/2018 10:45:38 EAT + DoB Values + Illegal</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA011 + ALPHA011_Raw_61_Event_Format_Version1+ 14/06/2018 10:45:38 EAT + DoB Values + Legal</td>
<td>172594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA011 + ALPHA011_Raw_61_Event_Format_Version1+ 14/06/2018 10:45:38 EAT + DoB Values + Total</td>
<td>172594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA011 + ALPHA011_Raw_61_Event_Format_Version1+ 14/06/2018 10:45:38 EAT + DoB Values + Metric</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.4 Discussion
This chapter set out to contribute towards addressing two problems. The first is our incomplete knowledge regarding documentation of data transformations details beneath the reach of business process models such as those considered in chapter 5 (the specificity gap). The second is the extension of the use of the SDMX standard into the domain that ALPHA represents. Transformation tasks performed in Pentaho ALPHA ETL were mapped to SDTL and exemplar SDTL code was manually generated using additional metadata provided in Pentaho. Regarding the documentation of quality indicators, the values of the indicators were presented using SDMX elements - concepts, dimensions and measures. All the data points representing quality indicators for Start events, Transition events, End events, Sex values and Date of birth, were characterised using SDMX keys which comprised of the appropriate combinations of concepts and dimensions.

The results suggest that SDTL can describe the majority of the transformation tasks involved in ALPHA ETL. The data quality assessment sub-job used 21 distinct Pentaho transformation steps, after discounting for steps that were repeated used. Of the 21, only 4 steps could not be mapped. The results also showed that there was sufficient input in the Pentaho ETL to use for the development of SDTL code from the mapping, this suggests that the conversions from Pentaho to SDTL can be automated.

To the best of my knowledge, until its exploration in this chapter, SDMX had never been used in the African longitudinal population-based epidemiological and demographic surveillance. Though novel, its successful implementation for annotating the ALPHA data quality indicators is not surprising as the statistical methods used for presenting the indicators – crosstabulations – are also commonly used in official statistics.

However, the ground breaking aspect of both the results on SDTL mapping and SDMX implementation is that, at least for ALPHA and probably for many players in the demographic and epidemiological surveillance domain, these structured metadata for data transformations and indicators have been produced for the first time in this context. The implications of these results are far reaching.

Probably the biggest impact from ALPHA’s perspective is related to process transparency. The structured documentation sets the stage for exploitation of the metadata by suitably programmed software. The software programs can be guided by the metadata to search and build provenance chains that link data points in outputs, regardless of whether these outputs are microdata or aggregates, to the inputs via the data transformations documentation. With
the availability of lineage records, process comparisons and standardisation across the network will become more feasible.

Extending the use of SDTL to the description of ALPHA Pentaho ETL means that we are closer to the possibility of initially designing an ETL process in Pentaho and then reusing it in statistical package or vice versa thus increasing flexibility in reuse of code.

This work also represents the liberation of Pentaho ETL metadata. Though Pentaho has a native, easy to understand, graphical interface that shows diagrams linking steps via hops as shown in Figure 31 and Figure 32, the metadata underlying these steps are hidden from the user and entangled within Pentaho specific XML files. The efforts in this chapter work towards extracting from those XML files only the contents essential for defining the lineage of the data. This implies leaving behind the functional metadata that responsible for display and other mechanics of how the interface works which do not add any value to the data lineage aspect outside Pentaho.
7. PROVIDING END USERS WITH ACCESS TO ALPHA PROVENANCE METADATA

**ALPHA METADATA BROWSER USER REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS**

### 7.1 Introduction

Chapters 5 and 6 explored a means of developing standards-based documentation for ALPHA data harmonisation processes on top of the CiB’s tool-specific metadata. These provenance metadata make the data to be better understood by users independent of knowledge of the production tools. The developed metadata are in XML format. This format is flexible for computer programs to manipulate the metadata and data. However, for human end users, the full utility of the developed metadata lies in the availability of user-friendly tools (Vardigan, Heus, and Thomas 2008) for browsing and searching the metadata and the harmonised datasets. Such tools are unavailable off-the-shelf. In order to build them, software developers need domain experts’ perspectives on the desired functionality to guide their work. This study sought to perform a requirements analysis for an ALPHA provenance metadata browser from eliciting and synthesising requirements from experts in ALPHA and the CLOSER (Cohort & Longitudinal Studies Enhancement Resources) project ([https://www.closer.ac.uk/](https://www.closer.ac.uk/))(O’Neill et al. 2019).

#### 7.1.1 Objective

To gather and analyse the requirements for a user-friendly provenance metadata platform for ALPHA datasets.

### 7.2 Methods

#### 7.2.1 Development of mock-up diagrams for use in elicitation study

As alluded to in chapter 5 in the discussion section, and in (Greenfield, Kanjala, and Gregory 2019), the developed ALPHA data harmonisation metadata served to augment the initial version of the proposed DDI 4 process model. In its original form, the process model was more inclined towards data collection, with limited data management documentation capabilities. This improved process model (Figure 35) and the metadata developed in Chapter 5 provided the inputs for the mock-up diagrams used in the requirement elicitation study. Consequently, the names of the displayed features are derived from components of this process model.
Figure 35: Proposed DDI 4 augmented Process model

The mock-up diagrams, comprising of the proposed metadata browser features, were the core of the interview discussions.

7.2.2 Mock-up diagrams of the proposed features: The details

The entire process of creating a specific ALPHA dataset for a particular member institution of the network is called a data pipeline for that dataset. In the mock-up diagrams, the data pipeline for ALPHA specification 6.1 – residency data in Event format was used following on from the use of the same data specification in chapters 5 and 6.

Figure 36 to Figure 41 show the mock-up diagrams. The proposed features are described under four broad sub-groups (i) data pipeline, task, overview and purpose, (ii) task steps, concepts and setup scripts, (iii) task-centric view and (iv) dataset-centric view.
Data pipeline, task, overview and purpose

Figure 36 worked as an entry point for the description of the mock-ups serving the purpose of introducing the data pipeline, the tasks within a data pipeline also called business processes and the breakdown of each task into its overview, its purpose and its individual steps.

Figure 36: Data pipeline, its constituent tasks and their details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHA Data Pipeline Spec. 6.1</th>
<th>02 Core ETL for Raw Input - Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business Processes:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[02] Core ETL for Raw Input</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overview</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steps:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2.1] Generate Anonymized IDs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2.2] Map original IDs to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymized IDs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2.3] Store ID Mapping</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2.4] Create 6.1 Data from Raw Data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[03] 6.1 Data Quality Metrics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overview</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steps:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3.1] Compile Quality Metrics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3.2] Compile Residency Starting Events</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3.3] Compile Residency Ending Events</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3.4] Compile Legal and Illegal Starting Events</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The left panel in the mock-ups listed the various components of a data pipeline while the bigger, right panel expounded on a highlighted feature providing its description and relevant links.

Task step, concepts and setup scripts

Each task within a data pipeline was broken down into steps (business steps). Figure 37 and Figure 38 show relevant metadata associated with a step within a task. These include a description of that step, the concepts related to that step and setup scripts containing the actual code used to perform the step. Though not shown in the picture, the original code or data transformation service (in the case of transformation performed in an ETL platform such as Pentaho) would then be described using SDTl.
**Task-centric view**

The view in Figure 39 aims to show the relationship between a particular task, its input datasets (INPUT DS) and its output datasets (OUTPUT DS). It was used to elicit perspectives of interviewees on whether they wanted to see this association as part of provenance metadata.
**Dataset centric view**

The data centric view aimed to present provenance metadata relating to a particular dataset. The diagram in Figure 40 shows association between a dataset (Raw 6.1 Event Format), a task(s) that create a the dataset (CREATING PROCESS) and task(s) that use the dataset as an input (CONSUMING PROCESS).

**Figure 40: Dataset centric view – showing a dataset and tasks creating and using it**

The last mock-up in Figure 41 shows variable level details for the dataset of interest in form of the names of the variables and their types.
These mock-ups formed the core of a question guide used during the data collection described in section 7.2.4.

7.2.3 Recruitment of study participants

A convenience sample of 10 participants was drawn from data managers and researchers affiliated to the ALPHA and CLOSER projects. The sampling aimed to represent organisation diversity and depth of work experience by drawing among professionals who have a number of years of experience in data management and research. The ALPHA participants, as the producers and or internal users of the harmonised data, provided the viewpoint of users who are familiar with the specifics of the data harmonisation process. On the other hand, interviewees affiliated to the CLOSER project provided the viewpoint of experts familiar with the metadata standards and data harmonisation but not familiar with ALPHA data production. The CLOSER project has successfully conducted an ongoing data harmonisation project involving eight UK birth cohorts. These two groups of users, were considered suitable for identifying the requirements of both internal and external users.

7.2.4 Data collection

The data collection consisted of background material reading and a recorded Skype interview. An information pack was emailed to the study participants prior to the interview. In this pack there were the following items - (1) a study background document (APPENDIX C), (2) an information sheet (APPENDIX D), (3) a consent form (APPENDIX E) and (4) a question guide comprising of the 6 mock-up diagrams of the proposed features and accompanying questions (APPENDIX F).
**Skype interview**: Each participant was interviewed over Skype on the features in the mock-up diagrams using the semi-structured question guide. The participants graded each feature’s importance on a provided scale and gave the rationale for their grading. Further, they listed any desired features not included in the mock-ups. All the interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim.

### 7.2.5 Data analysis
Descriptors used to group the textual responses were primarily decided on in advance of the interviews, also called a priori coding (Lazar, Feng, and Hochheiser 2017). The codes were in the form of the proposed features and their groupings as shown in Figure 42. Data analysis followed steps commonly used in qualitative analysis. First, the recorded interviews were transcribed verbatim into MS Word documents. Second, the transcribed interviews were read end to end. This was followed by labeling of sections of texts in the transcriptions with descriptors from the coding scheme alluded to. The coding involved identification of scores allocated to the various features and the reasoning for or against the features. Features not in the mock-ups but perceived as vital were added to the requirements list using a prioritisation criteria. The criteria considered the perceived complexity of the task of adding the feature versus the time and funding resources. The coding was done using the NVivo software (*NVivo Qualitative Data Analysis Software* (version 12) 2018).

### 7.3 Results
In this results section, education and work experience characteristics of the participants are presented, the scoring of the various proposed features, the rationale for the scoring, some overarching aspects, feedback requiring structural changes to the metadata schema and cultural changes required among metadata producers.

#### 7.3.1 Organisational diversity, education, work experience and roles of interviewees
Table 19 shows education and work experience levels for the interviewees. Their names and institutions were replaced with a numerical and alphabetical letters for privacy and confidentiality. Of the 10 interviewees, five were working in capacities involving both data management and research, two were researchers and three were data managers. Eight interviewees were affiliated to ALPHA (member institution or secretariat) while two were affiliated to CLOSER.
Figure 42: A priori Coding Scheme based on DDI 4 Process model and proposed features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data pipeline, task, overview and purpose</td>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Overview</td>
<td>Rationale for</td>
<td>Rationale against</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Purpose</td>
<td>Score</td>
<td>Rationale for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steps in a task</td>
<td>Rationale against</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concepts related to a step</td>
<td>Score</td>
<td>Rationale for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setup scripts related to a step</td>
<td>Rationale against</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task centric view</td>
<td>Association between task, input data and output data</td>
<td>Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rationale for</td>
<td>Rationale against</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataset – centric view</td>
<td>Dataset structure</td>
<td>Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rationale for</td>
<td>Rationale against</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Association between a dataset, creating and consuming processes</td>
<td>Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rationale for</td>
<td>Rationale against</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 19: Work experience of the interviewees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Education, Data management / Research experience</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>PhD, More than 10 years of experience in data management and research</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B, I</td>
<td>MSc, More than 10 years of experience in data management and research</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>PhD, and More than 20 years of experience in data management</td>
<td>Data management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>MSc, More than 10 years of experience in data management and research</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>PhD, Over 20 years of research experience in epidemiology</td>
<td>Researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>PhD, Over 10 years of research experience in epidemiology</td>
<td>Researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>MSc, 2 years data management experience and 3 years’ software development</td>
<td>Data management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>BSc, About 8 years’ experience in research data management</td>
<td>Data management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>PhD, Over 15 years research and data management experience</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>MSc, Over 20 years data management experience and research</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 7.3.2 Scores for proposed features

Figure 43 gives the number of interviewees who gave a particular score for each of the features that were included in the mock-up diagrams. The results show that the interviewees generally considered the proposed features to be important for documenting the harmonised datasets. The scores for the feature called tasks in a data pipeline (Tasks) had the least variation among respondents, three respondents considered it important (4) while seven considered it vital (5). On the other hand, the Task overview feature had the most variation with scores ranging from “not useful” (0) to vital (5). The scoring was generally diverse, with 5 out of the nine graded features having scores ranging at least from as wide as Nice to have, not needed (2) to vital (5). Though the scores give an indication of the relative importance attached to the features by the respondents, it is only a partial picture if the reasoning behind the scoring is not considered. Further, the variation in these scores makes the partial picture more obscure. To help clarify the perspective of the participants, their rationales for choosing the scores as they did are presented next.

#### 7.3.3 Rationale for or against having proposed features and suggested improvements

Table 20 gives a summary of the rationale provided for or against each of the proposed features. The content in this table relates to responses directly relating to the proposed features. Also included in the table, are the suggestions for improving the features.
No respondent registered being actively against any of the proposed features – as there is no feature that had the score “Actively against” (-1). In the majority of the cases, it was rather that the respondents wanted the features to be developed further. Examples of this include the suggestion to integrate Task overview and the Task purpose feature into one feature, the suggestion to have the dataset –centric and the task centric views together in one diagram at the data pipeline level and the suggestion to develop concepts further into site-specific concepts.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Rationale for having the feature</th>
<th>Rationale for not having the feature</th>
<th>Improvements or other comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data pipeline, task, overview and purpose</td>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Name and description can give summary of what task involves.</td>
<td>Not adding much value in the presence of steps and purpose</td>
<td>Needs to be integrated with purpose though difficult to judge it without seeing content.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Task Overview</td>
<td>Might guide for those less familiar with the subsystem and data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Task Purpose</td>
<td>Helps to communicate why a task is carried out</td>
<td></td>
<td>Could be integrated with overview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task steps, concepts and setup scripts</td>
<td>Steps in a task</td>
<td>Seen as a good way to manage and transfer knowledge. Helps with high level understanding of the task</td>
<td>Considered by some interviewees to be less detailed than needed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Concepts related to a step</td>
<td>Help to understand steps. Terms have different meanings so defining concepts reduces ambiguity</td>
<td>Some data managers did not consider these to be essential and making real difference in their work. They considered them to be redundant in the presence of steps descriptions</td>
<td>Make them site and dataset specific to capture variations across sites. For instance, capturing how migration, residency, HIV Status, marriage/cohabitation etc are defined in a particular dataset? Beyond concepts also capture assumptions, rules and cut offs applied to a dataset of interest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Setup scripts related to a step</td>
<td>Needed for reproducibility of processes and to allow alterations of cut offs, assumptions and rules, to alter the data specification. Internal users at member institutions and secretariat will need these for full understanding and reuse</td>
<td>Researchers not primarily interested in looking through setup scripts. There may be intellectual property rights concerns. Some producers may request payment for sharing their setup scripts. Most site specific scripts were prepared without sharing in mind, consequently they are not easy to follow.</td>
<td>Address queries requiring looking at the scripts on a case by case basis. Removal of redundant code leaving only code relevant to the task step of interest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task centric view</td>
<td>Association between task, input data and output data</td>
<td>Picture was considered more appealing than textual description found in task overview.</td>
<td>Redundant given that the overview contents overlaps with this picture.</td>
<td>Instead of doing a diagram for each task, make one overall diagram giving a view of associations between tasks and input and output datasets for the entire data pipeline.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataset – centric view</td>
<td>Dataset structure</td>
<td>Structure shows the variables in input or output datasets for a task, useful details in tracking changes</td>
<td>Currently has less variable level and dataset detail than required.</td>
<td>Add more variable level details: labels, value codes and their labels for categorical variables, date formats among other details. Provide for browsing structure in Stata/Excel or other not in metadata bowser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Association between a dataset, creating and consuming processes</td>
<td>Its content is more in line with what goes into a protocol/SOP, gives an idea what the pipeline comprises of</td>
<td>Too much detail and complexity</td>
<td>Could be captured in the overall overview diagram for a pipeline.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There was a perspective that particular attention should be paid to the navigation mechanism of the metadata browser. This is needed in order to manage detail and complexity of the metadata. Potential users will have different needs. Care will therefore need to be taken to make the metadata as complex and as detailed as it needs to be, layering the metadata from high level to more granular content, with granular content accessible to the user on demand.

7.3.4 Overarching aspects

All respondents expressed a general positive sentiment towards the approach being proposed for the ALPHA provenance metadata browser though the degree of interest in individual features varied among the participants. Besides the role of facilitating the communication of the data properties with third party users external to ALPHA, the respondents held the view that these metadata had a role to play in knowledge management and knowledge transfer in the high data staff turnover situations that partner institutions experience.

As expected, two broad user experiences have emerged from the results, the data manager experience and the researcher experience Figure 44. The two user groups have expressed different needs which will need to be explicitly catered for in the metadata browser.

**Figure 44: Metadata browser potential user groups**

![Metadata browser potential user groups diagram]

While the researcher role generally requires high level documentation, the data managers have expressed need for more granular details. Five of the participants work in both data management and researcher roles (Table 19). The broad groups are further divided into potential users at the partner institutions, those working within the ALPHA secretariat and those external to ALPHA. Figure 44 provides a summary of the potential user groups alluded to in the interviews.
The respondents found the language highly specialised to the data integration and HDSS context and recommended revision into a more generic tone. Terms such as ETL, business process, data pipeline, and illegal transitions are among those which presented challenges to the participants.

The mock-ups used in the interviews were only on the metadata relating to the data harmonisation processes. The respondents suggested an integration of the data processing metadata with the metadata for the source data generated in the partner studies and those for the final harmonised datasets. The interviewees expressed the desire to ultimately have a documentation pathway linking a variable in the ALPHA harmonised dataset to the variable(s) in the questionnaires used to collect the primary data at the partner sites. In expressing these needs, they also acknowledged the potential difficulties involved. The stated challenges include the handling of the changes in data collection instruments/ data management practices or rules over the years and the handling of the differences between versions of the source data held at the partner sites. Partner source data exist in numerous versions/ incarnations. These include data collected in the field - as represented by the questionnaire, those stored in the databases after cleaning/ processing, those catalogued in the partner institution's data repository and the views extracted from databases to begin the harmonisation process. As a result, a documentation approach of the input data used in the harmonisation process would require flexibility to capture the various manifestations of the source data.

Participants involved in either project manager or principal investigator roles were interested in knowing the effort required from the partners to maintain/ update the envisaged provenance metadata. Knowing the effort required would help them in relating the proposal to demands on funds and human resources.

A trial period was recommended for the incremental versions of the metadata browser to allow users to evaluate if it will be performing the desired functions. This could be in the form of a dedicated day in a workshop setting allowing users both internal and external to ALPHA to test the software.

The use of DDI as the underlying standard for the provenance metadata was commended by participants who have some experience with the standard. They pointed out the interoperability capabilities that DDI metadata provides for data and tools sharing.

Some respondents expressed interest in the documentation of the linkages between data specifications as part of external validation of a specification or an intermediate dataset.
It was also pointed out that some aspects of the context needed for sensible analysis will still require communication between the ALPHA staff and the external users of the data. One example of such contexts was in relationship to ALPHA socio economic assessment variables on availability of electricity in a study site. In one site, prior to government programme introducing electricity, having electricity was a measure of SES status. When government introduced power, electricity ceased to be an indicator of higher economic status. This context require input from a data producer for a user to understand the context.

7.3.5 Feedback requiring structural changes to metadata

Four points coming up in the interviews require alterations to the metadata schema underpinning the ALPHA provenance metadata. These are:

The addition of an overall overview diagram linking datasets to tasks involved in producing a particular data specification. Respondents, especially those in data management roles, gave high scores to diagrams showing the association between a particular task and its input and output datasets. They also scored highly diagrams showing the association of a particular dataset to the tasks creating the dataset and those consuming it. However, rather than showing these associations for each task or dataset separately, an overall diagram of the associations for a data specification was generally preferred. Currently, the metadata doesn’t show inputs and outputs with each intermediate step. Instead input and output datasets are presented for each high-level business process like the production of event data from staging data, the calculation of data quality metrics and so forth. Restructuring the metadata so that it follows datasets through the intermediate steps through which a business process is implemented has already been explored with the SAPRIN network. Here the metadata structure has been modified to support additional research and development.

The addition of documentation on the reasons for decisions made during data transformations, especially decisions to do with including or excluding individuals from a harmonised dataset. These reasons would be used to assess bias, for instance, owing to the systematic exclusions of individuals. In fact, DDI already supports this type of documentation but it wasn’t included in the ALPHA “profile”. It will be added so examples can be generated for future research and development.

The accommodation of hierarchies and other comparisons of concepts related to a task. The comparison would cater for differences in concepts definitions across data network partners. While definitions of concepts such as a birth and a death are clear cut, others such as migration, residency, HIV status, cohabitation etc are less consistently defined across ALPHA partners. The rules, assumptions and cut offs underpinning those definitions differ. The differences in these definitions have implications for data analysis and interpretation of results.
Consequently, they need to be explicitly stated in the structured metadata. In fact, DDI supports such concept comparison. This facility will be added to the ALPHA profile to support future research and development.

Accommodation of documentation of what a specification should and should not be used for – For example, a specification maybe suitable for survival analysis but not for fertility analysis due to the fact that birth histories are not collected for dead women in particular partner studies.

7.4 Discussion

The question paused at the beginning of this chapter sought to elicit experts’ views on the requirements for an ALPHA provenance metadata browser. The diversity in the scores per feature for most of the features and the differing preferences expressed in the rationales distinguish the needs of the two major user groups – data managers and researchers. While perspectives from researchers showed interest in high level metadata, those from data managers were inclined towards more granular metadata. In addition, the responses from the interviewees showed that the proposed features did not cater for network partners’ specific contexts. This was indicated by suggestions to make definitions of concepts related to a task or step site-specific and to have site-specific statements of assumptions, rules and cut-offs applied to censoring and loss to follow-up for instance.

All but one of the interviewees who participated had at least a master’s degree and at least two years of work experience in the fields of research and or data management. This indicates high levels of capability to know what is needed in a metadata browsing tool. In addition, it also gives an idea of the importance of the topic of discussion as highly skilled professionals were willing to commit time to participate in the interviews. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this study represents the first attempt at systematically synthesising the perspectives of potential uses of harmonised HDSS data on the requirements for presenting, in human intelligible manner, standardised provenance metadata for these harmonised data.

The mock-ups used metadata automatically mined from data transformations performed in the CiB. The elicitation study is a step towards extending the provenance documentation capabilities of the CiB which currently only provides tool specific documentation of data transformation processes. HDSS data and their management is complex (INDEPTH Network 2002; Benzler, Herbst, and Macleod 1998), standardised documentation of data transformations performed in creating secondary datasets can facilitate the communication of the nature of these data to would be users. The elicitation study contributes to the amelioration of the challenges faced by investigators trying to understand and accurately use
the ALPHA data. Efforts such as this study partially address appeals made in the data documentation literature (Vardigan, Heus, and Thomas 2008) for the development of software tools for presenting documentation of research datasets done using metadata standards.

Most interviewees said that the found the language to be very specialised to the areas of data transformations and integration and longitudinal demographic surveillance systems. They suggested the use of more generic terms and expressions and definitions of terms that needed to be used as they are. This will be addressed by the use of more accessible terms such as tasks instead of business processes, and phrases such as illegal transitions will be fully defined to facilitate comprehension.

The mock-ups used in this study captured metadata to do with the data transformation processes. Interviewees expressed the need to see an integrated provenance metadata browser solution combining partner source data documentation, metadata for the data transformations and those for the final harmonised datasets. This reinforces the view and goal in this thesis since chapter 4 addresses the documentation of partner source data and chapters 5 and 6 are focussed on the data harmonisation. The elicited requirements will be used together with the metadata developed in chapters 4 to 6 to provide a user-friendly platform for metadata catering for the entire scope of the ALPHA data lineage. This integrated view could be based on a dependency graph. Starting with an input variable a user could traverse the graph through one or more interim and output variables. The trace would do branching. Going backwards, one would start with an output variable and encounter first one or more interim variables and then one or more input variables.

The suggestions made for improving the proposed features are both technical and cultural. The technical suggestions are the ones needing changes in the metadata schema for the provenance metadata. Programmers will need to revisit the schema used to create the metadata presented in the mock-ups and adjust it accordingly to meet the suggestions from interviewees. Cultural changes required include paying more attention to metadata during data production than has been traditionally the case. As partners produce the harmonised datasets, they will need to provide the metadata not automatically captured by the metadata development software agents.

Taken together with the metadata developed in chapters 4 to 6, the elicited requirements provide the input needed to create the provenance metadata browsing platform. First, a requirements specification document will need to be created. This specification will then guide the development of the platform.
7.5 Data availability statement

The data collected and used in this study will be made available on the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine institutional repository – the Data Compass. The transcripts will first be anonymised in line with the informed consent terms agreed to by the study participants. The associated documentation and data access conditions can be accessed on Data Compass through the following DOI: https://doi.org/10.17037/DATA.00001522.
8. CONCLUSION

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, CONTRIBUTIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

8.1 Introduction

The data documentation community has designed standards and models to promote common understanding of data and data production processes. Though they have potential to address ALPHA’s documentation needs, these technologies are designed to cater for a wide user community which makes them too generic for direct use. For ALPHA to fully utilise them, an additional step is required, that of adapting them to fit the African demographic and HIV surveillance context. Today, exemplar recipes for adapting the generic standards and models in the documentation of HDSS data are missing. Consequently, this thesis aimed to provide recipes for customising available standards and models for the documentation of HDSS data and secondary datasets derived from them.

ALPHA data documentation can be sub-divided into three components – the metadata related to the input data collected by the partners, the documentation of the data harmonisation processes and the metadata for the harmonised datasets. The CiB technology used for the production of the ALPHA datasets already includes the last mentioned dimension – the documentation of harmonised data resulting from the ETLs, it does not address the first two though. This thesis sought to investigate the documentation of those first two dimensions of the ALPHA data provenance. In addition, it sought to gather requirements for an ALPHA provenance metadata browser software to guide developers of the software. This envisaged metadata browser would work as a platform for integrating the developed metadata and presenting them for searching and browsing in a human user-friendly fashion.

In the first stages of the project, the choices and considerations to be made in implementing metadata standards for the documentation of the primary data from the network partners were explored (chapter 4). Next, a business process model for African demographic and epidemiological surveillance was developed. This was done by analysing the tasks performed in the Pentaho ETLs, mapping them to the GLBPM steps and then specialising the identified GLBPM steps (Chapter 5). The specialisation involved relating the ETL tasks to the objects in the HDSS reference model and to concepts and relationships in the demographic and epidemiological surveillance domain. The lower level details of the ETL tasks were then mapped to the SDTL (Chapter 6) to bridge the gap between the business process models.
and the implementation of the transformations in production systems. Statistical aggregates created in the quality assessment tasks of the ETLs were documented using SDMX (Chapter 6). Finally, an online requirements elicitation study was performed with data management and research experts to gather the requirements for a user-friendly software for browsing and searching the provenance metadata.

The next sections summarise the major findings, the research contributions and recommendations corresponding to each of the pieces of work done in this project. Finally, the study limitations and the potential future work are outlined.

8.2 Documentation of primary data from the network partners

8.2.1 Objective

(1) To adopt and adapt the DDI metadata standard for the annotation of HDSS primary data using Kisesa HDSS, north western Tanzania as prototype

8.2.2 Summary of findings

Steps of the GLBPM which mapped to the activities in the Magu HDSS data life cycle were identified and used to determine the DDI metadata elements to use. A comparison of the use of the Nesstar Publisher and the Colectica Designer tools for documentation of typical HDSS data showed three key results. The first was that the amount of metadata entry required was comparable between the Codebook and Lifecycle strands of DDI. The second was that for both tools, the majority of the metadata had to be entered manually. The third was that DDI Codebook based tools had lower software costs and staff training needs than DDI Lifecycle ones. The software costs and training needs are a consequence of the well-known differences between the Codebook and Lifecycle versions of DDI. Lifecycle is more complex and comprehensive compared to Codebook (Data Documentation Initiative 2009). While the generic codebook based tools are free, mainly in the form of the IHSN tools funded by the World Bank (International Household Survey Network 2013), the most generic Lifecycle tool at the time of the investigation, the Colectica suite is commercial. It is rather the software costs and training demands that HDSS that are planning to implement metadata standards will need to consider not the amount of metadata entry. Other tools are open source (CentERdata 2019; Jensen 2012; Hebing 2015a), it appeared they required a lot more customisation compared to the Nesstar Publisher and Colectica Designer used in this study.
8.2.3 Research contributions
The foregoing findings add to the literature on population health research data documentation in general and on the documentation of primary datasets produced within HDSS settings in particular. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this analysis is the first one to dig into the choices and considerations an HDSS needed to make in adapting metadata standards. While evidence of the use of the metadata standards for documenting data was there prior to this study (Ifakara Health Institute 2019; African Population and Health Research Center 2015; Africa Health Research Institute 2018), it was not clear what steps a typical HDSS needed to take in implementing them. These results will be of use to principal investigators leading HDSS studies, they will have a basis for deciding on the staffing and resource allocation for metadata development.

This study has also highlighted that the bulk of the metadata creation is manual. The tools used still required metadata to be entered manually. This is important information for planning purposes, with this information, a PI can budget accordingly and a data management lead can allocate staff to tasks for realistic periods of time based on this knowledge. On the other hand, data systems managers might also use the findings from this study to make decisions relating to the development of bespoke tools to improve automation of some metadata entry tasks.

8.2.4 Recommendations
The highlighted findings have informed some recommendations.

An HDSS will need to weigh the advantages that DDI lifecycle could bring to the management and preservation of the HDSS data versus the training needs and financial costs. The better resourced HDSS may need to endure the costs and staffing demands to promote the more comprehensive documentation of their data than what Codebook can provide. Efforts to develop bespoke tools for metadata capturing will need to complement the existing tools and focus on improving areas such as automated metadata capture.

8.2.5 Future work
For ALPHA partners already using DDI-based Nesstar Publisher tools, further research might explore the development of a software agent for mining metadata relating to the variables that are the inputs for ALPHA data specifications from the partners’ DDI instances. For partners not yet using DDI, the development of an ALPHA metadata profile for the input data used to create the harmonised data.
8.3 Documentation of data harmonisation processes

8.3.1 Objective

(2) To develop a standards-based framework for the documentation of retrospective data harmonisation routines performed in ALPHA and similar networks

8.3.2 Summary of findings

All the tasks within the ALPHA ETL for spec 6.1 were mapped to steps in the GLBPM. While the mapping to the GLBPM communicated the essence of the tasks in an internationally understood manner, it was too basic and generic, hiding the idiosyncrasies and the complexity of the ETL. A specialisation of the mapped GLBPM steps resulted in a more concrete business process model, the ADESBPM, this specialised model described the ETL in terms and concepts familiar to experts working in the demographic and epidemiological surveillance domain. The analysis of the ETL and initial attempts to describe them using the proposed DDI 4 process model highlighted the shortcomings of the model. In its original form, the process model was more inclined towards survey data collection with inadequate provision for information objects, flow logic and patterns associated with data management (Greenfield, Kanjala, and Gregory 2019).

The ADESBPM provided a high level description of the data transformations. It provides a basis for prospective or retrospective business level documentation of ETL based on HDSS data. Regarding the lower level details, that is the variable level data transformations, the results showed that the SDTL catered for the description of the majority of the granular services performed in Pentaho to transform data. In addition, SDMX was successfully applied for documentation of the data quality metrics annotating the statistical values with the SDMX concepts, dimensions and keys.

8.3.3 Research contributions

The present study makes some noteworthy contributions to both literature and practice relating to research data documentation. It adds to the literature in the areas of data harmonisation, data provenance, metadata standards and application of business process models. The results contribute to the enhancement of the descriptive power of the DDI 4 process model. Prior to the field testing of the model in the ALPHA use case, it was inclined towards data collection.

This study is the first comprehensive investigation of the development of structured and tool-agnostic provenance metadata for HDSS harmonised datasets. It has expanded the metadata capabilities of the CiB. Prior to this investigation, the CiB technology only relied
on the data transformations description within Pentaho. Now, a framework for documenting Pentaho ETLs in a DDI compliant format is available. This is important because it provides common understanding of the data transformations to potential users not familiar with the Pentaho tool used to create the transformations. In addition, these structured provenance metadata enhance the potential for automated exchange and use of the data and metadata across processing and analysis platforms. Besides the benefit it brings to potential users of the data, it is also valuable for increasing transparency and standardisation within the network and the potential for reuse of procedures thus streamlining the data production processes among the partners. These metadata are crucial for institutional memory and knowledge transfer should site data managers change or if ALPHA was to switch from Pentaho to another ETL software. Most of the ALPHA data management problems have stemmed from staff changes.

Beyond the contributions at high level addressed in Chapter 5, the largely successful mapping of the granular details of the transformations to the SDTL and the description of data metrics using SDMX in Chapter 6 are both first attempts in the HDSS data harmonisation arena. Beyond the description afforded by the ADESBPM, this project has also provided structured metadata of the finer details of the data transformations and the statistical aggregates generated as part of the harmonisation. These more granular metadata serve the crucial role of capturing the details necessary for moving from a general understanding of the processes provided for by the business process models to implementation steps.

Overall, through the use of DDI, SDTL and SDMX and the process models, this study is showing that there is no one magic standard for the documentation of “after the fact” harmonised data such as the ALPHA datasets. Rather, it is through the use of a combination of the standards depending on the stage of the process that the appropriate level of detail of the documentation can be achieved.

### 8.3.4 Recommendations

These findings suggest several courses of action for various stakeholders involved/interested in ALPHA data and their provenance. Producers of ALPHA data may find it useful to follow the approach proposed in communicating the provenance of their data to users. Principal investigators will need to communicate to funders the metadata development work that complements the development of the ETLs in order for funding to include metadata development. Data experts whose role is to perform the transformations may need to browse the metadata in cases where they are available in order to use them as models for their work.
They will need to put the tasks in an ETL into context, annotating the steps/transformations with the theoretical underpinnings related to the transformation. Preliminary results from this work have been presented at a conference (Kanjala et al. 2018) and at the 2019 ModernStats World Workshop (Greenfield, Kanjala, and Gregory 2019). Metadata standards and business process models user communities may find it useful to consider the approach used in this thesis in customising these within their own contexts.

8.3.5 Future work
Outside the scope of the thesis, some prototyping work of a software agent for automated harvesting of provenance metadata from Pentaho ETLs have been done (Greenfield, Kanjala, and Gregory 2019). The metadata mined by the agent have been complemented by the infusion metadata that were created in this thesis (Chapter 5). The prototyped software agent could be developed further into a production ready scale. So far, the infusion metadata were being entered directly into a DDI 4 XML document. To facilitate the entry of these metadata, further work of developing a user-friendly platform could enable those not familiar with XML to participate in this metadata entry task.

In the future, it will be important to extend the approach devised in the current study to the harmonisation of the disease or behaviour specific variables. Analysis of ETLs for the disease/behaviour specific specs such as the HIV status specification or the sexual behaviour specification will most likely enrich the ADESBPM with objects and tasks that are not covered in the ETL for spec 6.1.

8.4 Provenance metadata browser software requirements
The foregoing summarised findings in essence represent an end to end standards-based metadata solution for ALPHA datasets capturing the context of the primary data from the partners (Chapter 4) and the details of the data transformations (Chapters 5 and 6). When integrated with the codebook metadata for the harmonised datasets already catered for within the CiB, this would provide an end to end structured provenance metadata for the ALPHA datasets. While the provenance metadata provided in DDI and SDMX, in the case of ALPHA in XML format, are machine friendly, they are not suitable for human users. Humans need an intelligible presentation of the metadata for querying and searching. The software to present the ALPHA provenance metadata in human friendly format is not available off shelf. In preparation for the designing and development of this software, the perspectives of the current and potential future users of the ALPHA data were elicited and analysed.
8.4.1 Objective

(3) To gather and analyse the requirements for a user-friendly provenance metadata platform for ALPHA datasets

8.4.2 Summary of findings

Proposed features were generally accepted by respondents with comments to improve those features also provided. Two user groups emerged in the study, the data management group and the researchers group. Researchers had interest in high level documentation and not primarily interested in replicating the process but to get a business level understanding. Data managers required more granular details of the metadata and expressed interest in reproducing the data harmonisation processes. Interviewees suggested that the interface of the software will need to not overwhelm researchers with too much detail but making it possible for data managers to get the details when they need them. Some participants pointed out the need for a metadata capturing culture to be developed among the ALPHA network partners.

8.4.3 Research contributions

This research adds to our knowledge, the perspectives of data managers and researchers on what is required providing metadata to users of the ALPHA data. Developers now have a basis for beginning the development of the metadata browser. The results from the study emphasise the need for the metadata browser to accommodate the differences between partner studies in the way they define concepts and the rules and the assumptions they make regarding cut off points in defining events such as migration or loss to follow up. This will enable users to understand the differences in the data resulting from the differences in the assumptions, rules and cut-offs applied. The findings have also highlighted the need for partners to pay attention to the capturing of contextual metadata along the ETL processes.

8.4.4 Recommendations

Developers will need to review the evaluation of the proposed features and adjust the initial requirements specification as needed. This will enable them to target a fit for purpose software for ALPHA metadata browsing in their work.

The network partners will need to adopt a culture of capturing contextual metadata along the ETL life cycle recording assumptions, rules and reasons for decisions made in creating the ETLs. This is better done during the time of data processing. Retrospectively capturing these metadata is challenging due to the huge amount of data involved and the information loss as the time between the ETL development and its documentation increases.
8.4.5 Future work

The metadata browser: The most logical follow up to the requirements elicitation study will be to engage the expertise of developers to build the envisaged human user-friendly metadata browser. This will be a platform for browsing and searching the provenance metadata to facilitate the understanding and more accurate interpretation and use of the harmonised data.

In addition, this browser will need to integrate the three components of the ALPHA provenance metadata – the metadata for the primary HDSS data from the partners, the metadata on the harmonisation processes and those for the final harmonised datasets.

Another interesting future investigation related to this browser would be to explore the extension of its interactive capabilities to receiving and structuring feedback from users of the software. This can help to continually improve the metadata to meet the needs of the users better.

User guides and manuals: Manuals will need to be prepared outlining the steps for creating the metadata and describing the functionality of the software tools for (1) automated harvesting of metadata from DDI instances for primary data and from the ETL, (2) manual metadata entry forms, (3) metadata integration and (4) the metadata browsing. These will facilitate the use and maintenance of metadata infrastructure.

A curriculum: A curriculum at postgraduate level is needed for training a cadre of staff competent in the metadata development, system design, development, deployment and maintenance. This curriculum could also be used for training of HDSS personnel on the methods and software for use with the data documentation subsystem.

8.5 Study limitations

While this study has several potential contributions to theory and practice in the area of HDSS data management and preservation, it also has limitations.

The scope of this study is limited in terms of the number of HDSS studies and ALPHA Specifications investigated. It only considered two HDSS and only the core HDSS data. The full complement of ALPHA datasets comprises of eleven data specifications and the network has ten partners. Capturing the diversity of the ten partners’ practices and data characteristics would better inform the decisions involved in implementing metadata standards in HDSS. This would be a flexible approach accommodating their funding availability and skill sets differences among the partners.
Disease and or behaviour specific specifications not considered in this project are important for enriching the ADESBPM with epidemiological aspects that are not present in the residency episodes data used in this thesis.

While the approaches and provenance metadata were developed and users’ views on the requirements for metadata browsing software were elicited, the study did not go as far as developing the tools to facilitate the creation of the said metadata and the searching and browsing of the same. These tools needed in production ready form for this kind of documentation to be realised beyond prototypes. Without this accompanying tooling, the documentation is not feasible. The envisaged tools will need to automate the metadata development in order to minimise the workload on data producers. There are plans, outside the scope of the current study, to build and deploy these tools as outlined in the future work section.

The study only compared two tools for DDI documentation of HDSS primary data—Colectica Designer and Nesstar Publisher. It did not expand the scope of that comparison to check if amount of manual entry of metadata, costs and or training needs were going to be altered by using alternative tools.

Overall, the forgoing investigation has shown that the existing standards when combined can do the job, but it is time and labour intensive, requires a lot of knowledge and expertise to join it all up, these are all in short supply. Whilst that can be partially addressed by the development of training materials and by training people, there is a substantial gap in the market for tools to streamline and automate these processes. Longitudinal studies, and meta-analyses, where large volumes of sometimes poorly documented data are combined, would be the main beneficiaries but this would be useful wherever data are harmonised. Until documentation as described here is built into studies and is completely routine, data sharing will always be hampered.
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APPENDIX A  METADATA INFUSION FILE SCHEMA

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" elementFormDefault="qualified">
  <xs:element name="infusion_6.1">
    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element ref="credits"/>
        <xs:element ref="concepts"/>
        <xs:element ref="study"/>
        <xs:element ref="datapipeline"/>
      </xs:sequence>
    </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>
  <xs:element name="credits">
    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element ref="title"/>
        <xs:element ref="abstract"/>
        <xs:element ref="sources"/>
        <xs:element ref="creator"/>
        <xs:element ref="contributors"/>
        <xs:element ref="resources"/>
      </xs:sequence>
    </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>
  <xs:element name="title" type="xs:string"/>
  <xs:element name="abstract" type="xs:string"/>
  <xs:element name="concepts">
    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element ref="concept" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
      </xs:sequence>
    </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>
  <xs:element name="concept">
    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element ref="agency"/>
        <xs:element ref="id"/>
        <xs:element ref="version"/>
        <xs:element ref="name"/>
        <xs:element ref="definition"/>
        <xs:element ref="localid" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
      </xs:sequence>
    </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>
  <xs:element name="agency" type="xs:string"/>
  <xs:element name="id" type="xs:string"/>
  <xs:element name="version" type="xs:string"/>
  <xs:element name="name" type="xs:string"/>
  <xs:element name="definition" type="xs:string"/>
  <xs:element name="localid" type="xs:string"/>
  <xs:element name="sources">
    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element maxOccurs="unbounded" ref="source"/>
      </xs:sequence>
    </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>
  <xs:element name="source">
    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element ref="citationrole"/>
        <xs:element ref="uri"/>
      </xs:sequence>
    </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>
</xs:schema>
<xs:sequence>
  <xs:element ref="step"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:extension>
</xs:complexContent>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="preconditions">
  <xs:complexType>
    <xs:sequence>
      <xs:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" ref="precondition"/>
    </xs:sequence>
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="precondition">
  <xs:complexType>
    <xs:sequence>
      <xs:element ref="recordname"/>
      <xs:element ref="location"/>
      <xs:element ref="type"/>
      <xs:element ref="aggregate"/>
      <xs:element minOccurs="0" ref="datadescription"/>
    </xs:sequence>
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="postconditions">
  <xs:complexType>
    <xs:sequence>
      <xs:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" ref="postcondition"/>
    </xs:sequence>
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="postcondition">
  <xs:complexType>
    <xs:sequence>
      <xs:element ref="recordname"/>
      <xs:element ref="location"/>
      <xs:element ref="type"/>
      <xs:element ref="aggregate"/>
      <xs:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" ref="datadescription"/>
      <xs:element minOccurs="0" ref="dataexceptions"/>
    </xs:sequence>
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="attribution">
  <xs:complexType>
    <xs:sequence>
      <xs:element maxOccurs="unbounded" ref="entity"/>
    </xs:sequence>
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="entity">
  <xs:complexType>
    <xs:complexContent>
      <xs:extension base="name">
        <xs:sequence>
          <xs:element ref="abbreviation"/>
          <xs:element ref="description"/>
        </xs:sequence>
      </xs:extension>
    </xs:complexContent>
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="abbreviation" type="xs:NCName"/>
<xs:element name="uri" type="xs:anyURI"/>
<xs:complexType name="name">
  <xs:sequence>
    <xs:element ref="name"/>
  </xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

<xs:element name="oldname" type="xs:NCName"/>
<xs:element name="newname" type="xs:NCName"/>
</xs:schema>
APPENDIX B   INFUSION FILE

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<infusion_6.1>
  <credits>
    <title>A program generated metadata description of a Pentaho Data Integration data processing pipeline</title>
    <abstract>An XSLT program was used to merge potentially three metadata sources into a DDI4 compliant DataManagementView. One source is Pentaho XML users generate when creating a data pipeline in the Pentaho authoring environment. The second source is a metadata infusion that adds both shape and detail to the Pentaho XML. This metadata infusion is in part authored by a data scientist. However, the infusor is "greedy" and is also is able to draw in legacy metadata from Nesstar Publisher. The XSLT program takes these potentially three metadata sources as input and produces as output a DDI4 DataManagementView. The DataManagementView and its DataPipeline is able to traverse either prospectively or retrospectively a business process model once to describe the data lifecycle of a Study and many times to describe the data lifecycle of a StudySeries. </abstract>
    <sources>
      <source>
        <citationrole>The CORE Master Job and the child job that it references provide metadata Pentaho uses at run time to orchestrate the study data pipeline</citationrole>
        <uri>https://www.dropbox.com/s/m88qfvy4ry8r8hd/CORE%20Master%20Job.kjb?dl=0</uri>
      </source>
      <source>
        <citationrole>The core_bpm_mapper provides additional metadata. It is a metadata infusion that facilitates pipeline understanding and data discovery</citationrole>
        <uri>https://www.dropbox.com/s/b7v8ep4wscgf0yf/core_bpm_mapper.xml?dl=0</uri>
      </source>
      <source>
        <citationrole>Depending on its availability in a given project, The infusor can consume Nesstar Publisher DDI 2.x compliant descriptions of unit and dimensional data</citationrole>
        <uri>http://www.nesstar.com</uri>
      </source>
    </sources>
    <creator>
      <name>datapipeline3.xsl</name>
    </creator>
    <contributors>
      <contributor>
        <name>Chifundo Kanjala</name>
        <role>
          <description>Metadata architect, ETL architect and demographic and epidemiological surveillance domain expert</description>
          <value>Equal</value>
        </role>
      </contributor>
      <contributor>
        <name>Jay Greenfield</name>
        <role>
          <description>Metadata architect and data scientist</description>
          <value>Equal</value>
        </role>
      </contributor>
      <contributor>
        <name>Tathagata Bhattacharjee</name>
      </contributor>
    </contributors>
  </credits>
</infusion_6.1>
A Health and Demographic Surveillance System (HDSS) is defined as a set of field and computing operations applied within a clearly demarcated geographic area to handle the longitudinal follow-up of well-defined entities or primary subjects (individuals, social units (e.g. households), and residential units (physical locations)) and their related demographic, socio-economic and health outcomes.

The demographic surveillance area (DSA) is an area with clearly and fairly permanent delineated boundaries, preferably recognizable on the ground (for example, rivers, roads, and clearly demarcated administrative boundaries).

Data collection done within the DSA to register and define the target population. During the initial census an extensible system of unique identifiers is assigned to the primary entities of the HDSS. The initial census also works as a basis for the development of the HDSS database.
<concept>
<agency>ALPHA</agency>
<id>4</id>
.getVersion>1</version>
<name>unique-identifier</name>
<definition>A number or identification code used to uniquely identify the primary entities of an HDSS. Unique identifiers are assigned at baseline and they should be extensible to accommodate the addition of future primary entities.</definition>
</concept>

<concept>
<agency>ALPHA</agency>
<id>5</id>
<version>1</version>
<name>longitudinality</name>
<definition>The longitudinal measurement of demographic and health dynamics in the registered population by constantly updating a set of prescribed attributes for the primary subjects during rounds of follow up visits to the registered residents in the DSA.</definition>
</concept>

<concept>
<agency>ALPHA</agency>
<id>6</id>
<version>1</version>
<name>primary-hdss-entities</name>
<definition>Residential units, Social units and individuals comprise the main entities of interest in an HDSS.</definition>
</concept>

<concept>
<agency>ALPHA</agency>
<id>7</id>
<version>1</version>
<name>residential-units</name>
<definition>Residential units are the places in the DSA where individuals live.</definition>
</concept>

<concept>
<agency>ALPHA</agency>
<id>8</id>
<version>1</version>
<name>residency</name>
<definition>The state of being physically present in a given residential unit for a defined threshold of time. Residency is an essential pre-requisite for enumeration of individuals at risk of demographic events or disease exposure. Residency associates individuals with residential units.</definition>
</concept>

<concept>
<agency>ALPHA</agency>
<id>9</id>
<version>1</version>
<name>social-units</name>
<definition>These are groups to which individuals in the DSA belong.</definition>
</concept>
### Membership

The state of belonging to a social group. Membership associates individuals with social groups such as households.

### Individuals

Individuals are the subject of primary interest in an HDSS. They are the people who are residents of a residential unit or members of a social unit.

### Eligibility

Every HDSS defines a population under surveillance. Individuals have places of residence and attachments to social units such as households.

First the residential units, the social groups and the individuals need to be identified. A set of inclusion criteria to distinguish eligible from ineligible entities needs to be defined. Residential and social units are eligible if they are situated in the DSA. Individuals are eligible if they are resident at eligible residential units or if they belong to eligible social units.

### HDSS - Core - Events

Three core events alter the size of the registered population in an HDSS. These are births, deaths and migration in consistency with the fundamental demographic equation:

\[ P_{t1} = P_{t0} + B_{t0, t1-Dt0, t1+It0, t1-Ot0, t1} \]

- \( P_{t1} \) - Population at time \( t1 \)
- \( P_{t0} \) - Population at time \( t2 \)
- \( B_{t0, t1} \) - Births between time \( t0 \) and time \( t1 \)
- \( D_{t0, t1} \) - Deaths between time \( t0 \) and time \( t1 \)
- \( I_{t0, t1} \) - Immigrations between time \( t0 \) and time \( t1 \)
- \( O_{t0, t1} \) - Outmigration between time \( t0 \) and time \( t1 \)

### Birth

Pregnancies and their outcomes are recorded for all registered women in the HDSS regardless of the location at which the outcomes occur. An HDSS aims to record all outcomes including miscarriages, induced abortions, stillbirths and live births. All pregnancy outcomes are needed for fertility.
All live births are registered as individual members of the HDSS.

All deaths to registered members of the HDSS are recorded regardless of the place of occurrence of the death.

The change of residence by a registered individual or social group (e.g., a household). There are two types of migration that occur among the registered population. These are internal and external migration.

This involves residence changes from one residential unit to another in the same DSA. While internal migration does not alter the size of the registered population, it is essential to record internal migration to avoid double counting of individuals and to also correctly apportion exposure to social and physical environment.

Decisions have to be made for deciding if migration has occurred based on the duration since the event.

This involves residence changes between a residential unit in a DSA and one that’s outside it.

This is when an individual or social unit migrates into the DSA from a location outside the DSA.
<name>internal-immigration</name>
<definition>Relocating into a residential unit within the DSA after exiting another also within the DSA</definition>
<concept><agency>ALPHA</agency><id>21</id><version>1</version><name>internal-outmigration</name><definition>Exiting a residential unit in the DSA in order to join another also within the DSA</definition></concept>
<concept><agency>ALPHA</agency><id>22</id><version>1</version><name>external-outmigration</name><definition>When an individual relocates from a residential unit in the DSA to a place outside the DSA</definition></concept>
<concept><agency>ALPHA</agency><id>23</id><version>1</version><name>episodes</name><definition>Episodes are the logical complement to events. They are meaningful and identifiable segments of time started and ended by events.</definition></concept>
<study>
<name>Health and Demographic Surveillance System (HDSS)</name>
<overview>
 para
 The data that are used to create the ALPHA specifications come from health-and-demographic-surveillance-system (HDSS) studies being conducted in Eastern and Southern Africa where HIV is a major public health problem. In these settings, national vital registration and population-based health information are scarce. HDSS are an attempt to address this dearth of data.
</para>
<para>Development of structured documentation for ALPHA specifications inevitably refers to the concepts that are core to HDSS. In addition, it also refers to objects, relationships and attributes from the HDSS reference data model.</para>
</overview>
</study>
<!-- id is the identifier given by the agency that specified the concept -->
<!-- the agency may have created multiple versions of a concept -->
<!-- I will search on the name parsing the text we want to tag -->
<!-- Except if there are one or more localids: in this event I will search on the localids -->
A Universe is a set of entities defined by a more narrow specification than that of an underlying UnitType. A Population further narrows the specification to a specific time and geography -->

![](unittype)

![](unittype)

<population>

<methodologyoverview>

<overview>

The ADESBPM extends both the UNECE Generic Statistical Business Process Model (GSBPM) and DDI's Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model (GLBPM).

</overview>

<para>
The extensions make the subject matter of each business process or step more domain specific by introducing as applicable and chronicling the entities of the Health and Demographic Surveillance System (HDSS) reference data model. In line with the HDSS, ADESBPM tells a story about the production of demographic and epidemiological events and episodes.

</para>

</methodologyoverview>

<designoverview>

<overview>

The design of the ADESBPM is proceeding bottom up based on two use cases. The first use case is a demographic surveillance one. INDEPTH has defined a set of business processes and transformations using the Pentaho Integration platform to perform demographic surveillance. ALPHA in turn has leveraged INDEPTH. It is in the process of defining a set of business processes and transformations using the Pentaho Integration platform to perform successively first demographic surveillance and then epidemiological surveillance.

</overview>

<para>
There is the possibility that INDEPTH demographic surveillance will have to be tweaked to support ALPHA epidemiological surveillance. This is what we are in the process of discovering.

</para>

</designoverview>

<algorithmoverview>

<overview>

</overview>

</algorithmoverview>
<coverage>
  <overview></overview>
  <temporal>
    <begins></begins>
    <ends></ends>
  </temporal>
  <spatial>
    <spatialareacode></spatialareacode>
  </spatial>
  <topical>
    <keyword></keyword>
  </topical>
</coverage>

<study>
  <datapipeline>
    <bp id="1">
      <name>01 Site Specific ETL for 6.1</name>
      <alias>6.1/Nairobi/Nairobi 00 Generating Staging Tables</alias>
      <purpose>Creates staging tables from member centre specific data. The staging tables are then transformed further to create the ALPHA specification 6.1</purpose>
      <standardmodelused>
        <uppermodel>
          <name>Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model</name>
          <step>5.1 Integrate data</step>
        </uppermodel>
        <lowermodel>
          <name>African Demographic and Epidemiological Surveillance Business Process Model (ADESBPM)</name>
          <step>Transform centre's operational data into relevant entities of the HDSS reference data model</step>
          <!-- <step>Create event-specific and event-related staging tables</step> -->
        </lowermodel>
        <curation>
          <name>Open Archival Information System Reference Model</name>
          <step>Submission Information Package</step>
        </curation>
        <!-- repeat as needed vocabulary entries -->
        <!-- A vocabulary name is the name of a controlled vocabulary or ontology -->
        <!-- A vocabulary step is the name of an "element" or concept in the controlled vocabulary together with its path -->
        <vocabulary>
          <name></name>
          <step></step>
        </vocabulary>
      </standardmodelused>
      <!-- algorithmoverview steps take names as needed -->
      <algorithmoverview>
        <step id="1.1" name=""></step>
        <step id="1.2" name=""></step>
        <step id="1.2" name=""></step>
      </algorithmoverview>
      <!-- preconditions here are site specific I am thinking -->
      <preconditions/>
      <postconditions/>
    </bp>
    <bp id="2">
      <name>02 Core ETL for Raw 6.1</name>
      <alias>6.1/CORE/001 CORE Produce Raw 61 Dataset</alias>
      <purpose>Creates ALPHA specification 6.1 in event format from staging tables created in the site specific ETL business process (01 Site Specific ETL for 6.1)</purpose>
      <standardmodelused>
    </bp>
  </datapipeline>
</study>
<uppermodel>
  <name>Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model</name>
  <step>5.1 Integrate data</step>
</uppermodel>

<lowermodel>
  <name>African Demographic and Epidemiological Surveillance Business Process Model (ADESBPM)</name>
  <step>Transform relevant entities of the HDSS reference data model into harmonised data (ALPHA Spec 6.1)</step>
</lowermodel>

<curation>
  <name>Open Archival Information System Reference Model</name>
  <step>Submission Information Package</step>
</curation>

<standardmodelused/>

<algorithmoverview>
  <step id="2.1" name="Generate anonymised IDs">Generate anonymised unique-identifiers</step>
  <step id="2.2" name="Map original unique-identifiers to anonymised IDs">Create a mapping between original and anonymised IDs</step>
  <step id="2.3" name="Store the mapping between original and anonymised IDs">Store the IDs mapping information where it can be accessed internally in the future</step>
  <step id="2.4" name="Create Raw Spec 6.1 from staging data">Create Raw Spec 6.1 from staging data</step>
</algorithmoverview>

<preconditions>
  <!-- preconditions -->
  <recordname>Staging_Raw_6.1</recordname>
  <location>01 Generate ALPHA 6.1 Data Specs.ktr</location>
  <type>CubeOutput</type>
  <aggregate>false</aggregate>
  <datadescription>An excel spreadsheet</datadescription>
  </precondition>
  </preconditions>

<postconditions>
  <recordname>Indv_ID_Anonymise_Map</recordname>
  <location>6.1/CORE/001 CORE Produce Raw 61 Dataset.kjb</location>
  <type>SQL</type>
  <aggregate>false</aggregate>
  <datadescription>
    <sibling>Indv_ID_Anonymise_Map</sibling>
    <uri>6.1/CORE/01A CORE Anonymise Individual Id.ktr</uri>
  </datadescription>
  </postcondition>

  <!-- example data exceptions -->
  <dataexceptions>
    <dropped>ccc</dropped>
    <dropped>eee</dropped>
    <renamed>
      <oldname>aaa</oldname>
      <newname>bbb</newname>
    </renamed>
    <renamed>
      <oldname>ccc</oldname>
      <newname>ddd</newname>
    </renamed>
  </dataexceptions>
  </postcondition>

  <recordname>Indv_ID_Anonymise_Map</recordname>
  <location>6.1/CORE/01A CORE Anonymise Individual Id.ktr</location>
  <type>StataOutput</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>

<example data description -->
<datadescription>
  <sibling>Indv_ID_Anonymise_Map</sibling>
  <uri>6.1/CORE/001 CORE Produce Raw 61 Dataset.kjb</uri>
  <description>SQL</description>
</datadescription>
</postcondition>

<recordname>HH_ID_Anonymise_Map</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/001 CORE Produce Raw 61 Dataset.kjb</location>
<type>SQL</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
<datadescription>
  <sibling>HH_ID_Anonymise_Map</sibling>
  <uri>6.1/CORE/01B CORE Anonymise Household Id.ktr</uri>
  <description>Stata Output</description>
</datadescription>
</postcondition>

<recordname>HH_ID_Anonymise_Map</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/01B CORE Anonymise Household Id.ktr</location>
<type>StataOutput</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
<datadescription>
  <sibling>HH_ID_Anonymise_Map</sibling>
  <uri>6.1/CORE/001 CORE Produce Raw 61 Dataset.kjb</uri>
  <description>SQL</description>
</datadescription>
</postcondition>

<recordname>Raw_61_Event_Format</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/001 CORE Produce Raw 61 Dataset.kjb</location>
<type>SQL</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
<datadescription>
  <sibling>Raw_61_Event_Format</sibling>
  <uri>6.1/CORE/01C CORE Generate Raw 6.1.ktr</uri>
  <description>Stata Output</description>
</datadescription>
</postcondition>

<recordname>Raw_61_Event_Format</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/01C CORE Generate Raw 6.1.ktr</location>
<type>StataOutput</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
<datadescription>
  <sibling>Raw_61_Event_Format</sibling>
  <uri>6.1/CORE/001 CORE Produce Raw 61 Dataset.kjb</uri>
  <description>SQL</description>
</datadescription>
</postcondition>

</bp>

<bp id="3">
  <name>03 Core ETL Raw 6.1 Dataset Quality Metrics</name>
  <alias>6.1/CORE/002 CORE Data Quality Metrics</alias>
  <purpose>Assesses the quality of the data in the raw specification created in business process, 02 Core ETL for Raw 6.1, on the basis of a set of quality metrics</purpose>
</bp>
<standardmodelused>
  <uppermodel>
    <name>Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model</name>
    <step>5.3 Explore, validate and clean data</step>
  </uppermodel>
  <lowermodel>
    <name>African Demographic and Epidemiological Surveillance Business Process Model (ADESBPM)</name>
    <step>Validate sex, dob, events order and events dates</step>
  </lowermodel>
  <curation>
    <name>Open Archival Information System Reference Model</name>
    <step>Archival Information Package</step>
  </curation>
</standardmodelused>

<algorithmoverview>
  <step id="3.1" name="Compile a list of Quality Metrics">Compile a list of quality metrics relevant to the data specification</step>
  <step id="3.2" name="Create events consistency matrix">Create events consistency matrix showing the logical ordering of event sequences</step>
  <step id="3.3" name="Compile residency starting events">Identify in the data, events that start a residency episode (birth, external-immigration, enumeration, becoming eligible for a study, found after being lost to follow-up)</step>
  <step id="3.4" name="Compile residency ending events">Identify in the data, events that end a residency episode (external-outmigration, death, became ineligible for study, lost to follow-up, internal-outmigration, present in the study (right censored))</step>
  <step id="3.5" name="Compile legal and illegal start events">Review the identified start events and distinguish between legal and illegal ones</step>
  <step id="3.6" name="Compile legal and illegal end events">Review the identified end events and distinguish between legal and illegal ones</step>
  <step id="3.7" name="Compile legal and illegal transitions">Review all transitions between two events and distinguish between legal and illegal ones</step>
  <step id="3.8" name="Compile illegal, missing or unknown sex">Compile illegal, missing or unknown sex</step>
  <step id="3.9" name="Compile illegal, missing or unknown Date of Birth (DOB)">Compile illegal, missing or unknown DOB</step>
  <step id="3.10" name="Compile quality metrics">Calculate numbers of legal and illegal start events, end events, event transitions, sex values, out of range DOBs and missing sex and DOBs</step>
</algorithmoverview>

<preconditions>
  <precondition>
    <recordname>Raw_61_Event_Format</recordname>
    <location>6.1/CORE/001 CORE Produce Raw 61 Dataset.kjb</location>
    <type>SQL</type>
    <aggregate>false</aggregate>
  </precondition>
</preconditions>

$postconditions>
  <postcondition>
    <recordname>StartingEvents</recordname>
    <location>6.1/CORE/002 CORE Data Quality Metrics.kjb</location>
    <type>SQL</type>
    <aggregate>false</aggregate>
  </postcondition>
</postconditions>
<datadescription>
  <sibling>StartingEvents</sibling>
  <uri>6.1/CORE/02A CORE Illegal Start Events.ktr</uri>
  <description>Excel Output</description>
</datadescription>
</postcondition>
<postcondition>
  <recordname>StartingEvents</recordname>
  <location>6.1/CORE/02A CORE Illegal Start Events.ktr</location>
  <type>ExcelOutput</type>
  <aggregate>false</aggregate>
  <datadescription>
    <sibling>StartingEvents</sibling>
    <uri>6.1/CORE/002 CORE Data Quality Metrics.kjb</uri>
    <description>SQL</description>
  </datadescription>
</postcondition>
<postcondition>
  <recordname>StartQualityMetrics</recordname>
  <location>6.1/CORE/02A CORE Illegal Start Events.ktr</location>
  <type>TypeExitExcelWriterStep</type>
  <aggregate>false</aggregate>
  <datadescription>
    <sibling>QualityMetrics</sibling>
    <uri>6.1/CORE/002 CORE Data Quality Metrics.kjb</uri>
    <description>SQL, Start events quality metrics added to the QualityMetrics table in Staging database</description>
  </datadescription>
</postcondition>
<postcondition>
  <recordname>QualityMetrics</recordname>
  <location>6.1/CORE/002 CORE Data Quality Metrics.kjb</location>
  <type>SQL</type>
  <aggregate>false</aggregate>
  <datadescription>
    <sibling>StartQualityMetrics</sibling>
    <uri>6.1/CORE/02A CORE Illegal Start Events.ktr</uri>
    <description>Microsoft Excel Writer</description>
  </datadescription>
</postcondition>
<postcondition>
  <recordname>SexValueQualityMetrics</recordname>
  <uri>6.1/CORE/02D CORE Unknown Sex.ktr</uri>
  <description>Microsoft Excel Writer</description>
</datadescription>
<postcondition>
  <recordname>EndingQualityMetrics</recordname>
  <uri>6.1/CORE/02C CORE Illegal End Events.ktr</uri>
  <description>Microsoft Excel Writer</description>
</datadescription>
<postcondition>
  <recordname>DoBQualityMetrics</recordname>
  <uri>6.1/CORE/02E CORE Illegal or Missing DoB.ktr</uri>
  <description>DoBQualityMetrics</description>
</datadescription>
<postcondition>
  <recordname>IllegalTransitions</recordname>
  <location>6.1/CORE/002 CORE Data Quality Metrics.kjb</location>
<type>SQL</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
<datadescription>
  <sibling>IllegalTransitions</sibling>
  <uri>6.1/CORE/02B CORE Illegal Transitions.ktr</uri>
  <description>Excel Output</description>
</datadescription>
</postcondition>

<postcondition>
  <recordname>IllegalTransitions</recordname>
  <location>6.1/CORE/02B CORE Illegal Transitions.ktr</location>
  <type>ExcelOutput</type>
  <aggregate>false</aggregate>
  <datadescription>
    <sibling>IllegalTransitions</sibling>
    <uri>6.1/CORE/002 CORE Data Quality Metrics.kjb</uri>
    <description>SQL</description>
  </datadescription>
</postcondition>

<postcondition>
  <recordname>TransitionsCrosstab</recordname>
  <location>6.1/CORE/02B CORE Illegal Transitions.ktr</location>
  <type>ExcelOutput</type>
  <aggregate>false</aggregate>
  <datadescription>
    <sibling>EventCrossTab</sibling>
    <uri>6.1/CORE/002 CORE Data Quality Metrics.kjb</uri>
    <description>SQL</description>
  </datadescription>
</postcondition>

<postcondition>
  <recordname>EventCrossTab</recordname>
  <location>6.1/CORE/002 CORE Data Quality Metrics.kjb</location>
  <type>SQL</type>
  <aggregate>false</aggregate>
  <datadescription>
    <sibling>TransitionsCrosstab</sibling>
    <uri>6.1/CORE/02B CORE Illegal Transitions.ktr</uri>
    <description>Excel Output 2</description>
  </datadescription>
</postcondition>

<postcondition>
  <recordname>TransitionQualityMetrics</recordname>
  <location>6.1/CORE/02B CORE Illegal Transitions.ktr</location>
  <type>TypeExitExcelWriterStep</type>
  <aggregate>false</aggregate>
  <datadescription>
    <sibling>QualityMetrics</sibling>
    <uri>6.1/CORE/002 CORE Data Quality Metrics.kjb</uri>
    <description>SQL, Transition events quality metrics added to the QualityMetrics table in Staging database</description>
  </datadescription>
</postcondition>

<postcondition>
  <recordname>EndingEvents</recordname>
  <location>6.1/CORE/002 CORE Data Quality Metrics.kjb</location>
  <type>SQL</type>
  <aggregate>false</aggregate>
  <datadescription>
    <sibling>EndingEvents</sibling>
    <uri>6.1/CORE/02C CORE Illegal End Events.ktr</uri>
    <description>Excel Output</description>
  </datadescription>
</postcondition>
<recordname>EndingEvents</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/02C CORE Illegal End Events.ktr</location>
<type>ExcelOutput</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
<datadescription>
  <sibling>EndingEvents</sibling>
  <uri>6.1/CORE/002 CORE Data Quality Metrics.kjb</uri>
  <description>SQL</description>
</datadescription>
</postcondition>

<recordname>EndingQualityMetrics</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/02C CORE Illegal End Events.ktr</location>
<type>TypeExitExcelWriterStep</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
<datadescription>
  <sibling>QualityMetrics</sibling>
  <uri>6.1/CORE/002 CORE Data Quality Metrics.kjb</uri>
  <description>SQL, End events quality metrics added to the QualityMetrics table in Staging database</description>
</datadescription>
</postcondition>

<recordname>SexValues</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/002 CORE Data Quality Metrics.kjb</location>
<type>SQL</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
<datadescription>
  <sibling>SexValues</sibling>
  <uri>6.1/CORE/02D CORE Unknown Sex.ktr</uri>
  <description>Excel Output</description>
</datadescription>
</postcondition>

<recordname>SexValues</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/02D CORE Unknown Sex.ktr</location>
<type>ExcelOutput</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
<datadescription>
  <sibling>SexValues</sibling>
  <uri>6.1/CORE/002 CORE Data Quality Metrics.kjb</uri>
  <description>SQL</description>
</datadescription>
</postcondition>

<recordname>SexValueQualityMetrics</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/02D CORE Unknown Sex.ktr</location>
<type>TypeExitExcelWriterStep</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
<datadescription>
  <sibling>QualityMetrics</sibling>
  <uri>6.1/CORE/002 CORE Data Quality Metrics.kjb</uri>
  <description>SQL, Sex values quality metrics added to the QualityMetrics table in Staging database</description>
</datadescription>
</postcondition>

<recordname>DoBValues</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/002 CORE Data Quality Metrics.kjb</location>
<type>SQL</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
<datadescription>
DoB.ktr</uri>
<description>Excel Output</description>
</postcondition>
<postcondition>
<recordname>DoBValues</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/02E CORE Illegal or Missing</location>
<type>ExcelOutput</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
<datadescription>
<sibling>DoBValues</sibling>
-uri>6.1/CORE/002 CORE Data Quality Metrics.kjb</uri>
<description>SQL</description>
</datadescription>
</postcondition>
<postcondition>
<recordname>DoBQualityMetrics</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/02E CORE Illegal or Missing</location>
<type>TypeExitExcelWriterStep</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
<datadescription>
<sibling>QualityMetrics</sibling>
-uri>6.1/CORE/002 CORE Data Quality Metrics.kjb</uri>
<description>SQL, DoB quality metrics added to the QualityMetrics table in Staging database</description>
</datadescription>
</postcondition>
</bp>
</bp id="4">
<name>04 Core ETL to Clean 6.1 Dataset</name>
(alias) 6.1/CORE/003 CORE Data Cleaning
<purpose>Applies cleaning procedures to correct some inconsistencies identified in the quality assessment business process (03 Core ETL Raw 6.1 Dataset Quality Metrics)
This business process does not clean all the errors identified, those requiring the attention of the ALPHA member centre are compiled in preparation for sending to the member centre</purpose>
<standardmodelused>
<uppermodel>
<name>Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model</name>
<step>5.3 Explore, validate and clean data</step>
</uppermodel>
<lowermodel>
<name>African Demographic and Epidemiological Surveillance Business Process Model (ADESBPM)</name>
<step>Clean Event Dates and Event ordering</step>
</lowermodel>
<curation>
<name>Open Archival Information System Reference Model</name>
<step>Archival Information Package</step>
</curation>
</standardmodelused>
<algorithmoverview>
<step id="4.1" name="Check if first event is a legal first">Check if the first event to be ever recorded for each individual is enumeration, birth or external-immigration</step>
<step id="4.2" name="Change internal-immigration (ENT) to external-immigration (IMG) for first events">If first event is an internal-immigration change it to an external migration</step>
<step id="4.3" name="Classify all other first events as
Classify all first events other than enumeration, birth or external-immigration as illegal first events</step>  
<step id="4.4" name="Check if its a legal first event">Check if the marked as first event is a birth, an enumeration or an immigration from outside DSA</step>  
<step id="4.5" name="Drop individuals with illegal start events"></step>  
<step id="4.6" name="Check if last event is a legal last">Check if last events are external-outmigration, death, present in study site</step>  
<step id="4.7" name="Change internal-outmigration (EXT) to external-outmigration (OMG) for last event">If last event is an internal-outmigration change it to an external outmigration</step>  
<step id="4.8" name="Classify all other last events as illegal">Classify all last events other than external-outmigration, death, present in study site as illegal last events</step>  
<step id="4.9" name="Drop individuals with illegal end events"></step>  
<step id="4.10" name="Identify consecutive events and their dates">Identify current and next event and their dates</step>  
<step id="4.11" name="Identify the event following each birth event">Check if a birth event is followed by a birth, an enumeration, external-immigration or internal-immigration</step>  
<step id="4.12" name="Identify the event following each death event">Check if a death event is followed by an event other than a NULL</step>  
<step id="4.13" name="Compile event pairs violating consistency matrix transitions">Review all other transitions in the data and record violations of consistency matrix</step>  
<step id="4.14" name="Drop individuals with illegal transitions"></step>  
<step id="4.15" name="Drop individuals with unknown sex or DOB"></step>  
</algorithmoverview>  
<preconditions>  
<precondition>  
<recordname>Raw_61_Event_Format</recordname>  
<location>6.1/CORE/001 CORE Produce Raw 61 Dataset.kjb</location>  
?type>SQL</type>  
<aggregate>false</aggregate>  
</precondition>  
</preconditions>  
</postconditions>  
<preconditions>  
<precondition>  
<recordname>IllegalStartEvents</recordname>  
<location>6.1/CORE/003 CORE Data Cleaning.kjb</location>  
?type>SQL</type>  
<aggregate>false</aggregate>  
</precondition>  
</preconditions>  
</postconditions>  
<preconditions>  
<precondition>  
<recordname>tmpMicroData</recordname>  
<location>6.1/CORE/003 CORE Data Cleaning.kjb</location>  
?type>SQL</type>  
<aggregate>false</aggregate>  
</precondition>  
</preconditions>  
</postconditions>  
<preconditions>  
<precondition>  
<recordname>DeletedIndividualEvents</recordname>  
<location>6.1/CORE/003 CORE Data Cleaning.kjb</location>  
?type>SQL</type>  
<aggregate>false</aggregate>  
</precondition>  
</preconditions>  
</postconditions>  
<preconditions>  
<precondition>  
<recordname>MicroDataStartCleaned</recordname>  
<location>6.1/CORE/003 CORE Data Cleaning.kjb</location>  
?type>SQL</type>  
<aggregate>false</aggregate>  
</precondition>  
</preconditions>
<postcondition>
  <recordname>IllegalEndEvents</recordname>
  <location>6.1/CORE/003 CORE Data Cleaning.kjb</location>
  <type>SQL</type>
  <aggregate>false</aggregate>
</postcondition>
<postcondition>
  <recordname>MicroDataEndCleaned</recordname>
  <location>6.1/CORE/003 CORE Data Cleaning.kjb</location>
  <type>SQL</type>
  <aggregate>false</aggregate>
</postcondition>
<postcondition>
  <recordname>MicroDataTransitionsCleaned</recordname>
  <location>6.1/CORE/003 CORE Data Cleaning.kjb</location>
  <type>SQL</type>
  <aggregate>false</aggregate>
</postcondition>
<postcondition>
  <recordname>Cleaned_61_Event_Format</recordname>
  <location>6.1/CORE/003 CORE Data Cleaning.kjb</location>
  <type>SQL</type>
  <aggregate>false</aggregate>
</postcondition>
<postcondition>
  <recordname>MicroDataCleanedSex</recordname>
  <location>6.1/CORE/003 CORE Data Cleaning.kjb</location>
  <type>SQL</type>
  <aggregate>false</aggregate>
</postcondition>
</postconditions>

<bp id="5">
  <name>05 Core ETL Clean 6.1 Dataset Quality Metrics</name>
  <alias>6.1/CORE/002 CORE Data Quality Metrics</alias>
  <purpose>Reruns data quality metrics first executed in Step 3 after events are cleaned in Step 4</purpose>
  <standardmodelused>
    <uppermodel>
      <name>Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model</name>
      <step>5.3 Explore, validate and clean data</step>
    </uppermodel>
    <lowermodel>
      <name>African Demographic and Epidemiological Surveillance Business Process Model (ADESBPM)</name>
      <step>Validate sex, dob, events order and events dates</step>
    </lowermodel>
    <curation>
      <name>Open Archival Information System Reference Model</name>
      <step>Archival Information Package</step>
    </curation>
  </standardmodelused>
  <algorithmoverview>
    <step id="5.1" name="Compile a list of Quality Metrics">Compile a list of quality metrics relevant to the data specification</step>
    <step id="5.2" name="Create events consistency matrix">Create events consistency matrix showing the logical ordering of event sequences</step>
    <step id="5.3" name="Compile residency starting events">Identify in the data events that start a residency episode (birth, external-immigration, enumeration, becoming eligible for a study, found after being lost to follow-up)</step>
    <step id="5.4" name="Compile residency ending events">Identify in the data events that end a residency episode (external outmigration, death,
became ineligible for study, lost to follow-up, internal-oumigration, present in the study (right censored)) </step>

<step id="5.5" name="Compile legal and illegal start events">Review the identified start events and distinguish between legal and illegal ones</step>

<step id="5.6" name="Compile legal and illegal end events">Review the identified end events and distinguish between legal and illegal ones</step>

<step id="5.7" name="Compile legal and illegal transitions">Review all transitions between two events and distinguish between legal and illegal ones</step>

<step id="5.8" name="Compile illegal, missing or unknown sex">Compile illegal, missing or unknown sex</step>

<step id="5.9" name="Compile illegal, missing or runknown dob">Compile illegal, missing or unknown dob</step>

<step id="5.10" name="Compile quality metrics">Calculate numbers of legal and illegal start events, end events, event transitions, sex values, out of range DOBs and missing sex and DOBs</step>

</algorithmoverview>

<preconditions>
<precondition>
<recordname>MicroDataCleanedSex</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/003 CORE Data Cleaning.kjb</location>
&type>SQL</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
</precondition>
</preconditions>

<postconditions>
<postcondition>
<recordname>StartingEvents</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/002 CORE Data Quality Metrics.kjb</location>
&type>SQL</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
</postcondition>

<postcondition>
<recordname>StartQualityMetrics</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/02A CORE Illegal Start Events.ktr</location>
&type>TypeExitExcelWriterStep</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
</postcondition>

<postcondition>
<recordname>IllegalTransitions</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/002 CORE Data Quality Metrics.kjb</location>
&type>SQL</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
</postcondition>

<postcondition>
<recordname>TransitionsCrosstab</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/02B CORE Illegal Transitions.ktr</location>
&type>ExcelOutput</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
</postcondition>

<postcondition>
<recordname>TransitionQualityMetrics</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/02B CORE Illegal Transitions.ktr</location>
&type>TypeExitExcelWriterStep</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
</postcondition>

<postcondition>
<recordname>EndingEvents</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/002 CORE Data Quality Metrics.kjb</location>
<type>SQL</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
</postcondition>

<postcondition>
<recordname>EndingQualityMetrics</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/02C CORE Illegal End Events.ktr</location>
</postcondition>

<type>ExitExcelWriterStep</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
</postcondition>

<postcondition>
<recordname>SexValues</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/002 CORE Data Quality Metrics.kjb</location>
</postcondition>

<type>SQL</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
</postcondition>

<postcondition>
<recordname>SexValueQualityMetrics</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/02D CORE Unknown Sex.ktr</location>
</postcondition>

<type>ExitExcelWriterStep</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
</postcondition>

<postcondition>
<recordname>DoBValues</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/002 CORE Data Quality Metrics.kjb</location>
</postcondition>

<type>SQL</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
</postcondition>

<postcondition>
<recordname>DoBQualityMetrics</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/02E CORE Illegal or Missing DoB.ktr</location>
</postcondition>

</postconditions>
</bp>

<bp id="6">

<name>06 CORE ETL to Anonymise Dataset</name>
<alias>6.1/CORE/004 CORE Data Anonymisation</alias>
<purpose>Randomises the individual and household identifiers to anonymise the data</purpose>
<standardmodelused>
<uppermodel>
<name>Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model</name>
</uppermodel>
<lowermodel>
<name>African Demographic and Epidemiological Surveillance Business Process Model (ADESBPM)</name>
</lowermodel>
<curation>
<name>Open Archival Information System Reference Model</name>
</curation>
</standardmodelused>

<step id="6.1" name="Bring together original unique identifiers and anonymised IDs">Bring together original and anonymised IDs in the cleaned spec 6.1</step>

<step id="6.2" name="Remove original IDs from the cleaned spec 6.1">Create cleaned spec 6.1 with only anonymised IDs</step>

<step id="6.3" name="Preserve ID Mappings">Preserve an
internal mapping of original IDs to the anonymised IDs</step>
</algorithmoverview>
<preconditions>
<precondition>
<recordname>Cleaned_61_Event_Format</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/D03 CORE Data Cleaning.kjb</location>
<type>SQL</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
</precondition>
<precondition>
<recordname>Indv_ID_Anonymise_Map</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/D01 CORE Produce Raw 61 Dataset.kjb</location>
<type>SQL</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
</precondition>
<precondition>
<recordname>HH_ID_Anonymise_Map</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/D01 CORE Produce Raw 61 Dataset.kjb</location>
<type>SQL</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
</precondition>
</preconditions>
</bp>

<bp id="7">
<name>07 CORE Consolidate Start and End Events</name>
<alias>6.1/CORE/005 CORE Consolidate Start and End Events</alias>
<purpose>Quantifies proportion of records that are duplicates in terms of unique identifier, event and event date, cleans the duplicates and drops individuals with single events</purpose>
</bp>
</bp>
</bp>

<standardmodelused>
<uppermodel>
<name>Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model</name>
<step>5.3 Explore, validate and clean data</step>
</uppermodel>
<lowermodel>
<name>African Demographic and Epidemiological Surveillance Business Process Model (ADESBPM)</name>
<step></step>
</lowermodel>
<curation>
<name>Open Archival Information System Reference Model</name>
</curation>
</standardmodelused>

<algorithmoverview>
<step id="7.1" name="Dates of first events">Identify the date for each individual's first event to be ever recorded</step>
<step id="7.2" name="Dates of last events">Identify the date for each individual's last event to be ever recorded</step>
<step id="7.3" name="Identify and compile duplicates">Identify duplicates in terms of ID, event and event date</step>
<step id="7.4" name="Remove duplicates">Remove duplicate record in terms of ID, event and event date identified in 7.3</step>
<step id="7.5" name="Identify individuals with single events">Identify individuals with total events amounting to 1 or less</step>
<step id="7.6" name="Drop individuals with single events">Drop individuals with total events amounting to 1 or less</step>

<step id="7.7" name="Adjust events numbering">Adjust events numbering to account for dropped events</step>

<step id="7.8" name="Quantify proportion of records that are duplicates">Quantify percentage of events that are duplicates as a quality metric</step>

</algorithmoverview>

<preconditions>
<precondition>
<recordname>Anonymised_61_Event_Format</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/004 CORE Data Anonymisation.kjb</location>
<type>SQL</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
</precondition>
</preconditions>

<postconditions>
<postcondition>
<recordname>StartEvents</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/05A CORE Determine End Events and Dates.ktr</location>
<type>TypeExitExcelWriterStep</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
</postcondition>

<postcondition>
<recordname>EndEvents</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/05A CORE Determine End Events and Dates.ktr</location>
<type>TypeExitExcelWriterStep</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
</postcondition>

<postcondition>
<recordname>Summary</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/05A CORE Determine End Events and Dates.ktr</location>
<type>TextFileOutput</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
</postcondition>

<postcondition>
<recordname>S01_Duplicates</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/005 CORE Consolidate Start and End Events.kjb</location>
<type>SQL</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
</postcondition>

<postcondition>
<recordname>S01_Temp</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/005 CORE Consolidate Start and End Events.kjb</location>
<type>SQL</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
</postcondition>

<postcondition>
<recordname>S01_Dropped</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/005 CORE Consolidate Start and End Events.kjb</location>
<type>SQL</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
</postcondition>

<postcondition>
<recordname>S01_Temp2</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/005 CORE Consolidate Start and End Events.kjb</location>
<type>SQL</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
</postcondition>
<recordname>S01</recordname><location>6.1/CORE/005 CORE Consolidate Start and End Events.kjb</location><type>SQL</type><aggregate>false</aggregate></postcondition></bp><bp id="8">
<name>08 CORE Verify Temporal Integrity</name><alias>6.1/CORE/006 CORE Verify Temporal Integrity</alias><purpose>Assesses the ordering, in time, of dates for consecutive/successive events, compiles those with illogical timing, quantifies their proportion and drops individuals with wrongly timed successive events</purpose><standardmodelused><uppermodel><name>Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model</name><step>5.3 Explore, validate and clean data</step></uppermodel><lowermodel><name>African Demographic and Epidemiological Surveillance Business Process Model (ADESBPM)</name><step>Validate and clean event histories</step></lowermodel><curation><name>Open Archival Information System Reference Model</name><step>Archival Information Package</step></curation></standardmodelused><algorithmoverview><step id="8.1" name="Identify an individual's dates of consecutive events">For each individual in the data, determine the dates of consecutive events event date and next event date</step><step id="8.2" name="Use a future date if next event date is NULL">Replace NULL next event dates with a date in the future</step><step id="8.3" name="Assess temporal integrity of consecutive events dates">Check if event date is less than next event date and record violations</step><step id="8.4" name="Quantify proportion event dates violating temporal integrity">Quantify proportion event dates violating temporal integrity as a quality metric</step><step id="8.5" name="Drop individuals with temporal integrity violations">Drop individuals with temporal integrity violations</step></algorithmoverview><preconditions><precondition><recordname>S01</recordname><location>6.1/CORE/005 CORE Consolidate Start and End Events.kjb</location><type>SQL</type><aggregate>false</aggregate></precondition></preconditions><postconditions><postcondition><recordname>S02_Violations</recordname><location>6.1/CORE/006 CORE Verify Temporal
Integrity.kjb</location>
   <type>SQL</type>
   <aggregate>false</aggregate>
   </postcondition>
   <postcondition>
   <recordname>QualityMetrics</recordname>
   <location>6.1/CORE/06A CORE Verify Temporal Integrity.ktr</location>
   <type>TableOutput</type>
   <aggregate>false</aggregate>
   </postcondition>
   <postcondition>
   <recordname>S02 DeletedTemporalViolations</recordname>
   <location>6.1/CORE/006 CORE Verify Temporal Integrity.kjb</location>
   <type>SQL</type>
   <aggregate>false</aggregate>
   </postcondition>
   <postcondition>
   <recordname>S02</recordname>
   <location>6.1/CORE/006 CORE Verify Temporal Integrity.kjb</location>
   <type>SQL</type>
   <aggregate>false</aggregate>
   </postcondition>
</postconditions>
</bp>
<bp id="g">
   <name>09 CORE Update Event Timing</name>
   <alias>6.1/CORE/007 CORE Update Event Timing</alias>
   <purpose>Assesses and corrects migration event sequences. A movement out of the study area is defined as an external-outmigration (OMG) if the time between the external-outmigration and the subsequent external-immigration (IMG) is above a defined period of time (threshold) - e.g. six months.</purpose>
   <standardmodelused>
      <uppermodel>
         <name>Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model</name>
         <step>5.3 Explore, validate and clean data</step>
      </uppermodel>
      <lowermodel>
         <name>African Demographic and Epidemiological Surveillance Business Process Model (ADESBPM)</name>
         <step>Smooth event histories</step>
      </lowermodel>
      <curation>
         <name>Open Archival Information System Reference Model</name>
         <step>Archival Information Package</step>
      </curation>
   </standardmodelused>
   <algorithmoverview>
      <step id="9.1" name="Identify an individual's consecutive events and their dates">For each individual in the data, determine previous and current event and their corresponding dates</step>
      <step id="9.2" name="Compile OMG-IMG pairs">From consecutive event pairs identified in 9.1, compile pairs where an external-outmigration is followed by an external-immigration</step>
      <step id="9.3" name="Check if date difference between OMG and IMG is below threshold">Identify and compile OMG-IMG pairs with date differences below a recommended threshold</step>
      <step id="9.4" name="Change IMG to ENT for OMG-IMG date difference below threshold">Change external-immigration to internal-immigration if the OMG-IMG date differences is below a recommended threshold</step>
      <step id="9.5" name="Quantify proportion OMG-IMG pairs with
Quantify proportion OMG-IMG pairs with date differences below a recommended threshold as a quality metric

Change OMG to EXT for OMG-IMG pair date difference below threshold

Change external-outmigration to internal-outmigration if the OMG-IMG date differences is below a recommended threshold

From consecutive event pairs identified in 9.1, compile pairs where an internal-outmigration is followed by an internal-immigration

Identify and compile EXT-ENT pairs with date differences above a recommended threshold

Change internal-immigration to external-immigration if the EXT-ENT pair date differences is above a recommended threshold

Quantify proportion EXT-ENT pairs with date differences above a recommended threshold as a quality metric

Change internal-outmigration to external-outmigration if the EXT-ENT pair date difference is above a recommended threshold

Assign times to the event dates dependent on the event type to maintain temporal integrity and logical event sequences

Preconditions:
- S02
- Verify Temporal Integrity.kjb
- SQL
- False

Postconditions:
- S03_Temp
- Update Event Timing.kjb
- SQL
- False
- S03_Recode_OMG
- Update Event Timing.kjb
- SQL
- False
- QualityMetrics
- Consolidate OMG-IMG pairs.ktr
- TableOutput
- False
- S03_Temp2
- Update Event Timing.kjb
- SQL
- False
<postcondition>
  <recordname>S03_Temp</recordname>
  <location>6.1/CORE/07C CORE Consolidate EXT-ENT pairs.ktr</location>
</postcondition>

<postcondition>
  <recordname>S03_RecodEXT</recordname>
  <location>6.1/CORE/007 CORE Update Event Timing.kjb</location>
</postcondition>

<postcondition>
  <recordname>QualityMetrics</recordname>
  <location>6.1/CORE/07C CORE Consolidate EXT-ENT pairs.ktr</location>
</postcondition>

<postcondition>
  <recordname>S03_Temp2</recordname>
  <location>6.1/CORE/07D CORE Recode EXT events to OMG.ktr</location>
</postcondition>

<postcondition>
  <recordname>S03</recordname>
  <location>6.1/CORE/007 CORE Update Event Timing.kjb</location>
</postcondition>

</bp>

<bp id="10">
  <name>10 CORE Produce Final Core MicroData Files</name>
  <alias>6.1/CORE/008 CORE Produce Final Core MicroData Files</alias>
  <purpose>Produces the final dataset</purpose>
  <standardmodelused>
    <uppermodel>
      <name>Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model</name>
      <step>5.9 Finalize data outputs</step>
    </uppermodel>
    <lowermodel>
      <name>African Demographic and Epidemiological Surveillance Business Process Model (ADESBPM)</name>
      <step>Create calendar of events</step>
    </lowermodel>
  </standardmodelused>
  <algorithmoverview>
    <step id="10.1" name="Output events format data">Output data in the form of a calendar of events</step>
    <step id="10.2" name="Identify residency episode start events">Identify events that start a residency episode in the events format data</step>
    <step id="10.3" name="Identify residency episode end events">Identify events that end a residency episode in the events format data</step>
    <step id="10.4" name="Bring together episode start and end events">Bring together episode start and end events</step>
  </algorithmoverview>
</bp>
Bring together in one record corresponding events that start and end each of the residency episodes in the data.

Compile start and end events in one record but belonging to different individuals.

Compile illegal start events.

Compile illegal end events.

Output episodes format data.

Generate and store an MD5 fingerprint for the events format data.

Generate and store an MD5 fingerprint for the residency episodes format data.

Preconditions:

- Recordname: S03 Location: 6.1/Core/007 CORE Update Event Timing.kjb
  - Type: SQL
  - Aggregate: false

- Recordname: Final_61_Episode_Format Location: 6.1/Core/08C CORE Generate MD5 Fingerprint for Final Microdata.ktr
  - Type: LoadFileInput
  - Aggregate: false

- Recordname: Final_61_Event_Format Location: 6.1/Core/08C CORE Generate MD5 Fingerprint for Final Microdata.ktr
  - Type: LoadFileInput
  - Aggregate: false

Postconditions:

- Recordname: Final_61_Episode_Format Location: 6.1/Core/008 CORE Produce Final Core MicroData Files.kjb
  - Type: SQL
  - Aggregate: false

- Recordname: Final_61_Episode_Format Location: 6.1/Core/008 CORE Produce Final Core MicroData Files.kjb
  - Type: SQL
  - Aggregate: false

- Recordname: MD5-DataFingerprint Location: 6.1/Core/08C CORE Generate MD5 Fingerprint for Final Microdata.ktr
  - Type: TextFileOutput
  - Aggregate: false

11 CORE Prepare Data Quality Feedback
<alias>6.1/CORE/009 CORE Prepare Data Quality Feedback</alias>
<purpose>Compiles data quality assessment report to be shared with the member centre</purpose>
<standardmodelused>
  <uppermodel>
    <name>Generic Longitudinal Business Process Model</name>
    <step></step>
  </uppermodel>
  <lowermodel>
    <name>African Demographic and Epidemiological Surveillance Business Process Model (ADESBPM)</name>
    <step></step>
  </lowermodel>
  <curation>
    <name>Open Archival Information System Reference Model</name>
    <step>Dissemination Information Package</step>
  </curation>
</standardmodelused>
<algorithmoverview>
  <step id="11.1" name="Output duplicate records">Output duplicate records in terms of unique-identifier, event and event date</step>
  <step id="11.2" name="Output core violations">Output core violations (illegal start, end events, illegal transitions, missing sex and missing DOBs</step>
  <step id="11.3" name="Output dropped events">Output dropped events</step>
  <step id="11.4" name="Output temporal violations">Output records with temporal violations</step>
  <step id="11.5" name="Output offending migration events">Output offending migration events</step>
  <step id="11.6" name="Produce quality metrics report">Produce a summary report of the quality metrics providing statistics to give the magnitude of the errors</step>
</algorithmoverview>
<preconditions>
  <precondition>
    <recordname>S01_Duplicates</recordname>
    <location>6.1/CORE/005 CORE Consolidate Start and End Events.kjb</location>
    <type>SQL</type>
    <aggregate>false</aggregate>
  </precondition>
  <precondition>
    <recordname>S01_Dropped</recordname>
    <location>6.1/CORE/005 CORE Consolidate Start and End Events.kjb</location>
    <type>SQL</type>
    <aggregate>false</aggregate>
  </precondition>
  <precondition>
    <recordname>S02_Violations</recordname>
    <location>6.1/CORE/006 CORE Verify Temporal Integrity.kjb</location>
    <type>SQL</type>
    <aggregate>false</aggregate>
  </precondition>
  <precondition>
    <recordname>S02_DeletedTemporalViolations</recordname>
    <location>6.1/CORE/006 CORE Verify Temporal Integrity.kjb</location>
    <type>SQL</type>
    <aggregate>false</aggregate>
  </precondition>
  <precondition>
    <recordname>S03_Recode_EXT</recordname>
    <location>6.1/CORE/007 CORE Update Event Timing.kjb</location>
    <type>SQL</type>
    <aggregate>false</aggregate>
  </precondition>
</preconditions>
<type>SQL</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
</precondition>
<recordname>S03_Recode_OMG</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/D07 CORE Update Event Timing.kjb</location>
<type>SQL</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
</precondition>
<recordname>QualityMetrics</recordname>
<location>6.1/CORE/D02 CORE Data Quality Metrics.kjb</location>
<type>SQL</type>
<aggregate>false</aggregate>
</precondition>

</bp>
The Household Registration System 2 maintains a consistent record of significant demographic events that occur to a population in a fixed geographic region. HRS2 has been extended to support epidemiological events too by the ALPHA (Analyzing Longitudinal Population-based HIV/AIDS data on Africa) Network.
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Centre in a Box data documentation (CiBDoS) software requirements elicitation study

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1. WHAT IS ALPHA?
The ALPHA network is an innovative secondary data analysis program aimed at improving our understanding of the HIV epidemiology. ALPHA is coordinated by its secretariat in the Department of Population Health (DPH) under the Faculty of Epidemiology and Population Health at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine. It comprises of 10 autonomous research institutions sharing similar interests in HIV Epidemiology. Each institution has its own research agenda and data management system. All partners pre-date the network formation. They all have population/community-based longitudinal demographic and HIV surveillance data. ALPHA leverages the benefits of data pooling - Better statistical power gained by bringing together data from a number of research institutions and a wider perspective not possible to achieve with one research institution.

2. ALPHA data and “modus operandi”
ALPHA assembles datasets on various topics related to demographic and HIV surveillance. These data are referred to as ALPHA data specifications or data specs and are described here. The ALPHA data specs have a well-defined structure to which each partner of the network has to transform their data. ALPHA is organised around data analysis and HIV research capacity strengthening workshops. At the workshops, partners bring their data and are involved in data analysis training addressing research questions of interest for the particular workshop.

5 http://alpha.lshtm.ac.uk/metadata/
3. Data harmonisation in ALPHA

ALPHA is working on a project to produce a sharable set of harmonised data that combines both population-based and clinic data from the partner studies with funding from the Wellcome Trust.

Whilst community-based cohorts and demographic surveillance systems provide a rich source of data, use of the data is often limited because successful analysis requires detailed knowledge of the study’s contemporary and historical procedures and of data management practices. To date the ALPHA Network has successfully extracted and harmonised 10 standard data tables from the partner studies. However, these data are still complex and require considerable prior knowledge to use effectively, which in practice means the data can only be used in collaboration with one of the ALPHA staff.

The main project combines three sets of activities:

(1) Using industry standard data integration methods, and a bespoke data appliance Centre in a Box - CiB (Herbst et al. 2015) to develop a robust process for deriving the ALPHA datasets.

(2) Integration of the existing ALPHA clinical dataset with data contributed to the IeDEA Network (which links HIV clinical cohorts).

(3) High-quality documentation of both the data and the processes used to derive the data.

The proposed study relates to the third set of activities in the main ALPHA project outlined earlier. Work done so far includes development of the software agent for harvesting the process metadata within CiB and formatting it in line with international metadata standards. The utility of the harvested metadata lies in the availability of software tools for browsing, searching and constructing data lineages relating to the ALPHA datasets. In order to build such tools, software developers need domain experts’ perspectives on the desired functionality of those tools to guide their work. This study seeks to gather, analyse and synthesise these domain experts’ functional requirements.

4. Mock-ups

Included in the information pack is a set of mock-up diagrams showing features that the developers have proposed as a starting point for discussion. Please note that these mock-ups are not a reflection of what the software interface will look like, they only
show the features of the system. Please have a look at these before the interview as the interview questions will seek to elicit your views about the proposed features.

5. Terms used in mock-ups
The overall process implemented in Pentaho (Pentaho Corporation 2018) for creating an ALPHA data spec is called a data pipeline for that data spec. Business processes are Pentaho sub-jobs within the data pipeline for a data spec. Each business process has an overview, purpose and some business steps. Each Business step has a description, related demographic and epidemiological concepts and associated files. Each business step also has input data stores and output data stores. Each data store is linked to the business process that create the data store and the business process that uses the data store.

6. Why ALPHA network interviewees?
ALPHA researchers, as the producers of the harmonised data, will provide the viewpoint of users who are familiar with the specifics of the data harmonisation process.

7. Why CLOSER project interviewees?
CLOSER staff will provide the viewpoint of archivists and data scientists who are familiar with international metadata standards and with data harmonisation (they have successfully conducted an ongoing data harmonisation project involving eight UK birth cohorts).

Between these two groups of users, we feel that we will be able to identify the requirements of both internal and external users.

8. Requirements overview
A requirement is a statement that identifies a necessary attribute, capability, characteristic, or quality of a system in order for it to have value and utility to a stakeholder.

9. Types of Requirements
A requirement can be:

- A Business Goal: a state or target that the organisation intends to achieve or maintain with the system.
• **An Objective**: a quantitatively measurable and specific state or target that the organisation intends to achieve or maintain with the system.

• **A System Goal**: a state or target that you intend to achieve or maintain by using the system.

• **A Capability Constraint**: a restriction on how the system achieves your goal.

• **A Quality of Service Constraint**: a quality restriction on the behaviour of the system.

• **A Business Policy**: a directive from the organisation that defines what can be done and what must not be done, and may indicate or set limits on how it should be done.

• **A Business Rule**: a directive from the organisation that provides specific and discrete governance or guidance to implement Business Policies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Templates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To view input datasets used in a data transformation</td>
<td>To &lt;a goal you want to achieve by using the system&gt;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To see the association between output datasets and a process step</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To improve usability of ALPHA harmonised datasets.</td>
<td>To &lt;a goal the organisation should achieve from the system in operation&gt;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA and external researchers should be able to access high level description of data transformations by using the CiB documentation system</td>
<td>&lt;subject&gt; should [not] be able to &lt;action&gt; (by using the system).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All business processes must have a human readable algorithm overview</td>
<td>By / Within / Per annum &lt;a measurable criteria to know if the organisation’s goal is achieved&gt;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The system must provide various access levels for different user groups as determined by ALPHA network scientists and data producers</td>
<td>&lt;subject&gt; must / should [not] &lt;action&gt; [If/while &lt;condition&gt;].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10. **References**


My name is Chifundo Kanjala and I am a PhD student in the Department of Population Health, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine. We are carrying out a study to elicit functional requirements for a software system for browsing, searching and constructing data lineages relating to the ALPHA datasets. You are being invited to take part in a research study. Before you decide to take part, it is important for you to understand why the research is being done and what it will involve. I will read information to you about this study. Please ask me if there is anything that is not clear or if you would like more information.

WHAT ARE WE TRYING TO LEARN WITH THIS RESEARCH STUDY?
We would like to understand what the business requirements are for a data documentation software for ALPHA datasets from the perspectives of domain experts in ALPHA and the CLOSER project. The full utility of structured data documentation is realised when tools are available to browse, search and explore those metadata. The functionalities of such a tool for ALPHA datasets documentation is currently not fully understood. It is important to understand these requirements from the perspective the potential users and experts in the area of research data harmonisation and dissemination. By interviewing domain experts, we can gather and analyse their views. We hope that the findings from this study will help improve our understanding of the desired functional requirements for the said tools.

WHY ARE WE ASKING YOU TO PARTICIPATE?
We are asking you to give us your perspectives on what the features of a data documentation software for ALPHA datasets should be. We are also seeking to hear your opinions on mock-ups showing some of the main features that the research team has come up with as we are beginning to work on the project.

WHAT HAPPENS IF I DON’T WANT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE STUDY?
You are free to refuse to participate in this study, or to withdraw your participation at any time. Refusal to participate or withdrawal will not affect you in any way.
WHAT WILL MY PARTICIPATION IN THIS STUDY INVOLVE?
If you choose to participate in this study, we will ask you for up one hour of your time for a recorded skype interview. Prior to the interview, we will also ask you to spare time to read through 4 pages of background materials and to annotate the material with notes and questions that you might have from the content. The annotated background materials will be requested for prior to the interview. Your notes will be used together with your responses during analysis, and your questions will be addressed during the interview.

ARE THERE ANY RISKS INVOLVED WITH PARTICIPATING IN THIS STUDY?
There are no direct risks from participating.

ARE THERE ANY BENEFITS INVOLVED WITH PARTICIPATING IN THIS STUDY?
It is hoped that the software resulting from this requirement elicitation exercise will be useful to producers and users of the ALPHA datasets.

WILL I BE ALLOWED TO WITHDRAW FROM THE STUDY IF I CHANGE MY MIND?
Taking part in this study is voluntary. Should you wish to withdraw from the study at any point or not to answer any of the questions you are free to do so. It will not affect you in any way.

WHO WILL SEE THE INFORMATION THAT IS COLLECTED?
Personal identifiers will be removed from the questionnaire before analysis, and all data will be stored in a way that only authorised people can access it. Your personal information will not be revealed in any published information.

HOW WILL THE INFORMATION I GIVE IN THE STUDY BE KEPT PRIVATE / WHO WILL SEE MY INFORMATION?
All your information will be kept confidential. Information will be stored in password protected computers. To protect your privacy, we will use a code number to identify you and all information about you. We will keep records securely locked/ password protected. Your name, or any other facts that might point to you, will not appear when we present this study or publish its results. Your data may be shared with other researchers only in securely anonymised form.

WHO TO CONTACT IF YOU WANT MORE INFORMATION, OR IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM?
If you want more information before deciding to take part, or have questions at any time, please contact: Prof Jim Todd Email jim.todd@lshtm.ac.uk or Dr Jay Greenfield Email nightcleaner@gmail.com or Dr Emma Slaymaker Email:emma.slaymaker@lshtm.ac.uk
APPENDIX E  Consent form

CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPANT

Title of Project: ALPHA Centre in a Box data provenance documentation subsystem requirements elicitation study
Name of PI/Researcher responsible for project: Chifuode Kanjala

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Please initial or thumbprint* each box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I confirm that I have read and understood the information sheet dated version for the above named study. I have had the opportunity to consider the information, ask questions and have these answered satisfactorily.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I understand that my consent is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw this consent at any time without giving any reason and without being affected in any way.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I understand that relevant sections of my data collected during the study may be looked at by authorised individuals from [London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine and named consultants from the USA], where it is relevant to my taking part in this research. I give permission for these individuals to have access to these records.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I understand that data about/from me may be shared via a public data repository or by sharing directly with other researchers, and that I will not be identifiable from this information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I agree to me taking part in the above named study.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Printed name of participant  Signature of participant  Date
(or thumbprint/mark if unable to sign)

Printed name of person obtaining consent  Signature of person obtaining consent  Date

A copy of this informed consent document has been provided to the participant.

Centre Number:
Study Number:
Participant Identification Number:

[Informed Consent for Participant and Representative for incapacitated zhdb_zs106_02]
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Centre in a Box data documentation (CiBDoS) software requirements elicitation study

QUESTIONNAIRE

Please complete the following information about the interviewee.

| Name | |
| Date | March, 2019 |
| Position | |
| Organisation | |
| What stakeholder does the interviewee represent | |
The following pages have are six mock-ups showing various proposed features of the CiB data documentation Subsystem. The interview will discuss the mock-ups. The purpose of the mock-ups is to show what metadata could be viewed through the system. The appearance of the mock-ups is not intended to be representative of the interface of the mature development. Feedback from the interviewee need to focus on the concepts not interface.
Question 1.

Figure 1: Mock-up 1 – the Data pipeline, its constituent business processes and the details of a business process.

Write the interviewee's rating of the features from 0 (not important to them) to 5 (very important to them) in Table 1 against each feature. 
Circle -1 for requirements that the user actively does not want in the system.

Table 21:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Increasing importance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1 Exposing of business processes</td>
<td>-1 0 1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1.1 Overview</td>
<td>-1 0 1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1.2 Purpose</td>
<td>-1 0 1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1.3 Business steps</td>
<td>-1 0 1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1 Exposure of business process component details</td>
<td>-1 0 1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The interviewee will be asked to explain their response choices for the presented features.
Write the interviewee’s rating of the features from 0 (not important to them) to 5 (very important to them) in Table 2 against each feature.

Circle -1 for requirements that the user actively does not want in the system.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Increasing importance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1 Viewing list of algorithm steps</td>
<td>-1 0 1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 Viewing algorithm step description</td>
<td>-1 0 1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 Viewing demographic surveillance concepts associated with the algorithm step</td>
<td>-1 0 1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4 Viewing definitions of demographic and epidemiological surveillance concepts associated with the algorithm step</td>
<td>-1 0 1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 Viewing setup scripts associated with the algorithm step</td>
<td>-1 0 1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The interviewee will be asked to explain their response choices for the presented features.
**Question 3.**

**Figure 4:**

ALPHA Data Pipeline Spec. 6.1

**Business Processes:**

- [02] Core ETL for Raw Input
  - Overview
  - Purpose
  - Steps:
    - [2.1] Generate Anonymized IDs
    - [2.2] Map original IDs to Anonymized IDs
    - [2.3] Store ID Mapping
    - [2.4] Create 6.1 Data from Raw Data
  - [03] 6.1 Data Quality Metrics
  - Overview
  - Purpose
  - Steps:
    - [3.1] Compile Quality Metrics
    - [3.2] Compile Residency Starting Events
    - [3.3] Compile Residency Ending Events
    - [3.4] Compile Legal and Illegal Starting Events

Write the interviewee’s rating of the features from 0 (not important to them) to 5 (very important to them) in Table 3 against each feature.

**Circle -1** for requirements that the user **actively does not want** in the system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Increasing importance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1 Viewing association of business process algorithms to input and output datasets</td>
<td>-1 0 1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The interviewee will be asked to explain their response choices for the presented features.
**Question 4.**

**Figure 5:**

**ALPHA Data Pipeline Spec. 6.1**  
**Business Processes:**

- [03] 6.1 Data Quality Metrics  
  - Overview  
  - Purpose  
  - Steps:  
    - [3.1] Compile Quality Metrics  
    - [3.2] Compile Residency Starting Events  
    - [3.3] Compile Residency Ending Events  
    - [3.4] Compile Legal and Illegal Starting Events  

**Data Sets:**  
- [1] Raw 6.1 Event Format  
- [2] DoB Quality Metrics  
- [3] Illegal Transitions

**Figure 6:**

**ALPHA Data Pipeline Spec. 6.1**  
**Business Processes:**

- [03] 6.1 Data Quality Metrics  
  - Overview  
  - Purpose  
  - Steps:  
    - [3.1] Compile Quality Metrics  
    - [3.2] Compile Residency Starting Events  
    - [3.3] Compile Residency Ending Events  
    - [3.4] Compile Legal and Illegal Starting Events  

**Data Sets:**  
- [1] Raw 6.1 Event Format  
- [2] DoB Quality Metrics  
- [3] Illegal Transitions

**Write the interviewee’s rating of the features** from 0 (not important to them) to 5 (very important to them) in Table 4 against each feature.  
**Circle -1** for requirements that the user **actively does not want** in the system.
Table 23

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Increasing importance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.1 Viewing Dataset structure (constituent variables and their types) – Figure 6</td>
<td>-1 0 1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 Viewing association of datasets and the corresponding creating and consuming processes</td>
<td>-1 0 1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The interviewee will be asked to explain their response choices for the presented features
**Question 5.**

Please **write the interviewee’s requirements for CiB data documentation Subsystem** in the space below following the template provided.

Then, let the interviewee **rank the requirements** based on their importance to them in the right-hand column (1 being the most important).

Finally, **write requirements that the user actively does not want**, and **put an X** in the right-hand column.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Rank/X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The interviewee will be asked to explain the rationale for the features and ranking.
Question 6.

How much does the interviewee care about CiB data documentation Subsystem?

Please circle the appropriate answer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Not at all</th>
<th>A little</th>
<th>So so</th>
<th>A lot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Please write any other comments the interviewee might have below.